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'tto James <I. milson, ID. lD.
~bc i.teacber,
i.tb1a 1f3ooft 1a Bffectionatel\?
lDeb1cateb
b\? tbe ~laaa of
1905
,/
~reface
The last line is written, and the "copy" is ready for the
printer. The Class Book of the Class of 1905 will soon be placed
in the hands of the Class.
_ May we never open this book but it call forth pleasant mem-
ories of our student days at Jefferson, the very trials and tribula-
lations of which, sweetened and mellowed by time, shall in them-
selves be a source of pleasant recollections.
May this book help to keep in'tact the invisible thread which
binds us, the sons of many a clime and state, into one great Broth-
erhood, and we hope and trust that it may be so, for:
"When Time, who steals our years away,
Will steal our pleasures too;
Then memory of the past will stay,
And half the joys renew."
THE EDITOR.
· .


~rofessor :}. <t. 'UUlHson, B. m., m. lD.
JAMES COR ELIUS WILSO , A. M. (Princeton), M. D.
(Jefferson), was born in Philadelphia, March 25th, 1847. His
ancestors upon his father's side were English and members of the
Society of Friends; upon the mother's side Scotch-Irish. His pater-
nal grandfather, Mardon Wilson. was a farmer upon the banks of the
Neshaminy in Buc s County, and a man of prominence in local affairs.
His father, Ellwood Wilson, settled in Philadelphia in early life, stud-
ied medicine ~t the Jefferson College, was for some years assistant to
Professor Charles D. Meigs and became a very distinguished physi-
cian. He was among the first in this country to teach midwifery and
diseases of women to small classes at the bedside. For many years
until the time of his death he was a member of the Board of Trus,tees
of the Jefferson College and took an active part in the building of the
Hospital:
The subject of this sketch received his early education at the
Friends' Central School in Philadelphia and at a private school con-
ducted by the Rev. Mr. Malin.. He subsequently passed some time at
the Phillips Exeter Academy, of which at this period Dr. Soule was the
Principal and Professors Wentworth and Cilley constituted the Fac-
ulty. Dr. Wilson has always regarded the Exeter training as the most
important part in his preparation for professional life. From Exeter
he went to Yale, but his health not being very good he did not return
to New Haven after the close of his freshman year. After some
months he entered the sophomore class of Princeton College and was
graduated at that institution of learning in 1867. He immediately
entered upon the study of medicine at the Jefferson College and
became the private pupil of Dr. W. W. Keen. The latter was at that
time conducting an extra-mural school ot anatomy in Chant street and
in his profound knowledge as an anatomist and his energy and impres-
siveness as a teacher-was laying the firm foundation for his later repu-
tation as a surgeon. In a room in the same building Mitchell was
!J
doing research work in physiology and studying the effects of snake
venom. Across the street Agnew and Forbes were dissecting and
teaching anatomy. It was Dunglison's last year in the Jefferson Col-
lege. Joseph Pancoast was still teaching. The elder Gross was in
the zenith of his power. The younger Gross and Maury were teach-
ing at Blockley. Dickson was the Professor of Practice, but DaCosta
was the Lecturer on Clinical Medicine and physician to the Pennsyl-
vania Hospital. All of these, warm friends of his fath~r, extended to
the young student the opportunities at their command. While yet an
undergraduate he passed much of his time, not required by the lec-
tures and quizzes, in the wards and post mortem rooms of the Penn-
sylvania and Philadelphia Hospitals. He was graduated in March,
1869. .
Immediately after passing his examinations he enter.ed upon his
duties as Resident Physician in the Wills' Eye Hospital. The follow-
ing year he was appointed Resident Physician to the Penn~ylvania
Hospital. At the close of this service he went to Europe and passed
a year as a student of medicine in Dresden and Vienna, utilizing in
travel ·the time afforded by the occasional short vacations which
occurred. Upon his return to Philadelphia he was made Chief of the
Medical Dispensary in the Jefferson Hospital and received other jun-
ior appointments, among which were that of Physician to the out-
patient service of the Pennsylvania Hospital and a similar position in
the Children's' Hospital. From these positions he resigned upon
being appointed in 1876 Physician to the Jefferson Hospital, then just
completed, and a little later Physician to the Philadelphia Hospital.
He served the latter institution until 1889, a period of thirteen years,
resigning at length because of the distance of the hospital and the
press of other duties. About this time he was appointed Physician to
St. Agnes' Hospital, but r,esigned at the end of a single term of serv-
ice, having meanwhile been appointed to the Staff of the German Hos-
pital. He has been the Physician-in-Chief of the German Hospital
since) 896. In i 895 he was elected Attending Physician to the Penn-
sylvania Hospital, a position which he still holds.
Dr. Wilson has been a successful teacher during his whole medi-
10
cal career. He taught physical diagnosis in the old summer courses
at the Jefferson College for many years and frequently gave courses
upon renal and pulmonary diseases. Much of his time was given to
private teaching in his office and at Blockley, where he was accus-
tomed to meet his classes at 7 0' clock in the morning, the only avail-
able hour for many of his pupils. These classes were always full and
it was often necessary to refuse applicants. With increasing demands
upon his time Dr. Wilson was reluctantly forced to gradually abandon
private teaching. .
In the fall of 1891, Professor DaCosta having resigned the Chair
of Practice, Dr. Wilson was elected by the Trustees to succeed him,
with the title of Professor of Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medi-
cine. He thus incurred the responsibility of that illustrious succession
in which the names of Eberle, Drake, J. K. Mitchell, Dickson and
DaCosta stand 0ut clearly in the roll of those who have helped to
make the Jefferson College great.
Professor Wilson is not a prolific writer, his most important pub-
lication -being a Treatis~ on The Continued Fevers, published in 1881.
He has written l)1any papers upon medical subjects, chiefly clinical,
and was the first in this country to advocate in an able paper the treat-
ment of perforation of the gut in enteric fever by the abdominal oper-
ation. He was among the first in America to employ upon a large
scale systematic cold bathing in. the treatment of enteric fever, accord-
ing to the method of Brand.
As a teacher Professor Wilson is clear, unaffected and impressive,
setting thoroughness in that which it is possible to teach in a given
time above the teaching of many things in a superficial manner. His
methods are most acceptable to his classes-capable critics, since
many of the students have been themselves teachers-and he enjoys
in a high degree the confidence and regard, not only of the under-
graduate body, but also of the Alumni.
As a consultant he is widely and favorably known. He is deeply
interested in the medical profession as an organization and is an active
member of many national and local societies. He has been honored
by the presidency of the County Medical and Pathological Societies of
11
Philadelphia, and the American Academy of Medicine, the American
Climatological Society and the Association of American Physicians
have elected him to the same office.
In dedicating this Class Book to Prof. Wilson the Committee ex-
presses but in a very slight degree the love and admiration of the
student body for our Teacher of Medicine. We say "Teacher" ad-
visedly-for Prof. Wilson is a Teacher, in the broadest, noblest sense
of the word. And it is as the Teacher, to whom we owe so much of
whatever enthusiasm we may feel for the study and practice of med-
icine, that Prof. Wilson will always be remembered and beloved by the
Class of 1905.
I
I~
/HaN. WILLIAM POTTER, President.
HaN. SIMa T GRATZ, Secretary.
HON. SIMON GRATZ
SUTHERLAND M. PREVO. l'
HaN. WILLIAM POTTER
JOSEPH DE F. JUNKIN
HaN. SAMUBL GusTINB THOMPSON
DANtEL BAlJGH
EDWARD I. SMlTH
HON. MAYER SULZBERGER, LL. D.
HARLES C. TOWNSE D
DANIEL MOREAU BARRINGER
ALBA B. ]OJ-INSON
ALFRED MOORE
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~mcers
President
MRS. EDWARD H. WElL
Vice- Presidmts
MRS. DANIEL BAUGH
MRS. JOHN M. FISHER
Treasurer
MRS. H. AUGUSTUS WILSON
Secretary
MRS. CHARLES J. COHEN
/managers
MRS. DANIEL BAUGH
MRS. J. COLES BRICK
MRS. S. SOLIS COHEN
MRS. J. CHALMERS DA COSTA
MRS. JOHN C. DA COSTA, JR.
MRS. CHARLES J. COHEN
MRS. EDWARD P. DAVIS
MRs. F. X. DERCUM
MRS. THOMAS L. ELWYN
MRS. NEWBOLD ETTING
MRS. JOHN M. FISHER
MRS. EDWIN E. GRAHAM
MRS. WU.:L1AM GLASCOW
MRS. HOBART A. HARE
MRS. HOWARD F. HANSELL
MISS MARTHA R. HARKNESS
MRS. W. J .--HEARN
MRS. GEORGE Q. HORWITZ
MISS KATHRYN JONES
MISS FLORENCE KEEN
MRS. WILMER KRUSEN
MRS. D. BRADEN KYLE
MRS. L. S. LANDRETH
MRS. ELI K. PRICE
MRS. C. WETHERILL RICE
MRS. J. TORRANCE RUGH
MRS. S. MACCUEN SMJTH
MRS. EDWARD H. WElL
MRS. WILLIAM WELSH, JR.
MRS. H. AUGUSTUS WILSON
To this loyal band. of Jefferson's daughters the heartfelt thanks
and best wishes of the Class of 1905.
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lRobert J6artbolo,\?, fJD. lD. t ~~. lD.
Emerilu, Prore,sor or ~lnt ria Medica, General Therapeutics and llygiene.
Born at )it\\" \Vind,or, :'lId., :\o\'el11h'r 2 th, I 31.
Died at Philadelphia, ~Ia)" loth, 1904.

1lUlllltam 'Ctbolllsolt, ffi. lD.
Emeritu Profe SOl" of Ophthalmology
J. Solts <Iob It, ffi. lD.
Ilonorary Profe or of Laryngology
:James i!Xll. l1011an~, ffi . .!D.
Dean and Profes'or of ~Iedical Chemistry and Toxicology
)te1ll12 C. Cbapmall, Lfl. JD.
Profes r of In titute of Medicine and :\ledical Juri prudence
:JObll )t. Jl3rlnlon, Lfl . .!D., 1..1..• .!D.
Profes r of the Practice of • urg ry and of 'Iinical . ·urgery
ILI!ltlllam S. Jrorbes, M. ID.
Professor of (;eneraJ, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy
IH. E. Hare, ffi ID.
Profe"",>r of :\lateria ;\ledica and Therapeutics
1lUilllam Iltll. "!keen, M. ID., 11. ID.,
Jr. lR. C. S. (Mon.)
Professor of the Principles of '-urgery and 'Iinicul Surl-:ery
lames ct. lLI!lilaolt, M. ID.
Professor of Practice of :\Iedicine and 'linic,,1 :\Iedicine
E . .E. ffiontgomer}2,.M. 3D., 1'JL. 3D.
Professor of (;ynecolog .
JEl)warl) I). 3Davls, .M. 3D.
Professor of Ob tetrics
ilt1• .m. 'JL. aopUn, .m. 3D.
Profesor of Path logy and Bacteriology
~.,I. 3Dercum, .M. 3D.
Professor of Xen'oll and MenIal Di ease-
3-. Ubalmers lDaCosta, tr.l. lD.
Profe sor of Principle of. 'urgery and 'Jinical urger)"
iIlIl. 3-. liearl~, tr.l. lD.
Profe 'or of linicaJ Surgery
llowar~ jf. liansell, tr.l. lD.
Profe or of Ophthalmology
lienrR iiUt. Stelwagon, tr.l. lD.
Profe sor of Dermatol gy
ill. augustus 1llIlilsol1. fr.l. ID.
I'rofe sor of Orthopedic Surgery
@\?rille 'ilorwlt3. fr.l. ID.
Profe:sor of (;enito-L'rinary Di em,e"
.lEOwll1 .lE. IDrabam. 11r.l. ID.
Professor of Oiea,e, of 'hildren
S. fr.lacCUel1 Sl1\1tb. 11r.l. :!D.
Profes r of Oto)og)
ID. :fSrabcn 1{)2le, ffi. ID.
Profe or of Lar)'n~olog)'
Solomon Solla==Cob,n, .m. ID.
l'rofe'sor of 'linical )Iedicine
albert I). :fSruoalter, ffi. ID.
Professor of Phy iolog)' and II Hiiene
lobn 'iH. Gibbon, .m. ID.
•\ssociate Profes, or of Surgery
BONnell itewl3on, ~. lD.
.\s.,islanl Professor and Demonslrator of .\natomy
Jobn !t:J. jfi"oer, !t:J. lD.
.\ "j tant Professor of (;ynecology
JE. Quin ~bornton, fIr.I. lD.
.\ssi.tant l'rofe__or of :'Ilnteria :'II die.1
1RanNe C. 1Rol3enberger, 1Ir.l. lD.
.\ssbtanl Profe "sor of Bacteriology nnd Curator
of the Mus<,ul11
:albert :JS. <tratg, flO. ID.
Died \Iarch I4lh, 1905-
"(;rclllcr lo"e halh no man than lhis, that a man lay down
his li~ for hi, friends_"

IDr. Blbert 18. (trafg
Bn Bppreciation
b12
'Wl. 'Wl. ~eent m. lD. t 11. lD.
•
.. WAS attracted to Dr. Craig while he
II was yet a student by his fine face Ilnd
the evident maturity of his character.
He had entered upon study later in life than
most of the other men and because of this,
his enthusiasm, diligence and intelligence
were all the more noticeable. During his
service as Resident" in the Jefferson Hos-
pital I came to know him and appreciate
him much better.
His affection for his parents was very
marked and yet, in consequence of his lim-
ited means, he had passed five years in the
east because he was able to help himself
through college by remlmerative labor in
the long summer holiday and because a trip
as far as the Pacific coast was more than his
slender purse could possibly bear. The op-
portunity to extend a helping hand to him,
which I had been very desirious of doing,
came sooner than I had expected and I was
very glad to make him my junior assistant
in my private work. This threw me, of
course, into much more intimate contact
with him and I learned still further to
appreciate the sterling qualities of his char-
acter. Always prompt, always faithful,
always displaying good judgment, I came to
rely not a little upon him and to discuss
with .him various cases and problems in
surgery which particularly interesteci me.
He soon became one of the Associate
Editors of American Medicine and this,
happily, gave him further opportumtIes of
keeping abreast with modern surgical prog-
ress, which made our discussions of current
surgical problems much more interesting. I
always found him alive and awake to every
means of progress, to all the new discover-
ies, and willing himself to contribute to that
progress by original research. Only a few
months ago at the Academy of Surgery he
and Dr. Ellis read a very interesting and
valuable paper on the use of cargile mern-
brahe based upon a number of experiments
which he had conducted last summer, to
determine its value in preventing adhesions,
especially in the cranial and abdominal
cavities.
I was glad to congratulate him not
long since on his marriage as a step forward
in his career, giving him a delightful home
with a most congenial and worthy helpmate.
That the gladness of that home should be
turned so quickly into sorrow is one of the
inexplicable tragedies of life.
No better example can be given of the
quiet heroism which so many members of
our unselfish guild exhibit than was shown
by our dear friend Craig. Knowing, of
course, the danger that he ran, he never
hesitated an instant; nay more, he gave far
more of his time and companionship to his
stricken friend than was necessary for him
to give as the doctor, but he gave it freely
because the patient was his friend. Liter-
ally he gave his life for his friend, and, alas,
unavailingly so.
It is to me a gratification to express my
high appreciation of his faithfulness, his
fearlessness, his devotion to duty and the
fine example that he gives to all of us of
the best qualities both of the physician and
the man.
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<tbarlea <Bregg Blberman, Jft. 'Ull1a~ne,
lInbiana.
(/) P 2'; Wilson Medical Society; Horwitz
Surgical Society.
A new man and a good one.
C. G. ALDERMAN
A. E. AUSTIN
Blbert 16lmer Buatin, B. :fl3., B. m. (Bm...
berat) mebwa~, maas.
.I .Q "/; Forbes natomical League; Coplin
Pathological Soci ty; K en urgical 0-
ciety; The Acad my.
Class President in ophomor year; leader
Jefferson Orchestra; member of "J ff, rsonian"
Board; wrote the "Rambler" article during
the s nior year; Class rator.
Austin is a chronic ki ker.
"By God, I would like to be the Dean of this coil ge
for just one week. I would show the fellows how to run
the college!"
30bn lllllalter :fl3an, mcBle"~'a Jfort, lPa.
(/) X; Davis Obstetrical Society; joined the
class in 1902 from the Baltimore Medical
ollege.
Protector Extraordinary to T. L. Williams and pos-
ses or of a crop of hair that makes Dr. Munyon turn green
with envy.
J. W. BARR
35
<tbarlea' frank :fl3ernat3, 'Wleat Union,
lIowa.
Monto-omery ynecological oci ty and
Davis bstetrical ociety; joined th la s
in 1903 from the ni ersity of Iowa.
The "1 don't take Juniper Tar" of the Halletl-B malz
combipation.
C. F. BERNATZ
1Lawrence Jr. :fl3err\?, <tbarlestown, 'Wleat
lDirginia.
n ardent admirer of McFadden's physi al culture ys-
tern.
l. F. BERRY
3-. 'Wlaiter :fl3e\?er, IDunrutawne\?, IDa.
(j) I:J 1/. A 52 .-/' Forbes Anatomical L a<Yue
'I . b
and Hare edical Soci ty; PI' sid nt of
both.
Walter's political r cord. peaks for it.·eIL Th Pretty
Boy of the lass.
J. W. BEYER
36
II. E. BLANCIIARD
I
R. BOSWORTII
3amea a:arl~le :fl3orlatlb, H:fl3orl~," ~b.
:fl3. (<sro"e <rit~ <rollege) JDa~ton, ~a.
Davis bstetrical S ciety, Horwitz ~ urgi-
cal ociety and The cademy.
Six feet of solid manhood. "Borly" has the respect of
every man in the class.
(/J f) 17; J. C. \i\Tilson Iedical ociety; Class
Historian.
J. C. BORLA D
37
uffers from intermittent apha ia. Especially prone to
attacks during quizes.
1Robitlaotl :fl3oawortb, :fl3rigbtotl, \1)t.
., A' J(
itowarb lC"erett :fl3latlcbarb, ~ro"ibetlCe,
1R. 11.
"MR.. Howard." .
nfortunately the photograph do s not show Blanchard'
peach-like omplexion, which is the envy of all his female
aC(luaintances.
'Wlilliam 30bn lSO\?b, H\teb," lPbilabel""
pbia, lPa.
A quiet young fellow from West Philadelphia, with a
special fondness for his' 'corn cob."
W. J. BOYD
\tbeopbHue JRenr\? lSo\?een, lP. 10. (lPbH'a
<tollege of lPbarmac\?) J8gg Marbor
<tit\?, lA. 3.
Montgomery Gynecological Society; Jef-
ferson Orchestra.
hara terized by a very gloomy expression.
" arrow is better than laughter,-for thro' sorrow the
heart grows wi er but laughter is found in the hou e of a
fool.' ,
T. H. BOYSEN
Malee\? Sanforb :f13ramble, IDaloie, lA. W.
Member of the Alopecia Soci ty.
Will furnish excellent material for pathological resear h.
He has had every known disease ex ept 10 oll1otor ata ia
and hou e-maids knee.
H. S. BRAII\BLE
38
(BU\? Blfre~ :fBran~berg, ":fBran~\?," B. :fB.
'UUlasbington an~ 3efferson <t 0 II ege ,
:fButler, lPa.
Past Grand Master of the lopecia So-
ciety.
G.A.BRANDBERG
Brtbur 3acJtson :fBrewe, lPbila~elpbia, lPa.
ure to be ele ted President of th 0 iety for the Dis-
semination of sefn} Knowledge Among 1edical tudents,
if ever thi ociety is organized.
A. J. BREWE
1Ra\? <tUfton :fBrOWtl, "Blpbonse," <tUn::::
ton, me.
Forbes natomical League; Coplin Patho-
logical ociety; K n urgical Society;
member of the Foot Ball quad.
How Ray managed to exist before he and Burckholder
met history doe not re ord j but meet they did, and now
they are as inseparable a the iame e Twins.
R. C.BROWN
39
'UUlilliam .lfranh 18rown, 11{eolutl1, l1owa.
Join d the class in 1904.
Body-guard to L. L. Rigg., ill. D.
W. F. BROWN
milton morria (talbwelI, H(talIie," B. 18.
JDa"ibaon (tollege, (toncorb, "lA. (t.
. / 11'11"; Th cademy; m mb r of th Foot
Ball Squad.
•\ renowned disciple of Cupid, and probably his aGili-
ties in thi line are only equal to McCarthy's and ·ibley's.
Earl l)'d~ wand red into our midst from 100ya in the
ophol11ore year. He had "'ild-West manners a.nd a. lu'\-
urious beard, but has gradually be omc domcsticated.
.\\. M. HOWELL
16. (tl\?be (tarbart, !IJ)apleton, 1lowa.
TontO"om ry Gynecological
Ptol my.
c.C.CARIIART
40
ty;
lDantel jfrancts <tlanc\?, HlDan," Mollts".
ton, mass.
•1 12 .1; Coplin Patholoo-ical Society.
"He knows enough who knows how to live and kcep
his own ounciI."
D. F. CLANCY
'UUlarren \to <tlar~, \tt:.etlton, 1R. 3.
" [ost acti \'c at 800 F."
A front row fiend. Is it the .\Iope ia?
..J 52.1; .1 11'11'; Dercum
ciety; las ecr tary in
W. T. CLARK
lIr I gi al So-
phom r y ar.
<tbarles <tulp <tOOtler, H<tbarlte," 'UUlat".
SOtltOWtl, lPa.
Forbes natomical League and hapman
Physiological ociety.
A member of the Yin ent-Harley Aggregation.
C. C. OONLR
41
Stbne\? tUeranber <roone\?, "Stb," Me",
lena, montana.
(j) IJ n; Chapman Physiological ciety;
Hare Medical ociety; m mb r of the
Foot Ball quad in 1903.
A line fellow.
s. A. COONEY
francts tllo\?stus <rregg, 'JL awren ce ,
mass.
1ontgomery ynecological ociety.
hard worke•.
F. A. CREGG
~ello 3aen b'Bper\?, "IDap," IPbilabel",
pbta, lPa.
Secretary of th Clas in Juni r y ar.
Author, traveller, tudent.
T. J. d'APERY
42
Jfre~. IDarsball IDa\Jenport, HJfre~Ne,"
lPI~moutb, lPa.
(j) A ~:; Ptolemy' Hare Medical Society;
ecretary of the lass in the Freshman
year.
o n :ardent supporter of the Y. M. C. A. and a star
book agent.
F. M. DAVENPORT
$ewar~ 1Rolan~ IDa\Jisotl, :f13. $. CWl. 8.
3·) 'Ultab, lPa.
Keen SurCTical Soci ty.
een at all lecture, re itation , ward cia. 'es, etc. Davy
works steadily and calmly, and he gets there.
S. R. DA VISON
1Robert ~bomas ID. IDOnnell~, ":f13obb~,"
lPbila~elpbia, lPa.
~: (j) H; Chapman Physiological Society;
Hare ledical ociety; Montgomery
Gynecological oci ty.
Easily one of the best liked men in the lass. Bob never
get angry, and ha a laugh for everything.
R. T. M. DONNELLY
48
~<Beorge jfergu60tl JDo~le, H<BeOrge," IDbil",
al>elpbia, IDa.
Forbes natomical League; llorwitz . ur-
gical ociety; CIa s Pre ident 1'r hman
year.
A prize winner.
G. F. DOYLE
Dunn only aoes home every other year becau e of lack
of train sen·ice.
lHarriaotl Blbert JDUtll1, Hjfu33l?," \tiN",
oute, IDa.
(/J IJ II; Forbes
lin Patholo ical
cal ociety.
natomical League; Cop-
ociety; \ ilson 1 di-
II. A. D NN
J6l>W. B. J6icbmatl, nnatla~UtlR, IDa.
~. (/J /.:; ontgomery Gyn 01 tri al So-
ciety; Horwitz Surgical Society.
Ed. came to u. from 'hi in the. e ond year. II i: home
i. in Manayunk, but his thoroughly polished manner
would never lead you to u:pect it.
E. A. EICIiMA
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Blerant>er 16isenstat>t, :n3rookl~n, 1R. )p.
Join d the class in the eOior year.
Bloomfield's only friend.
A, EISENSTADT
jfret>. ~. 161t>er, 'JL~ml, Mass.
~. (/) I~'; Chapman Physiol O'ical . ciety;
Dercum 'eurolop-ical Society.
Great belie\'er in pri\'ate <]lIizes,-he takes TWEl.n: of
them.
F. O. ELDER
3acob 16t>oar 1611ingel', "3ake," H$k~.,.
'JLight 1611inoel'," IDhtlat>elphia, IDa.
Also known as "Mrs. Glenn." Jacob ha. absolutely
no fear of examinations; says so himself.
J. E. Ell! GER
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'UUlalter 'UUl. lEilia, H~Op," lDelmar, lDel.
(jJ x; Ptolemy; Keen urgical ociety ;
Coplin Pathological ociety.
Has "the smile that won't como:: ofT. "
W. W. ELLIS
Horace lEllner lEvana, ":fl3eta\?," 1Roaana,
lDel.
Wilson Medical ociety.
"Disappointment in love is an auto intoxication, and is
a frequent cause of chlorosis."
II. E. EVANS
1Rolan~ <to lEvana, B. m., ~bila~elpbia,
lPa.
The "Big Man" of the las.
R.C. EVANS
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<Btlbert tllo\?stua jferguaon, H3tmmte,"
'lLost <treek, IDa.
Davis Ob tetrical ociety; Horwitz Sur-
gical Soci ty.
Has hopin skinned a mile.
G. A. FERGUSON
<Beorge ~. jfluke, HJDistoma," tlltoona,
IDa.
N 2' ; Coplin PatholoP1cal ociety; Foot
Ball quad in J902.
When there is anything doing George is on deck.
G. T. FLUKE
Samuel jfrte~enberg, HSamm\?," IDbre",
nt.t\)tlle, IDa.
" ammy lip. 1uss hi hair!"
S. FRIEDENBERG
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J€~gar 1Rcwton jfougbt, (tarlisIc, lPa.
Iusi ian, journalist, photoO'rapher, philosopher, \'eoe-
tarian, ph)' ician and 1. >. of Penna.
E. N. FOUGIIT
(tbarIes IDeIbert QiambIe, Spencerville,
~bio .
.1 A' /I'; Har l\lec.1ical ociety.
The Drul11 ?I£ajor of the JefTerson Or hestra.
C. D. GAMBLE
(tbarles 1Reece <Barrett, :8. :f13. 1ll""t\? of
1Jowa) ~ro\?, 1rowa.
(/) /J ~'; cademy; Ke n Surgical S iety.
Joined the lass in the Junior year frOI11 .'t. Louis ni-
\·ersit)'. J thinking of taking up a P. C. course at the
Drexel In titute.
C.:R. GARRETT
4
'Rent'\? 1kenneb\? (Baakill, lDhilabelpbia,
lDa.
Forbes Anatomical Leagu ; Coplin Patho-
logical oci ty; K n Surgical Socicty.
Those who know him 1U10W his many admirable traits. I
n. K. GA KILL
"Dusty's" admiring friend and room-mate.
malcolm Zieber (Bearbat't, 1ReaNno, lPa.
.1 II" II'; Harc 1\1 c1ical
natomical League.
M. Z. GEARHART
oci ty; r rbcs
1Richolaa ~homaa <Slcnn, lDbilabelpbia,
lDa.
D rcum curological Society.
Ellinger's inseparable companion.
N. T. GLE N
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'UUliUiam J'Kenr\? <PUeR t mtllers\?Ulet ~a.
.r ~. .\'; COllin Pathological
cum Teurological oci ty;
ager Foot Ball Team in 19°3;
190 4.
"In His tep" ,-but not his father's.
oci ty; Der-
i tant lan-
lanaO"er in
W. II. GLICK
<Beorge jf. <Boostre\?, $portreeb, :fl3rttisb
<tolumbia.
One of the alifornia Nuggets from the P.
lege of 'Fri o.
. Col-
G. F. GOO TREY
Junior Partner of the Magee J. Gorman Flag and rm
Band yndi ate.
30bn jfraneis <Borman, "3acltt " ~bila",
belpbia, ~a.
yne 01 O'i al~. (j) /.;; Montgomery
ciety.
J. F. GORMA
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maurtce Jacob ~reellstetll, :f13rtl)geport,
<.tOll ll.
"0 wad orne pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ither. ee us!"
M. J. GREE STEI
JDa\?lle M. ~rttlUb, H<Brttf," <trafton, ~a.
(j) .1 ~'; Chapman Physiological Soci ty;
\ ilson Medical oci ty.
Has a chronic attack of typical nursiti..
D. II. GRIFFITH
Marie\? l Mallett, :f131oomtngtoll, 1Jll.
(j) IJ n· Hare Medical ociety.
One of the specimens we picked up in the jUlllor year.
"Bernatz and I."
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II. J. IIALLETT~
Man\? :f13. Mancbctt, "Man\?," ~ontno~
ton, <tonn.
(/J .Y; K n. urgical . oci ty.
e The happiest he! who far from pHhli . e)'c,
Deep in the vale with a hoice few r ·tired,
Drinks the pure pleasure of the rural life."
II..B. HANCHETT
30bn 1I)arhc Marlc\?, 1I)b. :f13. ('JLafa\?cttcl
lDewart, 1I)a.
The Ire idcnt of thc JIarlcy-Yinccnt .\ggregation.
J. P. HARLEY
3amcs JHenr\? Marpel', $now Mill, lH. <t.
(/J .r; \Vilson l\IcdicaJ So i ty.
Came to llS from the L niversit)' of 'orth Carolin::! In
the Jun ior year.
J. II. HARPER
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IMcnr\? Mill Manison, J6nficlb, 1R. (t.
•\nother one of thc 'way do\\'n South crowd who joincd
the Class in 19°3'
II. II. IIARRISON
<tbarlca \l;arficlb Ma\?cs, montru5s"illc,
lPa.
Dercull1 eurological Soci ty.
Hears a striking rescmblancc, in his grcat soft hat, to
Buffalo Bill.
C. G. IIAYL'
llmilItmn (t. 'MciSC\?, uJl3ill," ma\2town,
lPa.
./ !1 ./; (/1 .\; Ke n Surgical Society.
J ssociate Editor of the Class Book.
W. C. IIEISEY
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jferNnanb lP. JltertI, San tlntonio, ~eras .
.r ~. ,\; ./ J2 ./; Coplin Pathological ociety;
Keen ur ical ociety; ice-Pr sid nt of
the Class in the Junior y ar; Pr sid nt
, ,
10 enlOr y ar.
" wit's a feather, and a hief a rod,
An honest man is the noble. t \I'ork of God."
F. P. IIERFF
<l:larence JltotIman, Jltagerstown, rob.
Ptolemy; Dercum
A peciali t in Histology.
J. D. HOGUE
eurological ociety,
C. HOFFMAN
30bn IDan Jltogue, "IDan," Bltoona, ~a.
~. (/J F;; K n urgical Society; J ffer on
Orchestra 1903-1904.
The most versatile man in the las '. Expects to be
hief A i tant to the urgeon General of the 'avy.
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(tlarll :f13atea Jltolbrooll, "Jltol\?," Spring",
fielb, maaa.
1ontgomery Gynecological Society.
"Heavy' " shadow.
C. B. IIOLBROOK
30hn 1Robinaon Jltoallina, "Jltoa," Wleat
<theater, lPa.
Chapman Physiological Soci ty; Wilson
1\1 dical $ociety; Ba ket Ball Team; Foot
Ball Team.
" 'ay, give me a load of toba o!"
J. R. 110 1'1
Jltarolb 'tllll. Jltowarb, lPro\Jtbence, 1R. 1J.
1J IJ If; V ilson 1 dical Society.
nother young man who enjoys habitual salivation dur-
tion lectur ..
II. W. HOWARD
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1Robert <Beorge 3ackson, Hmont~," \i)tc~
torta, :fJ3. <t.
Cam [rom ~an Francisco for the Junior
year.
"\\'hosc nature is so far from harm
That he suspects none. J'
R. G. JACKSO
lI~tcc lRobtnson 3ackson, H1R. lR." JDallas,
<teras.
.1 !2 .1; Keen ur(Ti~al, ociety.
THE P LITICIA .
L. F. JOII SON
K. R. JACk ON
')ltvtngston franklin 30bnson, 'Wlallace,
1R. <t.
lontgomcry Gynecol g'ical Society; \\ il-
s n Iedical 'ociety; Davis Obstetri al
~ociet .
"The Iall Who (nc\'er) Laughs."
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McMillan 30ne5, ~ari5, 1I11.
.\ man of iron nen'e whom C\'en "Jack" could no[
rattle.
,\\(.i\1ILLA JO 'E'
Jltcnr\? ~rm~orf 30nc5, "Jlt. ~." Jlt\?n~""
man, ~a.
~' (/J /-;; Ilarwitz SUl"O"ical Soci 'ty; Jeff, r-
son Orch 'stra.
"Chones, J l. n."
"I len:, ] >octorp"
II. O. JO L
1Ralpb <tbe5tcr 1kcll, 1611iottabnrg, ~a.
1)ercutl1 curological Socidy; Track
Team 1902.
Toted for the lJ <lutiful hirsute growth seen on the lateral
aspects of his face.
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R. CIIESTER KELL
Jfre~ericfi \MilItam 1killian, HJfre~~ie,"
lPbila~eIpbia, lPa.
Chapman Physiological ,oci ty; l\Iont-
gomery ociety and Y. 1. C.
Fred. i. often late at lectures-no wonder-just look at
his hair.
F. W. KILLIAN
(l;U\? BUgUStllS lkntgbt, H<BU\?," J6mlen""
ton, lPa.
A good-natured, whole-hearted feIJow. Guy never let
lip an opportunity to pats lip a man in lectures.
GUY A. KNIGHT
tJ)arr\? :f13ernar~ 'JLarimer, H'JLarr\?," B. :f13.
COOt & 3.) Bllegben\?, lPa.
~' I/l R; Keen ,urgical Soci ty and ca-
demy.
One of the W. and J. contingent who joined u in 1902.
P. B. LARIMER
5
fa\? jfrebertch ')larrabee, )prospect mar""
bor, maine.
Forbes natomical League; Ptolemy.
Another ompanion of "Heavy" Mitchell's.
F. ". LAKKAIlLl:
n:lJomas :fl3enjamtn ')lee, (Lamben, 1Ft 3.
Chairman of th lao s Book ol11l11ittcc.
T. B. LEE
<.tbarles Blbert ')lebman, B. :fl3. ('U1nt\J. of
mtcb.) 1Rewberr\?, )pa.
quiet, manly fellow.
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C. A. UliMA
(thnrlc5 J6b11lunb ')Lerch, 'UUlcrncrs"illc,
II)n.
l\Iontgoll1ery eyn 'cological So i ·ty.
I,l:r'h has a fondnl:ss for tortoise-shdl-rimllll:el glasses.
C. E. LERCII
michnel ')Lcwis ')Lc"itt, H')Lonis," II)hiln".
belpbin, II)n.
Chapman Physiolo ll'ical Society and ] kr-
cllm Society.
"Loui;;' is a proud pall:r familia'; hence his bald hl:a·l.
.\1. L. LLVITT
,Hnrr\? J61mcr ')Lorc, (tcbnr"Ule, $1. 3.
Treasurer of Davis Society; I '1111 'r or
Alontgomery 'ociety.
";'!ay I hU\l: your undi\'i leel attl:Jltioll, sir"?
II. E. LORE
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Blfrcb jfrancis 'JLubr, $t. mal'~'S, fi)a.
J )ercl1m and I lorwitz So i ties.
.\ qllid, unassllming gl:ntlcman.
A. F. L IIR
'JLlo\?b lRusscll macc, fi)btlabclpbia, fi)a.
~. (/J l:; Chapman. ] )crCl1m and Ilorwitz
.'ocieties: 1\11111>'1' of Bask~t Ball and
Foot Ball T 'ams: Class Presenter.
Onc of thc II. I.. and F. 'lull.
L. R. MAce
3amcs fi)attcrson onacjfarlanc, "maC,"
{t\?lcl', fi)a.
PI' siclent of DcrcLlI11 Soci,ty and Tn'as-
lIrer of Ptolemy Soci ty; l\l'ml)('r of
()rch 'stra,
.\ Front Row Fi~nd.
:J. I'••'lA rARLA e
6l
3ames <rarre Magee, H3im/' IDhila~el""
pbia, IDa.
Business Manager of Clas Book om-
mitte .
J. C. MAGEE
16rnest (l;eorge Maier, IDhila~elpbia, IDa.
.\' ~. .r; .1 !l .1; Pr siclent of Coplin 0-
ciety, and Tr asurer of ontgomery
S ciety.
Maier's profe. ional appearance is 0 impressive that
. trangers seek his advice even on the trolley-cars.
E. G. MAIER
Hugh 16~war~ Mc~affrev., :fl31acRstone,
Mass.
AJ(K
"Little Ma ."
II. E. McCAFFREY
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<tbeater JKarol~ mc<tallum, H<tbet, tt
1Renovat lPa.
(j)/Jlf;Afd.l; J. C. \iVilson edical 0-
ci ty.
"Chef is an ardent admirer ,of the fair sex; he has
on his list four hundred and thirty- even girls, all told; is
in 10\'e with two hundred and nine of them, and the others
have. all promised to be sister to him.
. II. McCALLUM
30bn mUton mC<tatltHlt lP. <B. t <tolnm:o=
biat lPa.
Member of Forb s natomi al L aCTu
and Chapman Society.
The obstretrician of the lass.
J. M. McCA NA
$amuel1!..lo\?~ mc<tartb\?t H. :fl3. cum. 8. 3.)
Hltoona, lPa.
.1 f( II' ;. President of Davis Society; mem-
ber of Chapman ociety and of Academy.
Lloyd has earnestly endeavored to reform McDowell,
and judging from hi u ce ,we would advi e him to take
up mi.sionary work.
S. L McCARTHY
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1Robert ~nrbon mc<treab\?, B. m. ('JLata\?""
ctte) J6aaton, lPa.
\cad my; Da is Soci ·ty and Lafay tte
Club.
'Robbie" is fond of :
I-His shape.
2-His voice.
3-The front row.
4-Being passed up.
R. P.:MCCREADY
,lfrancta 305q)h mc<tnllonob, H~at,"
IPbilabclpbia, ~a.
Secretary f}) rcum. ocieLy and a mcm-
b '1' of Chapman.' ci ty.
"Pat" s\n.~ars hy two things: The. 0 ialist Lahor
Party, and 'Heinie" Newnam.
W. J. l. McCUllO Gil
r. J. McCUllOllGIl
'UUlilltalll 3. 'JL. {JJ)c<tnllonob, <tarncoie,
~a.
. 'cr 'tary of K en Soci ty.
One of "R. R. 's" faithful lieutenants.
6-1
lRalpb Wlalker flDcIDowell, uflDac, tt
Bltoona, lPa.
Treasur r of Chapman ociety, and mem-
ber of J. C. Wilson edical ociety.
Associate Editor of the Class Book.
R. W. M DOWElL
Wlilliam :fl3. flDc1kenna, lPittsburg, lPa.
(/) B n· Member of Hal' oci ty.
"ey" Young's pal.
W. B. M KENNA
~li"cr 30sepb flDiller, $anfor~, Jfla.
Member of Dercum ociety and College
Orchestra.
Bloomfield's friend.
"Like talks best with like, laughs be t with like and
enjoys be t with like,-and it cannot help it."
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O. J. MILLER
1oren30 jfremont milliken, JDelpbine t)pa.
A !! .J; Member of Keen and oplin 0-
cieties, and Forbes natomical League.
.'\. good man, and true.
L. F.:MILLIKEN
l8lmer Wlesle~ mitcbell t HJHeav~/' jfall
1River, maSS.
ember of Forbes Anatomical League
and MontO'omery ociety.
"He dined not wisely, but too well,
Hence alI hi ills,
And now nothing agrees with him,
Excepting pilIs. ' ,
E. W. 1II1TCHELL
1frwin 1Ree~ mobne~t Summer"ille t )pa.
(/) JJ fl; Ptolemy and K n oci ty.
Irwin was the "village cut-up" at home, and now hi
juvenile pranks afford great amusement to hislassmates.
I. R. lI\OHNEY
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J5~war~ 'J1.l0\?~ morrison, "mUte," 3er...
se\? Sbore, lPa.
(j) x; Member of Ptolemy and Wilson
Society.
Often mistaken for the Dean. "Mike" is a thoroughly
good fellow.
E. L. MORRISON
(tbarles (tUnton mO\?ar, "(tboIlie," ~iI
(tit\?, lPa.
(j) B Jl; ecretary J. C. \Vilson 1edical
Society; Foot Ball Team, third y ar.
Has earned an enviable (?) reputation a<; a tory-teller;
and made a hit (?) at one of Prof. Iontgomery's recep-
tions.
C. C. MOYAR
Samuel tlrcber munfor~, tl. :fl3. (mon...
moutb (toIIege), lPrinceton, lIn~.
Member of Coplin and Montgomery 0-
cieties; Class Secretary Senior year.
, Thy purpose firm, is €ql1al to thy deed;
Who does the best his ircl1m tances allows
Does well, acts nobly;
Angels could no more I"
S. A. MUNFORD
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Renr\? 30sepb JEugene 1Rewnam,
HRelnte," lPbtIa~elpbta, lPa.
Member of Chapman, Davis and D rcum
ocieties; Vice-President of D rcum.
"Ah! you Aa\'or everythin cr· you are the vanilla of
ociety. "
H. J. E. NEWNAM
'UUliIliam R. 1Rir, :f13. $. (mc1ken~ree
"Ulni\?ersit\?) JE~war~s\?ille, 1fIl.
,V~' ; Enter d in the Fourth year from
\\ ashington niver ity, of t. Louis.
Trie. to make life miserable for Scheetz.
W.II. NIX
~bomas 3. 1Aorton, B. :f13. (Rol\? (tross
<roIlege) Uorcester, mass.
5.' T; Entered in 1903 from omell.
Torton has demonstrated hi ability of growing a
beard-ju t like a man.
T. J. NORTO
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Bleranber 3. ~renatein, ~btlabelpbia,
~a.
Editor-in- hief of the lass Book.
A. J. OREN TEIN
•~bomaa a::ieigb ~arh, "~om," fannetta::::
burg, ~a.
A _Q A ; ember of Coplin Pathological
ociety and Keen urgical ociety; ice-
Pre ident Coplin ociety; Cla s Prophet.
An ideal fu er : good looking, liked by the ladie, et
loses his heart to none of them.
T. C. PARK
~bomaa llUlm. ~enroae, ~b. <t., ~b. 'lD.,
(~btlabelpbia <tollege of ~barmac\?)
lPbUabelpbia, ~a.
to. ~' ,v; Coplin ociety; Executive Com-
mittee, 19°5; Memb r of Basket Ball
Team, 1902 ; Jeffi rson Yacht Club; H. L.
& F. Club.
An enthusiastic yachtsman.
T. W. PE ROSE
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A man who 'tends strictly to bu ine .
Brtbur \l)anne"ar )pierce, 'U'Ulintbrop,
maee.
Member of Dercum
A. V. PIERCE
urological ociety.
16~war~ Sutpben )pope, m. JD., 'lRew
lVorh, 'IR. lV.
Joinecl the Class in the fourth year from
ew York Homeopathic Medical College;
Iember of H. . Hare ociety.
converted one.
A. T. PRITCHARD
E. S. POPE, M. D.
Brtbur ~boma9 )pritcbar~, Bebe"Ule,
'lRortb <taroltna.
Entered in 19°3 from niv rsity of orth
Carolina.
You can see Pritchard think.
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Ble1=an~er :tSerhle\? 'IRatI, lPbtla~elpbia,
lPa.
Believes in minding his own business and letting other
mind theirs.
A.:B. RAFF
3esse ']Lewis lRains, :fS. $. ('Ulni\l. of
1J~abo,) H3esse," <Brange\ltlle, lI~abo.
r/J x; cademy; \V. \ . K n urgical 0-
ciety.
Class Book rtist.
J. L. RAINS
maurice m. 1Reicbarb, Hungar\?, lCurope.
Came to us in 19°2, from . Y. niv. and
Bellevue l\led. College.
"Loud clamor i' always more or less insane. "
11\. 11\. REICHARD
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Wictor m. 1Re\?nolbs, ]pbilabelpbia, ]pa.
A former ardent friend and can tant companion of
Brewe, but be has refprmed somewhat.
V. 11\. REYNOLDS
J6bwarb J611iot 1Rboabes, "lDuat\?," ]ph.
<5. (]pbilabelphia (toliege of ]pbarmac\?),
1ReaNng, ]pa.
iI A' K; Forb s Anatomical League; H. A'
Hare edical Society; Secretary of Hare
ociety.
"The bed has become a place of luxury to me. I
would not exchange it for all the thrones in the world. II
E. E. RIIOADES
'lLinbus 'lLa1ReU 1Riggs, m. lD. (<.tollege
of ]pb\?sicians anb Surgeons, 1keokuk,
1Jowa) magusketa, 1Jowa.
Entered the Class in 1904. from K okuk
Medical College.
Afraid to venture out unless ac ompanied by his body-
guard,-Brown.
L. L. RICC • M. D
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<Seorge R. 1Riker, HlPrett\?;' 1Rew Work
(tit\?
A sweet inger.
G. A. RIKER'
(tbarles Rllen 1Rtle\?, 'lLuNow, IDermont.
Entered econd year from Baltimore di-
cal College; M mber of v . v . Keen
Surgical ociety.
"When Riley speak the detonation are heard in Cam-
den." (Lee.)
C. A. RILEY
WUlliam Rrtbur 1Robinson, H1Robbie,"
~cean <sro"e, 1R. 3.
Basket Ball Team, 1902 ; Foot Ball Team,
190 3.
Magnificent spe ta Ie of human happiness.
. W. A. ROBINSON
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'WlUliam J"a\? 'Roee, :So S. (penna. State
(tollege) ":stll\?," Wltlltameburg, lPa.
(/) /J fl; A .Q A ; Forbes Anatomical League;
H. A. Hare Medical Society.
Is said to be a lleliever in medical education for women.
\\'onder why?
W. F. ROSS
g,terltng )prtce 1Rlt11lpb, Br~11lore, 1Jn~.
~er.
Entered 'aS from Memphis Hospital Med-
ical College, Iemphis, Tenn.
Came to liS in the 'enior year. A man of marked
ability.
S. P. RUMPH
30bn ~. 1R~an, Beblan~, pa.
(/).\'; Davis Society.
0, this is not the Archbishop.
J.T.RYAN
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Wl. Wl. SaNer, m. lD., (1keolutlt meNeal
(tollege) :fSee, 1Aeb.
Member of But! r County Medical So-
ciety; ebraska tate edical ociety
and m rican Medical Association.
Several years of practice onvinced adler that a few
finishing touches at "Jeff" would be advisable, and he is
here to be finished.
IV. W. SADLER. M. D.
The man who takes Dote OD a barn door.
One of the Penrose crowd. Emil has a morbid dislike
for all tobacco grafters.
'lLe1Ro\? Mallowell Saxe, lPbilabelpbin,
lPa.
. f A' A·; (igma hapter); I\I mb r of Hor-
witz Society. Enter cl .'01 hom re year
from niversity of California.
L. II. SAXE
J8mU Sebaatian Sebneiber, lP. lD. (lP (t.
lP.) lPbtlabelpbia, lPa.
Chapman Physiological Society; Davis
Obstetrical Society; H. L. and F. Club;
Jefferson Yacht Club; Member Executive
Committee, 1905.
E. s. SCIINEIDER
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merbert 1Ricbolae Scbeet3, "merb,tt )per""
kaaie, )penna.
N ~' .\' ; Iember of Coplin and Horwitz
ocieti s; Foot Ball Team 19°1-'02-'°3-'°4.
Everlasting good nature hac; won for him many a friend.
H. N. SCHEETZ
']Louie Scbwart3, "']Louie,tt )pbtlabelpbia,
)pa.
Track Team 'OJ to '04; Captain Track
Team '03.
Indigeneolls to the allege pool-room. Beyer's hot
friend.
L. SCHWARTZ
Brthur 16. Sbaw, "Brtie,tt mot Springe,
1R. <t.
2' N.
"Who saved the flag?"
A. E. SHAW
76
U:bomaa J6mmet Shea, "U:omm\?," )pbil..
abelpbia, )pa.
Member of Davis ociety; Class Poet·
Jefferson Yacht Club.
"Full well they laughed, with counterfeited glee,
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he."
J6bwarb 1Rufua Sible\?, 1Rocbeater, 1R. )p.
.1 '" k; D rcum ~ eurological and Chap-
man Phy ioloO'ical ocieti
T. E.SHEA
ibley is delightfully original in hi 31lswers at guiles.
E. R. SIBLEY
30bn 1Reib Simpaon, H1Reb," B. :fl3. (Jf.
B. m.) lPittaburgb, lPa.
(jJ ./ ~'; Academy and Hare edical 0-
ciety; Left Half Foot Ball Team 1902-'03-
'04; Captain 1903; Athletic Editor of
Jeffersonion 190 4-'05.
Red can stop a pig-skin, but he canllot stop a pig.
7i J. R. SI~\P ON
Jr. <to Smathers, "<toffee," ~h. 18. ((1;ro"e
<tit~ <tollege) IDu18ois, lPa.
cademy.
Has an inherent hatred for aistcoats and an inordinate
fondness for Pittsburgh Stogies.
F. C. SMATIIFR
iKowarb Mc<tn\m Sn~ber, <the~enne,
'Wl~oming.
ember of Keen urgical Society. Came
to us in the Junior year.
One of the b st men in the bunch.
W.~L. SNYDER
H. M. SNYDER
'Ull1a~tle 1. Sn~ber, 18rooh"ille, lPa.
Member of Forbes natomical LeaO"ue;
Wilson Medical oci ty; Treasurer of the
enior Class.
He exerci e negative chemiotaxis for the fair sex.
(How about the foir sex 7)
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<Beorge B. Sonneborn, HSonn~/' 1PbUa~
~elpbta, pa.
l' (/) E; Hare edical, Horwitz Surgical
and Montgomery Gynecological Societies.
The long-drawn-out member of the Gorman, Donnelly
and Sonny Trio. He exerts a restraio..ing influence on his
two fellow members.
G. A. SONNFBORN
<Beorge S. Spence, \Dinelan~, "lA. 3.
A member of the famous econd Rt'giment, N. C. P.
Hospital Corp. (For particulars see Magee.)
G· S. SPENCE
3ames 3ustice Stanton, H3aclt," ']Logans-
port, lIn~.
I N; Hare Medical Society.
"What a noble man has been lost to the mini try!"
J. J. STANTON
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3ames 1Rorman Stanton, H3imm\?/' 1Rew
Stanton, lPa.
(jJ .-I ~'; :l Q .1; I'orbes natomical Leagu ;
Horwitz urgical oci ty.
Jimmy asked the editors to be sure and get the" "in
his name, so that it would not be confounded with "J. J.
'tanton. "
J.. STANTON
JENson :fl3urns Starr, Springfielb, ~bio.
Member of \Vilson Medical ociety.
, 'Try, try, try," i tarr's motto.
E. B. STARR
Samuel Stern, Hmose" lPbilabelpbia,
lPa.
Kicker-in-Chief to Jefferson Medical ollege.
. STERN
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Man\? nn\?nel Stewart, jfranltetown, lPa.
(/) .Y; l\Iember of the Coplin. Davis and
Horwitz ,ocicties and Ptolemy; IC -
President of 'enior lass.
No use, girls; he is engagccl.
11. M. STEWART
Samuel 'JLanier Stringfielb, 'Wla\?nee"iUe,
1R. <to
The ilent ]\fan from the outh.
S. L. STRI GFIElD
jfrancie Ia"ier Strong, HllnNan," Willa,..
nOWl, lPa.
This youth, from Yillano\'a, is passionately fond of gun "
Jndians and "pink" nurses.
F.X. STRO G
1
'Wlilliam JKenr\? ~almage, ID. 10. ('fR. W.
JKomeopatbtc <.toUege.)
Started out a a Hom opath, but' tis never too late to
mend.
W. H. TALMAGE. M.D.
1R. jfrancia ~a\?lort H1Oick," )pbilabel..
pbia, )pa.
Vi /1 1/; Coplin and Hare Societies and
Forbes natomical Leao-ue.
Dick is a quiet little man of diligence who saws wood
and says nothing, but comes out of the shuffle right side
up.
R. F. TAYLOR
JKerbert 'Wlilliam ~bomaaen, "~omm\?,"
1Rocbeater, 'fl. W.
(/)./ ~'; A JJ A.
"Tommy" spends altogether too much time unneces-
sarily riti izing men and thing.
H. W. TilOM SEN
2
)perr\? !lJ)cJDowell ~tbbina, :fl3. $., :fl3eecb
(treelt, )pa.
(/) A 5:; Chapman Physiological Society.
ur "Ma " say Tibbins ought to be proud of his
middle name.
P. M. TIBBINS
IDere ~reicbler, B. :fl3. (I. 8. m.) lBli3a",
betbtown, )pa.
(/) A ~'; cad my and' Horwitz Surgical
ociety; Foot Ball Team 1902-'03 and '04.
One of the "Disintagrators of the 1i ro 0 LIS hi-
Chi. "
v. TREICHLER
.
<Sabriel Ireb. ~llClter, fairmont, 'Wleat
IDirgiIlia.
Member of the Wilson Medical Society
and the Ptolemy; Member of the Execu-
tive Committee of the enior Class.
Ha an abnormal abhorence for tobacco smoke.
G. F. TUCKER
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3. Marri£; 11lnberwoob, }p. (t.t }p. lD.
(}phila. (tollege of )Dharmac\?) 'Wloob::::
bur\?, 1R. 3.
1emb r of th \\. \V. Ke n , urgical and
ehal man Physiolocrical. ci ti s.
nderwood hal \\'on a high place in the esteem of his
cia. mat s-mosl deser\'edl)'.
J. II. UNDERWOOD
<Sarrette Wan Sweringen, M. lD. (ft.
'Wla\?ne Meb.(tollegc) 3ft. 'UUla\?ne, 1fnb.
(/J p ~' ;
The story teller.
, A man whom by ight you know \'ery well,
Rut who e name none can read and none can spell."
G. VA SWERINGFN. M.D.
JEbwarb Mitchell Waughn, "lDominic,"
MibNetown, lDel.
lYon e\'erlasting fame by getting .0 much in Dr.
Lor llZ' way that the gr at sur Teon \\'as compelled to
peak to him.
E. M. VAUGIIN
4
11. 1Ra\?1nonb lDincent, Sc. :lB. (:lBuchnell)
'Ulllatsontown, lPa.
President of the Academy.
Vincent's painstaking efforts to raise a 1l1U tache are
de erving of greater uccess. He has our ympathy.
I. R. VINCENT
"Yos" thinks Lansdowne is the finest uhurb of Phila-
delphia.
Stepben J6arle lDosburob, "lDos," <Breen",
fielb, mass.
. / A' A'; Forbes
lember of the
S. E. VOSBURGH
lDictor <tarl\?le 'Ulllagner, "mans," 'lRew
jflorence, lPa.
.\' ~..\; Foot Ball Team '02, '03, '04.
Cood at foot ball and the dance.
natomical L agu ; a
lopecia reata Cll! b.
V.C. WAG LR
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(tbarles (tarroll lWlarner, Spohane,
lWlasbington.
.I K K; (B Chapter.)
Joined the lass in the enior year, and has made many
friends.
C· C. WARNER
1Ral?mon~ 1kantner 'WIeber, HlPret3el,"
1ReaNng, lPa.
Member of the Dercum eurological So-
ciety,
An unassuming fellow who would not part from hi pip
for an automobile.
R. K. WEBER
marh 'ID~e lWlee~, Htlpple," lPbila~el".
pbia, lPa.
,\\. D. WEED
Member of the Davi
The Iusti wi t of Se tioD "B."
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bstetrical ociety.
30bn 3. lMile\?, lPbilabelpbia, lPa.
~. (j) E; Coplin Pathological and Davis
bstetrical ocieties.
Bramble's faithful consort. Wiley has a very amu ing (?)
way of pulling out your necktie and othenvise disarranging
your lothing.
. J. J. WILEY
~bomao 181mer lMilliamo, 00. ID. (<tbi""
cago Homeopatbic mebical <tollege)
Jiilloboro, ~bio.
Dr. William left a lucrative pra tice in Texas to ome
to old J fl. and get rid of some of the mystic tea 'hing' of
Hahnemann.
T. E. WILLIAMS. M.D.
~bomao'lLamarlMUliamo, H1llncleSam,"
SC. :lB., (:lBucfmell) mount <tarmel, lPa.
(/J .Y; Acad my; Davis Obstetrical Society.
Iso known to the elect as "Big hief. " Barr's pro-
tege' and admirer.
87 T. L. WILLIAM
30bn JDennia 'UUltiaon, llnNmlR, ~R.
,y ~' ,\'; Forb Anatomical Lague; Hare
1 dical Society; 1 mber f "J fferso,nian"
Board. -
A prominent figure in 'las politics.
J. D. WILSON
'UUlm. 3. 'UUlintera, H:fl3ill," St. lRicbolaa,
~a.
" n Ie Hiram" j one of our grind,. He studies
hard and to good purpose.
W. J. WINTERS
lRoel <tRtcbinoa 'UUlo11lRch, IDichabul'O,
miaa.
.1 A' 11-; Keen Suro-ical ociety.
" heerful at morn he wakes from short repose
Breathes the keen air and carols as he goes. II
N. C. WOMACK
88
lImalter jfral1fllin lImoob, :f131acflwoob,
WI. 3.
.1 A" A"· \ \ ilson r c1ical oci ty ; Forbes
\natomical League.
.\. man much sought for by tailors.
1 . B.-We desire to mention, particularly, that Wood's
fa\'orite pastime i chewing tobac o. Yes, indeed!
W. F. WOODj
3. lImm. lImoob, "<thester lImoob," <thcs",
tel', ~a.
Iember of the Chapman Physiolotrical
- ociety; Pre icl nt of the lass in the
Junior year.
A man who can say: "J ,et me be tried by m)' a ·tions,"
and fear nough t.
J. W. WOOD
')Lawrence 30hn J1lounge.
(/) .\'.
lie "will di 'course most eloquent music."
89
L. J.•YOU GE
'lRO\? 'JL. ~oung, H(t\?," IPmuutawne\?, IPa.
(/) B n; Forbes natomical LeaO"ll
"The best of the sport is to do the deed and ay noth-
ing."
R. L. YOUNG
Jfre~eric 3a\? Ziegler, :fl3. $. em. of ~regon)
IPortlan~, ~regon.
,I K A·; K en LI rgical Society and ca-
demy.
othing can now be said which has not been said b -
fore.
F. J. ZIEGLER
90
g(\~" i~ ~oo, 4nb (l fa,,~ i~ ¥o;"
l b a Pf~ to gmog~ in cof() !wa{£1er-;
wort'" ie gpo~, anb tile pe,,~t't ore $000
b we're aft' l'P0b feffowo to~t6¢r:'

Blpha ~tnega Blpha
1ionorarl'! J'raternttl'!
Ad", fl1jJf.AeLV mil, AAyovvLa,
( To be Worthy to r!'C the Sttffcring)
ESTABLISHED AT P. & S. CHICAGO. CHARTERED BY STATE OF ILLINOIS 1902
'tRoll of <tbaptet£;
ALPH A of Illinois ' College of Physicians and lIrgeons, Chicago
BETA of Illinois RlI h l\[edical College
GAM MA of TIIinoi orthwe tern niver ity Medical School
ALPHA of Ohio We tern Reserve University ledical School
ALPHA of Pennsylvania Jefferson Medical College
BETA of Penn ylvania University of Penn ylvania Medical School
lPenna\?l"ania Blpba
CHARTERED 1903
ltonorarl'! ffiembera
WILLIAM W. KEEN, M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.S. (Hon.)
]. C. WILSO ,M.D.,
E. E. MO TGOMERY, M.D., LL.D.,
EDWARD P. DAVI , M.D.,
W. M. L. COPLT ,M.D.,
H. A. HARE, M.D.,
F. X. DERCUM, M.D.,
]. W. HOLLAND, M.D.
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Blpha ~mega Rlpha
Monorar);? jfraternlt);?
~
:alumni iIr.lembers In ~It);?
J. now RD A. DER 0 , i-I.D.,
.\TLEE D. i\IITCI1ELL, LD.,
RO . PATTER 0 T, i-I.D.
WILLIS F. MANGE , i-I.D.,
THO IA C. TELLWAGEN, JR., i\I.D.,
WILLIA:\I II. TOi\ILI • O. , i\I.D.,
1llnOergraOuate .members
ALBERT E. AUSTI Pre-ident.
FERDI AND P. IIERFF, Vice-President.
WILLIAM F. RO , ecretary.
HERBERT \Y. TH i-ISSEN, Trea urer.
WARRE T. L.\RK,
RICE R. JACKSON,
THOM S C. PARK,
D. F. CLA CY,
]. \Y LTER BEYER,
]. T. TANTO,
C. H. i\I CALL [,
ERNE T G. i\IA1ER,
L. F. i\IILLIKE T,
W. C. IIEISEY.
92

Blpba lkappa lkappa
lRoll of (!bapter£~
ALPHA. Medical Department, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.
BETA. College of Physicians and Surgeons, San Francisco, Cal.
GAMMA. Tuft Medical College, Bo ton, Ma s.
DELTA. Medical Department, Univer ity of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
Ep lLO . Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
ZETA. Long Island College Ho pital Medical School, Brooklyn, . Y.
ETA. College of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago, III.
THETA. Maine Medical School, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
IOTA. ;Yledical Department, University of Syracuse, Syracu e, . Y.
KApPA. Milwaukee Medical College, Milwaukee, Wis.
LAMBDA. Medical Department, Cornell Univer ity, ew York City.
Mu. 1edical Department, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
u. Ru h Medical College, Chicago, III.
XI. Iedical Department, Northwestern Univer ity, Chicago, III.
OMICRON. Miami Medical College, Cincinnati Ohio.
PI. Ohio Medical University, Columbus, Ohio.
RHO. Denver and Gros Iedical College, Denv r, Col.
SIGMA. Medical Department, Univer ity of California, San Franci co, Cal.
TAu. Univer ity of the South, Sewanee, Tenn.
UPSILO. Medical Department, Univer ity of Oregon, Portland, Oregon.
PHI. Medical Del?artment, University of a hville, Na hville, Tenn.
CHT. Medical Department, Vanderbilt University, Na hville, Tenn.
PSI. Medical Department, University of Minnesota, Minneapoli , Minn.
OMEGA. Medical Department, University of Tennessee, Nashville, Tenn.
ALPHA BETA. Medical Department, Tulane University, New Orlean., La.
ALPHA GAMMA. Medical Department University of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
ALPHA DELTA. Medical Department, McGill University, Montreal, P. Q.
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Blpba lkappa lkappa
J8psilotl <tbapter
'JIonorarl? ~emberl3
JAMES C. WILSO ,M.D 1509 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
WILUA 1 W. KEE , i\LD. LL.D., F.R.C.S. (Hon.) .. 1729 Chestnut treet, Philadelphia
EDWARD P. DAVIS, I.D 250 South Twenty-fir t Street, Philadelphia
WILLIA I JOSEPH HEARN, M.D 1120 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
W. M. L. COPLIN, l\I.D 1629 South Broad trcet, Philadelphia
FRANCI . X. DERCU1\I, 1\1. D 1719 Walnut treet, Philadelphia
JA!\LES W. HOLLAND, LD 2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
]. HALMER DACOSTA, 1.D 2045 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
SIR LAUDER BR NTON, M.D., D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S London, England
o AR LIEBREICK, M.D Berlin, Germany
JOSEPH S. NEFF, M.D 2300 Locust Street, Philadelphia
11. A GUSTUS WILSON, M.D 1611 Spruce treet, Philadelphia
. MAcC EN SMITH, LD [700 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
llfRA1\I R. LOUX, i.D 16q North Broad Street, Philadelphia
EDW \RD E. GR HAM, 1.D 1713 pruce treet, Philad Iphia
]. TORRENCE R GH. 1.0 1616 pruce treet, Philadelphia
~1. H. BOClIR CH, i\1.D 937 orth Eighth treet, Philadelphia
C. . VEA EY, l\l.D I 16 South Nineteenth treet, Philadelphia
FREDERICK J. KALTEYER, M.D 2q South Fifteenth treet, Philadelphia
ED\ RD Q. THOR TO , i.D 922 Spruce treet, Philadelphia
ADDI ELL 1IEWS01 , M.D ITl5 pruce treet, Philadelphia
WILLTA I l\1. SWEET, l.D 1205 pruce Street, Philadelphia
]. COLE BRICK, M.D 1221 Spruce Strcet, Philadelphia
JOIL M. FISIIER, M.D 222 South Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia
EORGE W. PENCER, M.D 1838 hristian Street, Philadelphia
STRICKER OLE, M.D 287 South Fiftecnth treet, Philadelphia
r. M. CLEVELA D. i\1.I) 728 South Fifty-first Street, Philadelphia
L. H. PRI CE, M.D 27S-l orth Twelfth Stre t, Philadelphia
W. B. EATON, l\1.D , Bryn Mawr, Pa.
WILLlA J PI KETT, 1\1.D [131 pruce Street, Philadelphia
FRANCIS T. STEWART, M.D 311 South Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia
P. B. BLA D, LD 2120 South Broad treet Philadelphia
JOHN H. GIBBO ,l\1.D 332 South Fifteenth treet, Philadelphia
1:lcU"e ~embers
Seniors
FRA K THOMAS DAVIS, JR Lansdowne, Pa.
MALCOLM Z. GEARHART Reading, Pa.
EDWARD ELLl T RHOAD Reading, Pa.
WALTER FRA KLlN WOOD Blackwood, .].
STEPliEN EARLE VOSB RGH Greenfield, Mass.
liE RY CRAIG FLEMI Philadelphia, Pa.
EDWARD RUF S SIBLEy Rochester, . Y.
ROBTSO BOSWORTH ' , . .. Brighton, Vt.
A IUEL LLOYD l\fcCARTHY Altoona, Pa.
W RREN TllO~IA CL RK Trenton, .].
NOEL C\T III GS WO lACK Vick burg, 1\li ..
IlLTON l\lORRIS CALDWELL. oncord, . C.
rRED J Y ZIEGLER Port!:lnd, OrcJ.':oll
11 RLES DE.LBERT GAM 13LE Spencerville, Ohio
!IUGII EDWARD IcCAFFERY Blackstone, Mass.
THOM L YSIUS MONAll AN " Shenandoah, Pa.
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Blpha lkappa lkappa
JEpailolt <tbapter
:acth'e lIr.lembers-(Jontilluell
Juniors
AI\DREW 11A ERGIl UTER O~ Wind or Lock., onn.
FRANl: LL JOII~ GABLE Reading, Pa.
CAR llAR~IA?\' WIL ' Frankfort, Pa.
JOIl - JACOB SCll E lIr G Philadelphia, Pa.
WILLIAM LE LI E ORNW.l.:.LL. , . " Bridgeton, .].
WILLARD HELL KI EY Philadelphia, Pa.
\ ILUA11 ALLEI EV T •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Pallon, Pa.
EDWARD JO lATH KLOPP ~11. Etna, Pa.
WJLUA~1 RlCE corr. Athnea regon
llARLE LO E TE~IPLETG"' P rtland, Oregon
RALPH RAY WILLOUGHBy , Eugene, regon
Sopbomores
YEAT11A N GERON IIunt ville, la.
WILLI M IcDOv ELL jOll STO.:--.r Can nsburg, Pa.
BERN RD SAH EL Wiscasset, 11aine
WILLlA11 CLARKE CRAI Waldwick, .].
jfreabmen
HENEY LET LF STJMSO
96
[ansfield, Ohio
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~u $fgma 1Ru
FOUNDED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, 1662
<tbapter lRoll
ALPHA, University of Michigan, Ann rbor.
BETA. Detroit ollege of Medicine.
DELTA. We tern Univer ity of Pennsylvania.
EpSILON. University of 1innesota.
ZETA. Northwestern University.
ETA. University of Illinois.
THETA. University of incinnati.
IOTA. Columbia University.
lAPPA. Ru h 1\ledical C llege (Chicago Univer ity).
LAMBDA. Univer ity of Pennsylvania.
Mu. Univer ity of Syracu e.
u. University of outh rn alifornia.
XI. ew York University and Bellevue.
MICRON. Union University.
LPIIA KAPPA PIn (PI). 'Va hinoton nivcr ity, t. Louis.
RHO. Jefferson Iedical ollege.
IGMA. Western Rc erve nivcrsity.
TAU. Cornell Univer ity.
UPSILON. ooper Meclical ollege, San Francisco.
PHI. University of California.
CHI. Toronto University.
PSI. University of Virginia.
ALPHA BETA. University of Maryland.
9£1
lRuSigma 111u
1Rbo <tbapter
ESTABLISHED 1890
ALBERT P. BRUBAKER,
R. C. ROSENBERGER,
H. E. RADASCH,
F. HURST MAIER,
HOWARD DEHO EY,
F. D. PATTERSO ,
D. G. METHENY,
W. M. EDWARDS,
T. C. STELLWAGEN, JR.,
J. A. TOPPER,
C. H. MUSCHLITZ,
~ratres in 'lIlrbe
C. H. HARBAUGH,
J. D. LEHMAN,
G. C. KIEFFER,
C. P. CLARK,
H. E. KIRSCHNER,
R. K. HARTZELL, JR.,
C. F. KIEFFER, Captain U. S. A.,
E. V. CLARK,
G. W. LINCOLN,
F. W. LANGSTROTH,
A. M. MELVIN.
jfratres in Colleglo
Seniors
HUGH BOLEY SPRAGUE, WILLIAM HENRY GLICK,
ERNEST GEORGE MAIER, GEORGE THOMAS FLUKE,
JOHN DENNISTO WILSON, VICTOR CARLYLE WAGNER,
FERDI A D P. HERFF, TllOMAS JOSEPH ORTON,
ARTHUR ERNEST SHAW, J IES JUSTICE STA TO ,
THOMAS WILLIAM PE ROSE, WILLIAM HENRY NIX,
HERBERT NICHOLAS SCHEETZ, TIMOTHY DANIEL SULLIVAN,
CHARLES PAGE BRYANT.
Juniors
ROBERT ABNER BRUNDAGE, ADDISO DIMMITT DAVIS,
DIO MAINE NIPLE, JOSEPH ARMSTRONG BAIRD,
LOUIS JAMES MUTHART.
JESSE PEIGHTAL SEEDE BURG,
GEORGE BURGESS FOSTER, JR.,
Sopbomores
ALBERT JOHN MOORMAN,
ALOYSIUS FRANCIS McNERNEY.
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Sigma ~bi JEpsilon
<tbaptettJ
ALPHA: Richmond College.
BETA. University College of Medicine, Richmond Va.
GAMMA. Roanoke College.
GAMMA LPHA. Bethany College.
GAMMA BETA. niver ity of We t irginia.
DELTA. William and Mary College.
DELTA LPHA. Washington and Jefferson College.
DELTA BETA. Jeffer on Medical College.
DELTA GAM fA. We tern Pennsylvania University.
DELTA DELTA. University of Penn ylvania.
BETA ALPHA. University of Illinois.
EpSILON ALPHA. University of Colorado.
103
${gtna ~b{ lEpsUon
JDelta j}3eta (tbapter
itonorllrl? .members
HOWARD F. H NSELL, M.D.,
JAY C. KNIPE, M.D.,
GEORGE A. ULRICH, M.D.,
A. D. FRASER, M.D.
I. P. DO AHUE,
R. T. M. DON ELLY,
E. A. EICHMANN,
F. O. ELDER,
I. F. GORMAN,
I. D. HOGUE,
JOHN A. BROADFIELD,
VICTOR E. BO ELLI,
JOB B. LOW ES,
F. M. COYNE,
I. A. HUGHES,
W. H. HI CKLE,
Blumni .members In ~Itl?
G. 'V. CHLI D\ E1 ,
H. S. BUCKI GHAM.
Seniors
H. O. JONES,
P. B. LARIMER,
WILLIAM I. L. McC LL UGH,
L. R. MACE,
GEORGE SONNEBORN,
JOHN I. WILEY.
:Juniors
E. B. 11ILLER,
E. K. MITCHELL,
I. W. KEA T.
Sopbomores
A. \V. JOH SON,
D. C. ROSS,
W. BINDER SHICK.
jfreSbllltn
A. S. JONES,
L. E. McKEE.
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~hi Blpha Sigma national IDebicaI
jfraterntt~
<tbapter 1Roll
.. LPHA. Bellevue University and Medical ollege Ne\ York, . Y.
BETA. Univer ity of Penn ylvania Philadelphia, Pa.
GAMMA. Iedical Department, Cornell Univer ity. . . . . . . . .. ew York, . Y.
DELTA. J fferson Iedical College Philad lphia, Pa.
EpSILON. University of Texas ....................•.. I •••••• Gal v~ ton. TeJ\.
1(l7
~bi Rlpba Sigma
IDelta <tbapter
ESTABLISHED 1899
[IOHART A. I lARE, 1.D.,
ORV[LLE HORW[TZ, 1\I.D..
gacultl? ~embers
D. BR DEN KYLE, :!\I.D.,
JOll C. DACO l' , M.D.
1ResiOent ~embers
WILLl.\l\1 ]. PABST, II'LD.,
IlhRBERT H. l III G, :!\I.D.,
;\1I TJ I 11. II OR. E, I.D.,
WILLL\l\l P. D VI , l.D.,
CLARE E E. APPLE, 1.D.,
ROS V. PATTER ON, LD.,
RAY1\) 'D BARBER, LD.,
C! T RLE E. G. llAN ON, 1.D.,
CliARLES R. lIEED, III. D.,
CIS W. WH[TE, 1\LD.
W[L1\IER KI SE ,1\1.0.,
TIIO [ S G. A HTON, 1\1.0.,
H. FRANKLI N ROYER, 1\1.1).,
D. R.\ DALL 1\L.\ CARROLL. ~L.n.,
JOP1\' L. !lARK E ,1\1.0.,
J. LESLIE D1\ IS, 1\ Ln..
CIIAJ<LES . ROYCE, 1\1.0.,
[lARRY F. WEBER, 1.0..
GEORGE FER U 0 , i\I.D.,
loRA
PERRY leD. TlBH[~ ,
A1\L EL . 1\[ITl I,
ERNEST T. WILLlA1\IS,
ROBERT l\10RRI ,
IIERBERT \V. TJIOl\LS EN,
7:lcti\'e ~embers
Seniors
DAYNE II. GRTFFlTH,
JOLIN R. SDIPS ,
VERE TREICIILER,
JA1\IES . STANTON,
FREJ 1\1. DAVENPORT.
BENJA;\Il ' F. CON WAY,
WILLLUL E. WAG ER,
VILLlAi\1 W. C TTER.
ED\VARO L. TTON,
EDWARD J. WEENEY,
KARL F. ROEIIRIG,
Juniors
HENRY C. RICHTER,
JAY W. SHELLEY,
JA1\[ES A. JACK 0 ,
JOB M. 01\lPT J
Sopbomores
ARTII R L. PA E,
RO C. GR[FFL',
WALLACE ClIETWYKD.
GEORGE 11. RO ,
\VALTER 1. BORTZ,
WAYNE M. KEEl',
gresbmen
TUART R. 1\IA L,
EDWARD T. B. WElD ER,
CHARLE II. GRI1\IES.
lOS




~bf 1Seta ~f
<tbaptera
ALPHA. Western University of Pennsylvania.
BETA. University of Michigan.
GAMMA. Starling Medical College.
DELTA. Rush Medical College.
EpSILON. McGill Univer ity.
ZETA. Baltimore ollege of Physician and urgeons.
ETA. Jefferson Medical College.
THETA. orth We tern University.
IOTA. Univer ity of Illinois.
KAPPA. Detroit Coli e of Medicine.
LAMBDA. Marion ims Beaumont Medical ollege.
Mu. vVa hington University.
u. University Medical College.
XI. University of Minnesota.
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~bi 1J3eta ~i
lEta <tbapter
'ttonorarl? 1r.lembers
\V fLU AM J R E, 1.D.,
ARTllUR DARE, M.D.,
tAo B. CRAIG, i\LD.,
J. \\ ALTER BEYER,
ITARRrSO. A. D N
RT H RD F. TAYLOR,
WILLIAM F. lOS,
tD EY A. 0 EY,
II RLES C. i\[ YAR,
ROY L. YO G,
LARE CE C. P RKS,
JOll~ 1. STEEL,
E. R SSELL KE EDY, M.D.,
L. F. APPLEMAN, M.D.,
C. S. BARNES, M.D.,
Seniors
IIARLEY J HALLETT,
WILLIA11 B. [eKE A.
IRVI R. i\IOn EY,
CnESTER H. 1c ALL M,
1TOWARD E. BLA CIIARD,
HAROLD M. I fOWARD,
GEORGE SIGGT
WILLIAl"r H. FERRIER.
:Juniors
J IIOMER McCREADY,
JOH S. LA iBm,
ALFRED H. ZIEGLER.
Sopbomores
HARRY E. DIERS, LEO ARD E. ORRIS,
WALLACE E. HAMILTON, CHARLES II. PO LE,
WILLIAM CII MBERS.
3fresbmen
P. JE KS SHAFFER,
GEORGE A. PARKER,
IT. GOLDEr BARBEE,
tDeceased.
112
JOll N F. EVEN ,
HE RY P. DENGLER,
JOHN K. HOLMES.

/


~ht lRho $igma
•
(tbapter 'lRoll
LPHA. Northwestern Univcr ity hicago, Ill.
BETA. University of Illinois , hicago Ill.
GAMMA. Rush Medical College, in affiliation with the Univer it)' of hicago,
Chicago, Ill.
DELTA. University of Southern California Los ngel , al.
EpSILON. Detroit Medical College Detroit, 1ich.
ZETA. University of Michigan Ann rbor, Mich.
ETA. Creighton Medical Collerre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. maha, b.
THETA. Hamline University :Iinneapoli, Linn.
IOTA. University of ebraska Omaha, eb.
KAPPA. Western Reserve Univer ity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. leveland, hio.
LA 1\1: UDA. Mcdico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia Philadelphia, Pa.
Mu. Univer ity of Iowa Iowa City, Iowa.
u. Harvard University ' Bo ton, Mass.
XI. Johns Hopkins University Baltimore, Md.
OMICRO . Wi consin College of Phy icians and urgeons Milwaukee, ·Wis.
PI. Indiana Medical College Indianapoli Ind.
Rno. J effer on Medical College Philadelphia, Pa.
SIGMA. University of Virginia Charlottesville, Va.
115
JOHN UNCKE, M. D.,
J. G. ABBOTT,
C. G. ALDERMAN,
F. P. DWYER,
R. E. ELLEGOOD,
F. P. FORWELL,
T. R. FERGUSON,
W. C. SHAW.
H. A. IVES,
F. L. PATTERSON,
c. C. LEYDIC,
~hi mho Sigma
1tonorar~ ~ernbers
J. C. McKINNEY, M.D.
WM. H. WELLS, M.D.
Seniors
C. R. GARRET,
G. VA SWERI GE ,M.D.,
C. F. BERNATZ.
Juniors
M. S. GRANELLJ,
B. M. HANCE,
D. W. MARTIN,
G. C. MEEK,
C. ~L WOLSO
H. 1. SHOE THAL.
Sopbomores
L. R. TALLEY,
P. R. WENTZ,
L. C. WHITESIDE.
jfresbmen
J. D. NILES.
116




~bi (tbt
~bapter 'tRoll
ALPHA. Louisville Medical College.
BETA. Kentucky School of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
GAMMA. University of Loui ville, Louisville, Ky.
DELTA. Hospital College of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
EpSILO Kentucky Univer ity, Medical Department, Louisville, Ky.
ZETA. University of Texas, Medical Department, Galveston, Tex.
ETA. University College of Medicine, Richmond, Va.
THETA. Medical ollege of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
IOTA. University of Alabama, Mobile, la.
KApPA. Georgetown University, Medical Department, Washington, D. C.
Mu. Medical College of Indiana, Indianapolis, Ind.
u. Birmingham Medical College, Birmingham, Ala.
OMICRON. Tulane University, Medical Department, New Orleans, La.
CHI. Jeffer on Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
PHI. Columbia University, Washington, D. C.
119
WENDELL REBER, M.D.,
T. J. BUCHANAN, M.D.,
C. W. LE FEVRE, M.D.,
H. M. STEW RT,
H. B. HA CHETT,
W. C. HEISEY,
J. T. RYA ,
J. \Y. BARR,
J. L. RAI S,
L. B. MILLER,
C. W. WA G,
J. S. YOUNG,
J. F. CONNOLE,
M. E. FLAHERTY,
H. E. STEVE S,
ROY H. RE
G. G. KNOLL,
M. H. YODER,
F. HENZEL,
A. C. LUHR,
J. H. DO EHOWER,
F. M. B. SCHRAMM,
~bi <tbf
<tbt <tbapter
jfratres In jfacultate
E. L. KLOPP, 1.D.,
A. A. SARGE T, M.D.,
G. E. PRICE, M.D.
'ratres tn (Iolleglo
Seniors
\V. W. ELLIS,
H. G. FORT ER,
J. L. B RKlTOLDER,
T. L. WILLI MS,
E. L. IORRISO
J. II. HARPER.
Juniors
W. II. KOEGEL,
E. F. DIXO ,
E.. BRIGGS,
J. T. AYDELOTTE,
E. E. PlTILLlPP ,
G. C. THO 1 S.
R. C. SHEPHARD.
Sopbomores
S. W. GOLDCAMP,
]. S. THOMAS,
J. W. RUSSELL.
J'resbmen
J. P. MARSHALL.
HARRY W. ZE II,
W. D. GREISEMER
12Q
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:r:
r.
:r:

~t ftnowJt~ gow
from more to mor~

\tbe .aca()em~
PROF. J. c. DACOSTA, Hon. President.
J. R. VINCENT, President. M. M. CALDWELL, Secretary.
J. C. BORLAND, Vice-President. R. P. McCREADY, Treasurer.
members
J. R. SIMPSON,
J. P. HARLEY,
S. L. McCARTHY,
T. L. WILLIAMS,
G. A. BRA DBERG,
P. B. LARRIMER,
A. E. AUSTIN,
F. C. SMATHERS,
C. R. GARRETT,
F. J. ZIEGLER,
J. L. RAINS,
S. R. DAVISON,
VERE TREICHLER,
W. F. ROSS,
A. A. BROWN.
125
S. M. UHLER,
L. B. MILLER,
H. M. THOMPSON,
K. C. PRITCHARD,
H. C. RICHTER,
M. C. STAYER,
W. S. BRYAN,
CHARLES TEMPLETON,
F. A. EWERS,
J. S. KITCHEN,
'w. W. BETTS,
H. A. IVES,
W. B. CAMPBELL,
B. 1. REISER,



1M. <t. <tbapman ~b\2siological $ociet~
PROF. IT. CIIAPMA , Hon. Presidcnt.
E. ]. SWEENEY, Prcsidcnt.
EORGE n. FOSTER, JR., Vicc-J;'rc idcnt.
A. L. PAGE, Scer tary.
l. R RN S, Trca urer.
SOVb011101'CS
C. T. S NDS.
E.]. WEEN EY.
G. IT. CLAPP,
1\[. B RN ,
G. W. SA DNER,
TllOMAS 01. N.
GE RGE B. FOSTER. JJ~.,
11. E. mER.
F. i\f. ITTLLING,
\\'1 Lt.!.\:'.1 D NNELLY,
. . WILLTA I ,
C. \ ETL D,
R. C. KIRKWOOD.
]. I I. DANEll WER,
~.:\1. CllNOJ~R.
jfl'e!3b111Cll
F. S. LARK.
12H
WTLU;\1\[ . RAT"
II. S;\1\1 ELS,
.\. L. PAGE,
II. G. OOKE, JR..
S. L. FI IJER,
].II.JOTlJ 0,
L. E. L\C 1:,
(;. II. TIl RGL S.
]. . FRITCH,
T. ,\. FORTESCUE.
]. V. l\IAYNES,
F. L. F ,
. 1\[. TI:\fP 0
,\. D. K RTZ,
C. E. KRO"CT,



'WI. m. 1. (!oplin ~atbologfcaI Socfet\2
A. \Y. BEATTY. Presidcnt.
L. B. ?lLTLLER, Vicc-President.
I L P. EI EN IIART, Secretary.
J, P. IEDENBURG, Treasurer.
Juniors
'" P. LORE.
E. J, KLOPP.
J, R. ~JcKl\'ICIIT.
B.]. LA ]1. ER.
E. C. PII fLUPS.
W. P. EV N .
]. J, SIIOENI NG.
11.1. lJOENTIIAL,
\Y. 11. LJEEI JAl\',
\V. L. ORN WELL.
50pbomores
J. P. BRI J~.
jfresbmen
G. G. K OLL.
. ?II. WATSON,
. C. ~rEEK,
G. H. GALE,
JA~LES BEEBE.
A. A. BROWN,
F. O. LEWI.,
O. H. WIT SO
J, . YOU lG,
Y. GER ,
S. \Y. OLD AlP,
J, . \\'JlfTESJDE,
G. n. BLI
E. H. E L ER.
I r. N. lI0LL,
J, \\. IIOUIE



Ube lEbwarb ~. IDa"fs ~bstetrfcaI $ocfet~
PROF. EDW \RD P. DAVI ,] Ion. Prcsidcnt.
Seniors
S. L. 1\] ARTIlY, Prcsidcnt.
G..\. HR.\, DBERG,
11. E. LORE,
]. J. \ fLEY,
II. 1\1. TEW.\RT,
J. C. BORL,\ D,
:\1. D. WEED,
T. E. lIEA,
I~. A. I3R IGG : Vicc-Presidcnt.
W.. 11.\\,
II. 1. SIIOENTIJAL,
F. M. \Vi\G IER,
F. R. WfDDO\V 0 "
J. L. PARKER,
F. R. FERGU ON,
J. llE?llP TEAD,
;\, \Y. JOIlI ON,
C. F. BERN ATZ.
Juniors
Sopbol1lores
137
J. \\. B,\RR, ccrctary.
E. :\. S II ~EIDER.
T. L. WILLlA:\1 .
II. J. E. EWNA?I],
]. T. RYA "
R. P. :\lcCREADY,
G..\. FU~GL1S0X
L. F. JOLIN ON,
\\I. B. A1\11 BELL, Tr asurcr.
S. :\r. lILER,
\\. ] I. KRAE:1\IER,
J. . BRIGJJT,
R. . ADA1\1 .
.\. ]. K lGllT,
R. II. RENN,
R. C. SlJEPPAIW.
D. C. ROSS.



Uhe jf. !. JDercull1 IDeurologfcaI $ocfet~
itollornr}2 ~embers
PROF. F. X. DERCU1\I Ln.,
1\IAX II. BO I!ROCII, ?-I.I).,
ALFRED GORDO ,1\1. D.,
WILLIAM PI KETT, 1\1.1).,
]E SE O. ARI OLD, M. D..
. 1'. TLPl, i\I.D.,
GEORGE E. PRICE, 1\1.]).,
PI1ILII A. STIE 1'1', 1.1.
]. P. l\1.\cFARL!\NE, 'os, Pre. idenl,
If. ]. E. NEW AM, 'oS, Vice-Presiden t.
C. G. IIAYE , 'oS. Recordin<Y ecretary.
. F. ]. :'Ilc LLOUGII. '05, Corre. ponding ecrelal"Y.
"V. T. LARK, '05. Tr asurer.
Bctt"e members
Seniors
]. P. MAcFARL\NE.
W. \Y. GLl K,
R. K. WEBER,
II. ]. E. NEWNA:\I,
r. O. ELDER,
.\. F. L liR,
i\1. L. LEVITT,
. ,. . TII01\fA .
D. \Y'. l\IARTIN,
]. L. PARKER,
llENRY . ELY,
\IARLE. n RNER ANDS,
F. ]. Mc L LLOU ,II,
W. 1'. CLARK,
E. R. IBLEY,
CL\REN E IIOFF fA
R. C. I ELL,
O. ]. 1\1 ILLER,
"\ RTH R V. PIERCE.
SUlIIors
FRA K DWYER,
1 . M. NIPLE,
]. II. DAVl ,
A. P. ISE BERG,
]Ai\fE 1. WlTIT LL.
Sopbol11ores
G. IT. CLA PP.
141



UUl. $. jforbes Bnatomical 1eague
\ . S. PORBES, M.D., Honorary Pre. ic1ent.
F. t SPRAGUE, President. F. L. PATTERSON, ecretary.
J. . REED, Vice-Pre. iclent. \Y. llETWY D, Treasurer.
members
Sopbol11orea
F. M. SPRAGUE,
F. L. PATTERSON,
J. . REED,
E. \ . ITAMTLTO ,
WALLA E CTIETWY D,
/\. F. rc TER Y,
]. n. KT TER
A. J. 1rOOR~rA ,
L. R. TALLEY.
L. E. NORRIS.
G. F. PllELP ,
K. F. ROEHRTG,
1'HUR1\I GILLESPY,
I1ARLES A. NEAFTE,
W. KEEl',
G. II. RO S,
L. 11 EILAND,
J. F. EV S,
C. C. WOODHEAD,
J. D. [LES,
G. 1'. RITTER,
J. \ . HOLMES,
D. J. SCllAFFER,
T. E. MURRAY,
1\1. H. POWERS.
jfreabtnen
1-15
G. G. ASH,
}'1. 1\1' ITZNER,
B. B. OX,
G. G. E KHAR1',
E. B. LOTERBE K,
J. 1\r. OR TELY,
.1'. FOX,
11. A. IVE ,
J. J. nOB ,
R. C. GRIFFI ,
W. L. REARDON
· \V. PAGE,
W. 11. JOB S1'O.l;,
FRED G. LARK,
1. II. HARBEE,
· F. SEATO,
· 11. GRIME,
W. RUSE,
.. E. BELISLE,
\V. 1\L BORTZ,
F. 1\1. B. SCllRA 11\1.
E. F. ITENNI " R,
II. R. BROWN,
T.. BROWN.



\the lH. B. lHare me~fcaI $ocfet~
J. W. BEYER, President.
II. J. HALLETT, Vice-Pre~ident.
E. E. RlIO DS, Secretary.
F. M. DAVE PORT, Treasurer.
members
Seniors
J. '\ . BEYER,
.\1. 1'.1. LDWELL,
S. A. OONEY,
F. 1. DAVENPORT,
R. T L DO ELLY
. D. GAMBLE.
nJ. Z. GEARHART,
II. J. H LLETT,
\ . B. l\1cKE NA,
B. F. C AW Y,
F. r. COY TE,
W. R. ENGEL,
\ . P. EVA S,
]. I-I. 1\IcCREAI Y,
E. K. lIT HELL,
K. C. PRIcnARD,
C. H. POOLE,
Juniors
Sopbol1lores
149
E.. POPE,
E. E. RIIOAD
\ . F. ROOD,
J. R. SI fP~O ,
GEORGE ON EB RN,
J. J. TA TON,
\ . H. TALLl\[ DGE
R. F. 'fAYLOR,
J. D. \ lLSO .
11. . RI HTER,
W. C. ROLLER,
J. W. II ELLEY, ,
1\L. . TAYER,
J. 1\I. STEEL,
. L. TEl\IPLETON,
W. E. \IVAG ER.
K. F. ROEHRIG.



Ube ~r\?iIIe iKorwit3 Surgical Societ~
ltonOl'Ill'}2 Membel's
ORVILLE HORWITZ, tD., Hon. Presidenl.
IllRA 1 R. LO X, I. D.,
lIARLES H. II Sl KER, 1\1.1).,
members
II. O. JO ES, Presidenl.
GEORGE ON EBOR , Vice-President.
Seniol's
. G. ALDER rA .,
J. c. BORLA D,
r. 1. CALDWELL,
E. A. EICBM ,
G. A. FERG SO',
A. F. LUHR,
A. rlALIES LIPPI OTT,1\I.I).
[1. FRA T[,-U N 1{ Y ER. 1\1. D..
1] E THY T KER,1\1.D.,
II. 1\1. STE\ ART, Tr>a.urer.
GEORGE F. DOYLE, Secretary.
L. R. LA E,
L. H. AXE,
IT.. SCHEETZ,
J. J l' TON,
P. lcD. TJ BEl
V. TREICHLER,
1'. E. WrLU MS.
Juniol's
J. . BROADFIELD,
A. A. BROWN,
1'. B. CRAIG,
W. P. EVANS,
lIT. E. FLAHERTY,
G. H. GALE,
J. B. LOW ES,
153
]. h.. r NIGHT,
E. B. MILLER,
E. K. fTTCHELL,
K. . PRITCHARD,
W. C. ROLLER,
I. C. STAYER,
J. 1. STEINER.



U:he 'UUl. '{lUI. lkeen $urgfcal $ocfet~
PROF. W. "V. KEE ,Hon. President.
R. R. ] A KSO ,Presidenl.
W. II. lJOPW 00, Vic -Pr . idcnl.
W. J. L. 11 ULLO GJ I, ecrelary.
]. S. YO TG, Treasurer.
Seniors
A. E. AUSTI ,
k. . BR WN,
E. COOPER,
S. R. DAVISON,
W. W. ELLIS,
n. K. GASKILL,
. R. G RRETT,
11. B. HAN JlETT,
W. C. IlEr EY,
F. P. HERFF,
]. D. EO UE,
R. R. ]AC! S
. B. BOA~ 1'WI ,
A. 11. BEATTY,
E. F. DIXON,
F. GABLE,
W. H. 11 PWOOD,
]. A. ]ACK
E. J. KL PP,
WILLIAJ\[ F. IT. KOEGEL,
L. B. l\llLLER,
A. S. IrKI LEY,
GEORGE B. FO TER,]R.
Y. GERO ,
F. J. ZrEGLER.
Juniors
Sopbolllores
157
P. R. LARTl\fER,
C. A. LElllVl •
L. F. MILLIKE ,
T. R. 10111 EY,
V\'. J. L. M ULLO G1I,
T.. PARK,
J. L. RAIN ,
C. . R1 LEY,
II. J\l. S YDER,
. L. TRI GFIELD,
]. II. U DER\ 0 D.
1 . C. WO 1· 'K,
R. R. l\rORTON .
1\. O. TER 0 .
E. E. PIllLLlI S,
W. R. corr,
R. . Sl\JITll,
C. W. SllEPPARD,
]. D. IllNGLE,
C. \Y. \ A G,
R. R. WILLOUGII BY,
J. I. Y G.
H. II. LOTT,
L. R. TALLEY.



E. lE. montgomer~ $~necologfcal $octet~
E. E. MONTGOMERY, M.D., LL.D., Honorary President.
'ttonorarl? ~embers
I. M. FISHER, M.D.,
F. H. MAIER, M.D.,
WILBER KRUSEN, M.D.,
F. C. HAMMO D, M.D.,
]. W. HIRST, M.D.,
C. S. BARNES, M.D.,
P. B. BLAND, M.D.,
I. I. STATON, M.D.,
ALFRED HEINEBERG, M.D.
members
E. A. EICHMA ,Pre ident.
GEORGE SON EBOR ,Vice-President.
Seniors
H. E. LORE,
E. C. CARHART,
I. F. GORMAN,
S. A. MUNFORD,
E. 1'1. VAUGHAN,
E. W. MITCHELL,
C. B. HOLLBROOK,
3-unlors
H. C. EGLY,
G. C. THOMAS,
]. H. DAVIS,
I. T. AYDELOTTE,
161
R. T. M. DONNELLY, Secretary.
E. G. MAIER, Treasurer.
T. H. BOYSEN,
F. W. KILLIAN,
F. A. CREGG,
C. F. BERNATZ,
C. E. LERCH,
L. T. JOHNSON,
GEORGE F. GOOSTREY.
HOWARD NEIMAN,
JAMES D. WHITALL,
SAMUEL R. W. McCUNE,
DONALD W. McNAIR.



5. <t. 'WlfIson mebical $ociet~
]. C. WILSON, M.D., Hon. President.
membera
H. A. DUNN, Presieent.
C. C. MOYAR, Secretary.
D. H. GRIFFITH, Treasurer.
C. H. McCALLUM, Vice President.
Seniors
H. M. HOWARD,
H. E. BLANCHARD,
E. G. MORRISO ,
R. W. McDOWELL,
W. F. S YDER,
W. T. WOOD,
E. P. STARR,
G. R. JACKSON,
O. H. WILSON,
C. E. McKEE,
F. P. DWYER,
L. B. ENGLISH,
JAMES RUSSELL,
:Juniors
Sopbomores
G. F. TUCKER,
H. E. EVANS,
~I. 1. FLEMING,
C. G. ALDERMAN,
]. R. HOSKI S,
J. H. HARPER,
L. F. JOHNSO ,
WILLIAM ROBINSON.
W. H. KINNEY,
]. J. SCHOENING,
STAFFORD,
N. N. FORNEY.
L. E. LACOCK.



ORGANIZED 1900
~tolem~ $ocfet~
3efferson Sarcopbagus
:l3oatb of Go"ernots
PROF. W. M. L. COPLIN,
PROF. HOBART AMORY HARE,
H. R. LOUX, M.D.,
JUSTUS SI EXON, M.D.,
E. R. KENNEDY, M.D.,
CHARTERED 1901
",meets
Amon Ra 1. R. MOH EY.
Osiris F. M. DAVE PORT.
Horus E. C. CARHART.
Thoth J. P. MAcFARLANE.
Seth , , , , D. M. NIPLE.
Charon. " , '" D. W. MARTIN.
First Embalmer W. W. ELLIS.
Second Embalmer F. F. LARRABEE.
Third Embaltll.er H. M. STEWART.
Corresponding Secretary \ F. M. WAGNER, JR.
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~tolem~ $ociet~
members
'lHonorarR .members
W. M. SWEET, M.D.,
H. M. RIGHTER, M.D.,
E. R. KE NEDY, M.D.,
H. R. LOUX. M.D..
J STUS SINEXON. 1\1.0..
E. Q. THOR TO ,~l.D.,
W. P. HEAR , ~.D.,
L. H. PRTN 'E, l.D.,
A. A. SARGENT, 1\l.D..
R OALL lAC ARROLL,l\I.D..
W. J. ROE, 1.0.
W. S. FORBES, M.D.,
W. JOSEPH HEAR , ~.D.,
HOBART A. HARE, M.D.,
]. CHALMERS DACOSTA, M.D.,
W. M. L. COPLlN, 11.0.,
C. S. BARNES, M. D.,
tALBERT B. CRAIG, M.D.
D. G. METHENY, 1.0..
C. H. HARRAUGH, M.D.,
B. G. GOODMAN, r-LD.,
Seniors
F. 11. DAVE PORT,
1. R. 1\IOHNEY,
E. C. CARH RT,
F. F. LA RRABEE.
W. W. ELLIS,
C. HOFFM N,
H. 1. STEWART,
J. P. MACFARLA E,
H. C. FLEMT G,
F. 1'. DAVIS, JR.,
G. F. T KER,
E. L. 1l0RRISON.
Juniors
D. W. 1\IARTI ,
D. M. NJPLE,
F. M. WAG ER. JR..
H.1. SHOE TJCIAL,
]. \\I. SHELLEY,
R. C. ADM,'IS,
D. W. 1IlAcN TR,
E. C. JONES.
Sopbolllores
F. M. SPRAGUE, E. B. SLOTERBECK,
J. B. HOWE.
tDecea ed.
jJ'resbmen
L. O. HEILAND.
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Jeffersonian 1Boar~ 1904==1905
:a~"f50r\? :1I30ar~
CHARLES.. TOWN END, ESQ., for the Board of Trustees.
PROF. W. fit. L. PLI 1, for the Faculty.
PROF. H. AUG STUS WILSO ,for the Faculty.
HE RY LI N BASSETT, .B., M.D., for the Alumni.
J6Ntor:::hl:::Cbfef
ROBERT ABNER BRU DAGE, Pa., '06.
:associate J6Ntors
FREDERI K filAR SHALL DAVEl PORT, Pa., '05.
ALBERT ELflIER AUSTI ,A.flI., Mas. '05.
General :f!3usfness ffianager
J. E. filA USKER.
1Susfness lJr.lanager
WALTER HE RY BROW J, Pa., '06.
:atbletfc JE~ftor
JOHN REID SIMPSO ,A.B., '05.
:alumnf J6Ntor
JOHN DENNISTON WILSO ,Pa., '05.
10ca[ JENtor
FRANK JOHN GABLE, Pa., '06.
172

5efferson me~icaI <roUege jfootbaU \team
Season 1904
W. IT. GLICK, '05, Manager.
J. H. McCRE DY, '06, A i tant ranagcr.
H. e. RICI-ITER, '06, Captain.
J)eraonnel of tbe -cream
v. e. \\ AG lER, '05 Center. J. B. . WICK, '07 ,. Right End.
]. ~r. RELY, ·07 Right Guard. 1. f. CALDWELL, ·05 , .. ,Right End.
F. ]. G BLE, ·06 Right Guard. 1'. O'RO RKE, '07 Left End.
T. ~IO HAN, '05 Left Guard. F. J ZlEGLER, '05 Left End.
G. n. CRO S, oR Left uard. II., RrClITER, '06 Quarter Ba k.
IT. . CHEETZ, '05 Right Tackle. . TREI HLER. ·05 Right Half Back.
L. B. lILLER, '06 Left Tackle. L. R. 1: CE, '05 , Right Half Back.
J. R. KOSKI ,'05 Right End. J. R. SlIP 0 ,·05 Left Half Back.
e. TE IPLETO ,'06 Full Back.
S ubatttutea
R. . BROy N, '05.
S. A. 00 EY, '05·
V. E. BONE~LI, '06.
B. ~1. HA CE, '06.
J. SHAFER, '08.
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K. e. PRICR RD, 06.
\V. H. ZEHRE ,'06.
J. H. KINTER, '07.
G. BERKLEY, '06.
FOOT BALL TI':A~I, 1904
ScbeOule of l.5ames
October 8. Jefferson 1'$. Williamson ","
October 15. Jefferson ~JS. P. R. R. Y. M. C. A .
October 19. Jefferson vs. Haverford College .
October 22. Jefferson vs. Lebanon Valley College , .
October 26. Jefferson vs. Pennsylvania Military College .
October 29. Jefferson ·/)s. Philadelphia Dental College .. : .
November 8. Jefferson vs. Swarthmore College , .
November 12. Jefferson vs. Franklin and Marshall .
November [9. Jefferson vs. Medico-Chirurgical. .
Points scored by Jefferson, 67.
Points scored by opponents, 45·
5--0
0-6
0-6
6-16
0--0
26--0
0-17
24--0
6--0
3-efferson me~fcaI (tollege '{track '{teatn
Season 190'l
members of tbe tteam
L. SCHWARTZ, '05, Captain.
CHARLES NEAFTE, '07.
~an. 18 -B. B. 111. Games
Art and Textile School 1st.
] efferson Medical College, 2d.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy 3d.
H. C. RICHTER, '06.
L. C. WHITESIDES, '07.
meets
.eb. 20-1llIlasblngton GURS Games
ew York La \V School I t.
]effer 011 Medical College 2d.
Art and Textile School 1d.
Bpr. 23-111. of I). 'RelaR 'Races
]efft'rson Medical College I t.
Art and Textile School 2d.
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JEF'FERSO r MEDICAL COLLEGE TRACK TEAM
Uhe :Jefferson me~ical <roIIege G)rchestra
1904==1905
~ftlcers
DR. R. C. ROSE BERGER, Honorary Presidcnt.
DR. C. S. HIRSCH, Manager.
A. E. AUSTI ,'05, Pre ident.
T. H. BOYSE ,JR., '05, Trea urcr.
H. O. JaNE , '05, Secretary.
.members
IDfrector
A. E. ASTIN, '05.
!,frat IDfoUna
T. H. BOYSEN, JR., '05.
M. H. BACHMAN, '06.
W. H. HINKEL, '08.
a:larlnet
J. W. KEA ,'06.
a:ornet
H. O. JONES, '05.
J)fllllo
O. J. MILLER, '05.
17
Seconb IDlolins
G. B. HOP\ D, '06.
H. L. HIR CIT, '06.
G. J. FELD TEl ,'06.
jflute
A. S. JaNE , 'o<<:l.
ttrombone
L. J. YOUN E, '05.
tttllpa
c. D. GA1lBLE, '05.
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crlaas IDa)? Seating. JEte.
C. D. GAMBLE, Chairman;
H. M. S YDER,
R. T. DO ELLY,
V. TREICHLER.
:asaeaamenta
J. R. SI IPSO , Chairman:
R. P. McCREADY,
J. D. HOGUE.
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J. D. WILSO , Chairman;
D. H. GRIFFITH,
J. H. DERWOOD.
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L. F. MILLIKEN, Chairman;
. C. WOMACK,
G. T. FLUKE.
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J. W. BEYER, Chairman;
M. D. WEED,
F. X. STRO G,
E. A. EICHMAN,
G. DOYLE.
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----. T is a privilege to open our Class Day exercises with this intro-
ductory address-a privilege and a pleasure to greet friend and
relatives, to welcome this audience on behalf of the Class of ine-
teen-five.
We desire to interest, amuse and carry you in retrospection
through four years, and we hope that those of you who have come
from afar will depart feeling that your journeys have not been
in vain.
When the mariner has been tossed for many days in thick
weather and on heavy seas, he naturally avails himself of the
first pau e in the storm, the earliest glimpse of the un, to take
his latitude and ascertain results of his voyage; and so with us,
as we come to our journey's end to-day, after the succes es and
failures, the encouragements and fears, the ups and downs of the
past four years, we pause to a k ourselves, "What have we accomplished? What
is the sum of our work?"
Truly: we have done much. We have fought and won many battles, we have
tested our mettle, proven our merit, and have urmounted barriers to enter the
realms of a noble profession; to cease being mere men of theory and to become
active in carrying out our allotted share of the practical world's labors. And
though our knowledge is but a mite as compared to the vastness of our calling,
we have learned how to learn,-have been taught that the medical life is not one
of ease, but one wherein faculties are ever taxed to the utmost. We have been
shown our abilities, have learned our limitations, and, in a word, have h~d careful
preparation to meet the exigencies of our profession.
With this valuable training, this solid foundation, to aid us. with our
futures before us full of many pos ibilities, the outlook is indeed bright. Every
one is the maker of his own career, and it lies with ourselves alone to make or mar
our own. What a very important period, then, this is for us I It is the period of
the beginning of our life-work, and whatever definite principle are selected now
will give cOlTIplexion to all after effort. Therefore, let us set our hearts on a
fixed purpose, for, indeed, "the secret of success is constancy of purpose." Let
us shape our plans that they may lead to definite ends, always remembering to
turn to older men to learn their definition of the doctor's rights and patient' needs,
and, once a code adopted, "strict adherence" must be our motto.
The time for study has not come to a close. It never will for the ambitious
man, but, on the contrary, it behooves us to broaden and to strengthen our studious
habits, and, though it is better for the young man to be O"uided by the light of
past experience, we should not fear nor fail to try to inve tigate unknown fields.
and by our researches add to the common knowledge. Remember that hereafter
our ability is not to be gauged by the demonstrator or quiz-master, but by the
patient, by the community, by our bedside success, and for our errors we shall
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not be answerable to professors or faculties, but to our con ciences and our God.
We must be ever mindful of the great responsibility of our chosen life, the neces-
sity of care and thoroughness in treating the sick, the need of peace an I harmony
among members of our calling.
Duties, which have been so numerous from the very first, will increa e when
we have become active phy ician , demands will have a more erious nature,
mi takes '" ill he more condemned; but a the proverb ha it," 0 path of flowers
lead to lory." Be comforted by the thought that practice ha it many interest,
its pleasures, which will erve to mitigate the inevitable increa e of care. If we
have entered the profe ion in the right pirit and with love for it; if we enjoy
being useful; if we are given to charity and find happines in relieving suffering
fellow-beings-in short, if we are actuated by noble sentiment, surely our trials
will be fully compensated. 11 men tudy, work and strive with on of thr e
objects in mind: either to be, to have or to do. The doctor's object in attaining
the first two is imply that he may the better do. His life is a life of en'ice, and
how much more real joy exist in its result than in the ab tract self-centred attain-
ment of the scholar!
Clas mates, we" have been closely a sociated for the past four year. We have
tood hand in hand, houlder to houlder, through thick and thin" we have had
our joys and sorrows tog ther; and during it all there have sprung up numerou
friend hips. nd now that eparation draws near, ari es the que tion: what will
become of these many kindred tie? re we destined to meet again, after we have
gone our different ways to-morrow? Alas, many of u , not! But we shall alway
look back with unabated affection and regard upon the happy days at J efferson,-
for happy days they were, in spite of the many toils,-and to-day we are led to
appreciate the spirit of the alumnus, who in the days of prosperity and adversity
alike. nurtures a spark of loyal gratitude to his Alma Mater and through her
medium at intervals extends his right hand of fellowship in r union with his
former classmate.
Be ever mindful of the deed of tho e who went before us; imitate the sound
examples of our teachers; cheri h the work of our fathers. Let these serve a
torchlight g-uides and inspirations as we struggle onward for succ ,and that
ucce havin been attained, let us not forget our honored Jefferson.
My fellow-student, may God prosper you; may the implicity, the goodne
of your live catter happiness broadca t; may your earnest zeal for learning
result in triumphs for medicine, and may your trict adherence t ethic, your
careful cultivation of those principle requisite for the ideal physician help you
on to higher goal .
1
T<Ilass ~ratfon
Blbert Elmer Bustin, B. /fj.
HE history of civilization is but a record of the evolution of motive.
From the earlie t days, when each man was a unit and the State
a Utopian dream, all the world movements have be n but the
outward manifestation of an underlying principle, the nature of
which has always been revealed in the education of the period.
Thus, in the morning of the world the children of the tone ge
were taught self-protection-mere existence was their motive.
Later, the people of Israel, who abode in the fields watching their
flocks by night, ubjected all things to their hope in the promised
'le siah. The children of parta were trained in de d of war;
liberty wa their motive, and they were charged to return with
their hield or on it. The spirit of conquest dominated Rome, and
her sons believed in the divine destiny of the Eternal City; in life
they fought for her, in death their dying lips framed an " ve
Roma Immortalis." The iiddle Age were marked by conflicts between church
and state or king and barons; every child was born a partisan, and the spirit of
resistance ruled his actions.
But we believe that to-day this evolution of mighty forces has reached its
loftie t summit. No longer do visions of lurking foes disturb our waking hours;
no longer do dreams of worldwide conquest distort our views of ju tice; liberty
is already ours, a priceless heritage from the pa t; and the only resistance we know
is opposition to barbarous customs which remain a anomalie in ur civilization.
A far different motive actuates us to-day-the Spirit of ervice. or is it new
with this age, for it has existed since time began; men have followed it blindly
and unknowing, unable to recognize its dawning light in the mi t of ign rance.
fear and superstition which surrounded them. In the infancy of the world it
began as a tiny thread of gold in the sombre warp and woof of Time. Moses
beheld it, and so did Paul; Socrates and Seneca caught its gleam; Brutus as well,
but he mi interpreted its call; it shone for the Crusaders and for Martin Luther,
for the French Revolutionists and the signers of the Declaration. . nd now, at
last, it is so permeating the whole fabric that its plendor reaches the farthest
ends of creation-it is the watchword of the twentieth century. All the I r
impulses which have tirred men in other days have been but satellites of this
guiding tar-the persistent, the eternal purpo e. It repre ents the highest type
in the evolution of motive; it ha begun to posses human hearts and will endure
as long as human endeavor. an there be nobler impulse than thi -service, not
to God alone, nor to king, nor church, nor state, but service to f Ilowman which
includes all else?
I a ked myself where my soul might be;
I searched out God, but God eluded me;
I sought my brother out, and found all three.
The growing overeignty of thi spirit means much to the world. It is
not a universal motive; the sooner it reaches uch a position the better f r human
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progress. Indeed, this is necessary to maintain society in a stable po ition and to
equalize classes natural1y opposed to one another by birth or attainments; other-
wise we should be in a constant state of turmoil, society a seething mass of dis-
content. That such is not the case proves the influence of this world motive, which
is suggestive if not dominant, potential if not recognized. If we have advanced at
al1 beyond the nations who preceded us, it is mostly along the line of this change
in relationship of man to his fel1ows. And every advance we may make, or those
to fol1ow us, mu t be in this same direction, the expan ion of this spirit until it
dominates every action, whether such be the product of a lofty conception or
merely the expression of an every day duty, however humble its significance. Our
measure of motive is not quantitative; it is qualitative. Hence, service becomes a
universal privilege, extended alike to all members of society, rich and poor, high
and low; what is rendered is secondary to the motive behind the deed.
There is no higher ambition than a useful life. The young man of to-day in
whom reposes the hopes of the future has this ambition; he i no misanthrope.
But he should recognize that in the e complex day a life, to be u eful, mu t be
lived in harmony with this motive, which promi es so much for the good of
humanity; consequently, when he responds to the call of the world and enters
upon his work, the spirit of service must be the motive of every action.
The foregoing is a perhaps unneces ary attempt to establish, or rather recall
to your mind, a proposition which in this twentieth century ought to be axiomatic.
The underlying motive of every deed should be service to fel1owman, for this
spirit is the only one which can ultimately advance the welfare of mankind.
Having accepted this truth, it is but natural that the educated young man should be
somewhat in doubt as to his choice of a career· the fact that he i an educated man
defines his sphere. And how radical1y does his position to-day differ from that
which confronted his predecessors! How much more complex is the problem!
How increased is the responsibility! Endowed with the knowledge of the les ons
of the past, he stands the heir of the ages, the inheritor of the gift of the cen-
turies. Arabia, Egypt, Greece and Rome have defied the flight of time, and their
most splendid precepts breathe in him to-day. Hundreds, almost thou ands, of
years ago the wise men began to build the foundation of a Temple of 1 nowledge ;
frail and tottering at first, it grew in strength with the centurie. To aid its
completion, the philosophers and scholars of every land and every race have freely
devoted their lives-the learned men of the early day, the alchemist, the mathe-
maticians, the astrologers who fol1owed, the prie ts and monks within the mona -
teries, the scholars of the Middle Ages, the scientists of a former generation.
To-day this foundation is complete; to-day the young man receives this labor of
the past; the earlier workmen have left it to him and his fel10ws to lay the corner-
stone of this ,>plendid structure upon the foundation already prepared.
With never a thought of shirking the charge, ful1y aware of his task, he
asks him elf in what line of activity he can engage which shal1 add to knowledge,
be a service to humanity, and a part of the work of the world. Every vocation
adds somethinO", every man toil in any branch of labor contribute it share.
Which has the O"reatest opportunity for the educated man?
The time has long since pa ed when there were but two avenues open to
him by which he might attain position among his fellows and recognition of his
efforts. The reign of Theology is done; the frenzied fervor which years ago
irresistibly swept the brains of a generation into this calling has uhsided. At
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this present day the prohibition of perfect liberty of thought and expression in
a great majority of the pulpits prevents many a thinking man, whose efforts would
otherwise be valuable, from preparing to serve humanity through the church.
The ascendency of Law is gone; justice has been prostituted to gain, and that
noble profession which once nurtured our ablest men has become a mere excuse
for bribery and fraud. There are good men included, who make attempts at
reform, but have we time to fight for a lost cause when there are so many other
paths of promise? To what realms, then, do these paths lead? The world of
finance has changed its complexion: once it required experience in trade alone;
now it presents a conflict of intellects. The great financial interests are passing
from the less skilled to the men of brains; centralization of business interests
demands the best. Such aggrandizement of capital as we see to-day can make
or unmake the prosperity, yea, the very existence, of the poorer classes. Such
nefarious abuse of power, such blindness to human suffering, such disregard of the
rights of man as have been charged to monopoly, the young man may render
impossible when he carries with him into the business world his personal motive.
Public life both needs and invites the young man; it offers him substantial reward,
marks of honor, but, best of all, an opportunity to erve his fellowman. To-day
the call of the State is more insistent than ever before for honorable men, for men
who can forget elfi h intere ts and remember their oath as servants of the people.
There is no greater opportunity for the young man than here, no place where he
is more sorely needed, if he can be a statesman and not a politician, if he can
keep himself free from the mire of corruption which has engulfed our national
life and made purity in politics a meaningless phrase, mocked and derided, an
amusing relic of bygone days. Teaching has but lately risen to the rank of pro-
fessions, though it is really the mother of th~m all. Here the requirements are
great and the immediate returns are small; steadfast devotion, utter surrender of
self, life in a circle of small diameter, the e await the young man who would enter
this field. But are they to be compared with the knowledge which comes to him
of service done, of good influence exerted? Most of us have forgotten the
abstruse problems, the Greek roots, the innumerable facts the schoolmaster taught
u years ago, but we can never forget the love of truth, or the sense of right, or
the inspiration to high endeavor he gave us as a lasting gift. Literature and Art
are open to the young man, but they require special talents and their field of
influence is limited to those who can appreciate or n;ad the lesson in a good book
or a meritorious painting. Music, too, is selective, but broader in its application.
There is a gospel of good music as there is a gospel of the saints and as lofty a
lesson may be read from one as from the other. We listen to some grand
symphony; there is inspiratIon in the. majm: chord, and the tender song of the
minor is of sympathy and hope; their combined harmony tells of the dignity of
life, the tawdriness of superficiality. There are a hundred other ways in which
the young man may approach his life work. But there is one we have purposely
left until last, the one which is replacing all others at the present day, the one
which in this twentieth century is receiving the most attention, the one which has
given its name to the era in which we live. I refer to the realm of cience. This
has emerged triumphant from its struggle with Theology; it has with tood the
attack of those who would decry human investigation of univer al truth ; it has
survived the odium heaped upon it by its enemies, who have opposed in vain its
ultimate sovereignty.
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The service of cience i a concrete one. Even though it revel in abstract
thought and ab tnt e computation, its final product i visible and palpable; it
manifests itself in work and not in precepts. cience mea ures the tars and
applies its information to requirements of earth' science wre ts from matter the
secrets of its being and utilizes this knowledge when it constructs; science inquires
of the atom a to their function, then formulate law to guide in future work.
It delves withln the bowels of the earth; it urvey the cele tial bodies; it compels
the past to reveal the origin of the world and pre umes to prophe y it future.
lowly, but surely, the fundamental truths of nature, immutable and eternal laws,
which have lain concealed ince time began, are beino- brought to light. ome
day they will be complete, for science is implacable and he itat neither in the
tudy of infinitesimal nor in the contemplation of world-masses, coveting even the
fourth dimension. Thi picture i the poetry of cience, but there is al 0 a
practical aspect. To e tablish this, do I need to mention the application of elec-
tricity in its varied form -the telephone, the telegraph, the Iarconi sy tem, it
use as a source of light, heat and energy? Must I speak of the harne sing of
iagara, of the annihilation of time and space by modern methods of tran por-
tation, of the tunnel beneath the bed of a river or through the heart of a m untain?
Do you think the shinino- row of teel rails which opened up the re ource of the
giant We t to the world found its way by chance acro the arid plains and de ert
wa te? Do we any lono-er cast the smile of corn and derision upon aerial
navigation? '\Then we entru t our live to tre tIe and bridge, do we realize that
our afety depend on cientific research? Do we stop to think that the strength
of every brace i known, the resi ting power of every beam, the train on every
girder-indeed, the length of life of every part of the tructure? nd the master
mind behind all of the e achievement -thJl1k of hi contril ution to the pr gre
of ociety! I it any wonder that science is taking such rank with u to-day, and
that it i attracting the choicest spirit of the ao-e? The youno- man h r b hold
a field lying wide before him, wherein hi effort will be of la ting value to hi
fellows and of infinite satisfaction to him elf. Here there is pportunity to dIve
into the secret of unknown truth, who e di covery will swell the sum of knowl-
edge. Then, wh n all i done, the re ult f hi work is bef re him in tangible
form, the child of hi brain and the creature of hi intellect.
But science is a broad field, and no one can embrace all of its many depart-
ment ; not all of u can perform feat of engineering kill, nor can we all b come
minute investigator, nor deduce laws from scientific experiment. We are here
to-day because we decided four years ago that l\Iedical cience was our choice;
and, relying upon our judgment, we believe that thi choice is the best one, and
our field a fruitful one for service. Medicine, to , has its poetry, but it has it
sacrifice as well. I do not need to tell you of the nobility of th calling, nor of
what it has done and is doino- for mankind. or should I mention the utter for-
getfulness of elf that it requires, the di regard of pleasure, of ocial interc urse,
f 1odily comfort that it may demand; uch are be t illu trated in the lives of tho e
eminent men who have been crowned the martyrs and aint of medicine. Rather
hould I speak of it possibilities, for there is 0 little done and so much to do;
[0 sibilities in line of re earch to di cover the cause and entitie of hidd n dis-
ease, possibilitie of improvement iil the attitud of medicine t ociety, de irable
changes to be made in medical instruction. ancer, the great scourge of the
human race, i to u a much of an enigma as ever; our rational improvement in
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the treatment of the dcadly pncumonia has advanced but lightly in half a ccntury;
our treatm nt of rheumatism and many other disea es i wholly empirical. Tuber-
cula i , so laneY man' grcate t encmy, i slO\ Iy yielding to intelligent methods of
attack, but the mass of the peolle t11U t yet be ducated; the truth of preventive
medicine mu t be uro- d constantly unflinchingly and a idu u ly. erebral and
thoracic surg ry are as yet but in their infancy; wc are cxp ctcd to find a "vay to
make them as succe ful as abdominal surgery is to-day. But society mu t be
protccted in othcr directions as well; those moment when it lifc i cn lang-cred
are n t the only time that the medical man mu t guard it. It must clean the
new paper of false and mi leading advertisement ; it t11U t protect ociety a ain t
un crupulou method, against chicanery and quackery, aeYain t the mercenary
spirit of the outcast, against the ignorance of homreopathy and the unpardonable
imbecility of Chri tian cience. It mu t oppose to the utmost the advan e of
osteopathy and the thcr "br ds without the law," an advance aided by mon y,
influence and the corruption of state legislaturcs. Many of th problem now
vexing society mu t ultimately be olved by the mcdical man. Alcoholi m must
be regardcd as a medical question, n t a moral i ue' reeYulati n of marriage
instead of urvival of the fitte t; a fairer and aner adju tment of the criminal
law, tog th r with a letermination of re pon ibility; perhap the final disl al of
thc race que tion-all of the e fall within the cope of medi in. Th thou ands
of young men who during tbi month are received into the ranks of medicine will,
if they do n t wholly forget th ir OWl;. instruction, lend their influcnce toward a
change in medical teaching; they will insist on the practical instead of the
theoretical, on actual bed ide contact with di ea e,' the relegation of advanced
detail and complicated discu sian to post-graduate departments. These po i-
bilitie appcal to the profe ion a a whole; think what opp rtuniti there are for
the individual workcr! \ hat do we know of the chemi try of th body? re
we fully informed a to the intricacie of bodily metaboli m? Do we undcr tand
fully the function of v ry organ? an we give the physiology f th ught or of
its oppositc, slecp? Indeed, the problems may eem beyond our p wcr t s lve,
but can wc hc itate to plunge boldly into the work whcn we realizc thc crvicc
that will be donc the world if these questions ar an wcred? nd ur efforts will
Ie earne t and inten , triving always to reach thc ultimate truth. Indeed, thi i
ur birthrig-ht, for ware ons of Jeffer on, and there breathe in u t -day that
sam pirit which characterized the old Jeffers n and will ultimately aturate
the new.
Thi ,then is ur part in thc world's work. ciencc ha thrown op n hcr
d ors to rcc ivc us, and it is in this particular way that w have eho en to lend
our strength for the good of mankind. However humble our efforts, however
ob cure our deed ,th same motive actuates u that ureYe on the other w rker
of th world. Even though they labor in different line, we are all enr II d
b neath th ame banner. the ame watchword i on our lips. And the farther
this banner i carried the stronger grow the army. until finally all nation and all
lands will recognize the sover ignty of the motive emblazoned on it fold -the
pirit of ervice.
Fling out the banner, high and wide,
Seaward and skyward let it hine;
or skill, nor might, nor merit ours,
\/lle conquer only in that ign.
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ltbomas :E. Sbea
71+Jn E have labored in the vineyard
~" Of our Alma Mater true,
And the ripened fruit now glistens
Purple in the morning dew.
Ere to-morrow's sun has blazoned
With its setting tints the skies,
Ere the birds have ceased their piping,
We shall hold the mellowed prize.
low and toilson:e have the secret
Of grim cience been unspun ;
Thro' the years and thro' the ages
Have the truths come one by one.
Full equipped by our kind Mother
For life's rough and trenuous time -
We shall hold aloft her pennon,
Thro' all lands and thro' all climes.
Thro' the East, West, North and Southland,
We shall seek the dreaded foe;
Smite him with the weapons tru ty,
Forged in • cience's fiery glow.
We shall meet the foe in legion.,
Meet him thro' the days, the year,
Meet him grim, defiant, heartle ,
preading pain, and woe and, tears.
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Vain dreams cannot be our portion,
For 'tis deeds alone that count,
And we welcome trife with falsehood,
For the truth is paramount.
And when wandering mid the sorrows
Wreaked by Death's unerring hand
Vie will bless thy memory, Mater,
With thy gifts at our command.
For with Charity to clothe us
In a mantle sweet and kind,
We will ceaseless seek and strive to
Solace for the uffering find.
Fortune may not smile upon us ;
or yet Fame ound our renown;
For the brows of hero Doctors
eldom wear the laurel crown.
E' en though Forhme frown upon us,
And we find Fame but a breath
Thine, 0 Medicine, Sweet Enchantre s,
Thine we are un to our death !
At thy august shrine we gladly
Sacrifice our hearts for aye.
For our guerdon we look higher,
Seek it in the upper sky.
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\tIass 1Hfstor\2
1Jowarll :E\?erett :ff.Hancbarll
JUR years aO"o next autumn the Cia f 1905 becamc an orO"anized
body, and as such was welcomed t "Jeffer on" on thc evcning
of Octobcr the fir t, ninete n hundred and onc, by I rofe r J.
Chalmers Da 0 tao This occasi n wa our first meting, and a
we gazed around at the trange face in the brilliantly lighted
amphitheatre many expressions of awc and wond rment pa cd
our youthful lip . This wa our fir t introduction to thc Scienc of
Medicine, an I now, when about to take the fatal tep, somc, \Vh
had not fully realized and apprcciated the work b fore thcm,
paused, reflected and retraced th ir foot tep to cngage in other
pursuit Ie exacting but not so noble. The maj rity. howcver.
came with that determination to do or Ii 0 charactcristic of our
I uri tan forefathers, and that this has remained \ ith some durin<Y
the four years is evidenced by their pr ence here t -day.
jflrst )!]ear
During the early part of our sojourn within the college walls w \\ cr trcat d
as our pred cc' ors, and many canine and feline member of the city wcrc annihi-
lated in the disi"ccting l;oom to advance our knowledge. Real, carne t w rk wa.
soon our portion and as we were initiatcd into some of the my tcrics of m dicinc
and shared the knowledge of the dem nstrators, the Freshman ai r pervadcd th
atmo phere. Fearing that other would not recognize our ability wc s ught to
eulogize our elves. and on one memorabl day, when "parts" \ ere givcn out. a
cia's ru h wa in tituted again t the" ophomore ,., Big' Jim ?lfag e, y, Young.
Jack tan ton and ~Ic ullough tore through the metc like rampant bulL. and
their skill in Jui Jitsu overcame many of our an tagoni t. The ultimatc outc mc
was in doubt, owing to the entrance of Dr. He\ son, but our "ret ," wa stab-
Ii hcd and a grcat peace ttled upon us.
During the carly part of Novembcr our first cia s mccting wa allcd by mc
nterprisinO" members, the purpose being the election of officer. Although the
majorit.v were unacquainted with the candidates for office, thc following w re
ele ted without noticeable oppo ition:
Pre ident-G. F. Doyle.
\ ice-President-~1. Z. Gearhart.
Secretary-F, 1. Davenport.
Trea urer-I. R. lohney.
Of all the crowning events of the first ycar the th ater benefit managed by th
Ladie' uxiliary of the College wa ea ily a leader. The play wa "\Iice of ld
\ 'incenne ." and on this particular evening the Che tnut treet Th ater wa wcll
patronized by member of all the cia se and their friends. ur placc wa high
up, and for this occa ion many of us contented our elve with bing "gall ry
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gods," but in order to make our existence known we gave the Ilege yells and
contributed largely to the singing. A ilken la s flag was u p nded from the
dome of the theater between the acts, and proved beyond doubt that we were the
coming CIa s.
On the same evening a ong, entitled "The Jefferson Col1ege ong," com-
posed by Miss Susan L. l\Iontgomery, was inserted in th programm, and thi
being its initial appearance, it was heartily welcomed. Ever since it has been ung
on special occasion in conjuncti n with other song well beloved by all the student
body. Th Jefferson Sextet, consisting of the six following warblers, namely:
. Earle Vosburgh,
E. " . Fought,
Tom. C. Park,
Walter F. Wood,
\11/. T. Clark,
J. F. Doyle,
were in excellent con lition at thi time. having practiced during all their pare
mom('nts, and th y rendered selections. The extet was sh rt lived, and it was a
mystery why, although someone observed that the supply of effervesc nt pil -
ca rpine tablets ga ve out.
During the "anxious pause with nothing doing" before lectures, we learned
all too soon, as many can testify, the royal entertainment f passillg up. This
generally concerned the ccupant of the fir t row, but when the "spell" was on,
no one' per on was re pected, and at times the lecture room was filled with a
writhing mass of boi terous humanity.
On one particular afternoon of the first yeal" course, a Section waited in vain
for the demonstrator of visceral anatomy, and, finally concluding that hi extensive
I ractice had called him elsewhere, it was decided that all hould g for a troll n
Che tnut treet, to "take the air," and incidentally admire pretty ankl s an I tudy
the contour of "pads," with John Wanamaker's store the objective point and
with ammy Friedenberg under guard. The 1uilding was entered and the toy
department sought. Sammy was decorated with a black-face I ma k and indis-
creetly a sumed the responsibility of paternity, his progeny being a rag loll baby.
In spite of his resistance, he ( ammy ) was unanimously elected leader of the
pr cession. and ordered to "March!" We filed down Chestnut Street, up to Lits',
back to Gimbel' , arousing curio ity and mirth, as well as pity, perhaps, for the
crestfallen leader,
On the ~aturday before Thank giving, 1901, that memorable event, the
Medico-Chi-J eff foot-ball game took place, and, although we suffered defeat in
the athletic line. one of the hardest pitched battles in the hi tory of the ollege
ensued, in which Jeff came off the victor, in spite of heavy odds. hi being assisted
by about one hundred bluecoats. This victory in a measure made up for the defeat
of the afternoon.
ot long after the game the Y. M, C. A. gave a reception to the professional
students of rhiladelphia, in their hall. at Fifteenth and hestnut Street. Each
college sat in a 'body, with their adherents, and glowered at each other from
balcony and gallery to pit. Not satisfied with this, they howered paper on their
antagonists and appropriated decorations and toy baloon belonging to each other.
A general mixup was anticipated, but when the reception was over, hi and h r
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allies, thinking discretion the better part of valor, well taught by the "Battle of
Broad Street Station," slunk away in the night.
In the latter part of the first year the kicking spirit of the lass originated,
and has predominated during the course. Three men, namely: R. R. Jack on,
Wood and Mohney, feeling that the teaching capacity of a certain assistant was
inade luate, interviewed Dean Holland. What passed behind those dos d doors
is unwritten history, but that the interview was effective to some deo-ree may be
suspected, ,as next year th laboratory was in charge of another, who, since then,
has proved his ability and justified the change.
More notoriety was in store for us, however, and on the evening of the regis-
tration for our second year five members of the Class were taken into custody at
Tenth and Spruce Streets by the noble guardians of the public peace, transported
in a "prairie schooner," and con igned to cells for the night. To be fair to those
surprise I, it is necessary to add that the arrest was uncalled for, as the actors in
this drama were simply standing on the corner doing the "pump handle" whistle.
The wires were pulled all night, and magistrates and influential men aroused from
their slumbers, but fate was inexorable, and at 10 in the mornino- five young men,
sleepy, but defiant, martyrs to corruption, were arraigned, and heard, to their
dislllay: "Ten dollars, or ten days."
And in the early morning hour, while these men were still languishing in
their cells, some impetuous ones, eeking revenge on the un u pecting ophomores,
secured entrance to a house on inth Street where the enemy slept. Figures
flitted through the dimly lighted halls like spectres, and barricaded doors offered
no resistance to the onward ru h of excited men. Furniture, bric-a-brac, lamps,
were demolished in the wild struggle ensuing, but none gave them a thought, and
final1y the men. thus surprised in sleep, surrendered and lay panting and exhausted,
awaiting our pleasure. The quarry consisted of two Soph mores. and upon their
obstinate refusal to dress before going out, they were hurried into the treet in
"robes de nuit." We marched them to College in this condition, and put them
through various stunts, and when they finally wended their way back to their
rooms they excited much laughter among the shop girls on their way to work.
Examinations now became the all-absorbing topic of conversation, and these
being an unknown quantity, the days of suspense only served to make them
as ume elephantine proportions. The latter part of this statement may be modifie I
somewhat, as some members were ophomores before taking the exams, notably
Brewe, Strong and tewart. It is said that anticipation i better than realization,
but in this ca e the latter was the source of pleasure and when the la t paper wa
handed in a sigh of relief escaped.
Secon~ 1!1ear
The ophomore year dawned radiantly for the maj rity, and again we a -
sembled in the amphitheatre to hear the introductory address by Profes or llenry
Chapman. This addr s dampened the ardor and enthusiasm of some, as the
speaker emphasized the high standard of the College by remarking that the inscrip-
tion over the lofty portal of Dante' Inferno would be quite appropriate over the
College d or: "All hope abandon ye who enter here." The memory of this, how-
ever, was not lasting, being forgotten amid the turmoil of work in fields ever new.
The Class officers this year were:
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President-A. E. Austin.
Vice-President-W. H. Glick.
ecretary-W. T. Clark.
Treasurer-R. R. Jackson.
nder this new admini tration the first business transacted was tn regard to
a bill against the la for furniture, etc., destroyed the previou year n registra-
tion night. fter many stirring peeche and exhortation by the President. wh
handled thi weighty question in an able manner, he succeeded in <Yettin<Y the
required amount from the reluctant Class. The question aro e in the minds of
many, and wa never settled, a to whether the unusual interest in the case taken
by the President was not a means to an end, the end being the acquisition of his
tuition for the next two years.
George Fluke was "one of us' again this year, but his manner had changed,
and we regret to say that he returned a "monarchist.'
The first anniversary of that eventful day, the Saturday before Thanksgiving-,
J90J, wa celebrated thi year in a befittin<Y manner, namely, in a gridiron battle
with Chi, with the victory for us. The men of J905 who played this year deserve
esp cial mention, as their fforts, both ingle and united, were in trum ntal in
rai ing our standard in athletics, and they are as follows: imp on, Treichler,
cheetz, Hoskin, lace and Fluke.
Thi year the frog laboratory al 0 de erve mention, for it meant two hour'
relaxation a week to most of us, and this we appreciated. It seems so trange now
that someone always had trouble with the wires, but then, again, when one think
that the red an I green must never be crossed, and thi one placed here, and the
other there, and then wound up separately, their mistakes can be forgiven.
Thus, occupied from morn to eve, this se sion pa se I by more quickly than its
predeces or. possibly because of an increase in work and of greater familiarity of
surrounchng. It scarcely seemed a year from our fir t regi tration when we again
a sembled for the ame purpose. Some of the Freshman in tincts had departed
from our actions, but the old Sl irit will crop out on certain occa ion. a illu trated
that night. t this time the old colleg-e building the scene of 0 many triumph
in medicine and urgery, was being demolished, and during the nig-ht the cra h
of falling gla mingled with shouts of latt<Yhter of the regi teurs. Others busied
themselves wheeling loads of bricks hither and thither, doing their utmo t to a:d
the workmen. The head line, however. fell to the fate of "Windy John,' and,
moreover, it was original. Being loaded to the muzzle with knowledge, and
fearing that his memory would play him false, he expounded the evoluti n of a
" parrow-zo-ite" to an educated cart hor e, who only blinked and wa<Yged one
ear in a knowing way.
~bt~~ 1!1ear
gain we a embled a a cia s in the amphitheatr for the usual pening
addres , which was delivered this year by the Hon. Wm. Potter, Pre idcnt of the
Board of Tnt tees. The financial standing of the College was discu d at length
and the new ho pital considered.
At the end of the second year the natomy course ended and this year
Practice of Medicine took its place. In early October the lectures beg-an. and we
were tntroduced to Profes or J. C. Wilson, the scholar, the ma ter physician and
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the poli heel gentleman. vVhile speaking of new branch we mu t mcntion
Trypanosoll1ology, and the incident which occurred in one of the quizzes:
Dr. ElIis.-Give the cau ·s of chlorosis.
"1 e ie" Evans.- uto-intoxication, etc.
Dr. E.-Yes; such a what?
"G." E.--\ ell, r-love.
nother tar was set in our athletic crown in N vember, for \ ag-ain c red
a victory n hi in the annual game. Intere twas n t nly ccnt red in thc par-
ticipating c lIegcs. but in other colleges as well, and, judging by thc allcn lance,
it i fair to pre ume that th game will a ume th importance f othcr varsity
gam in the near fu tu rc.
At the Bohemian Tea given for the b nefit of the ho pital by th Ladi '
Auxiliary, the large Junior nao- wa pread across the tag-e. and her, a alway,
we managed to keep the Class of 1905 ever before the public.
On Good Fri lay Holbrook took a solemn tep, well suit d to thc day, and
mbraced matrimony. It was a quiet affair charactcri tic of the man.
During spare moment Tom C. Park made 8754 calls, making a total of 17,000
quare meals. and accepted chance to attend church 1,000,000 time wi th no errors.
The vi it to the 1unicipal Ho pital was markcd by two incident , onc amu -
ing, the other ad. t'I-leavy" litchell wa unable to fin I a gown of suitablc izc,
but finally compromised with a mall one, and as he strode through thc ward
bedecked in this and a towel wound around hi head, the patient, om f thcm
really at death's loor, nearly 'died a-laughing," it is aid. The latt r incident r -
ferre I to Ellis, who contracted scarlet fev r while tudying cases, and who wa un-
fortunately dctained in the hospital ix week. sa consequ ncc, hc was unable to
take the third year exams and was forced to leave for ther field.
At the cnd of the ession the usual custom of giving A wers to thc profe s r
was carried out. with two exceptions, Profe sors Brint nand oplin, wh w re
presented with gold fountain pens. At this time we bade farewell to Pathol goy,
but its precept have remain d with u wonderfully in the ncw fic1d which
embrace it.
jfOllrtb l!1ear
Our fourth and final a embly took place as in fonner year, and ao-ain th
addre s wa delivered by the Hon. Wm. Potter. Thi year the fr nt row bc-
longed to us, or some of us, by heritage, and from such a vantage point we wcre
ablc to hear and ee many new thing. The ward cia cs, especially at 8.30, w re
a source of pleasure to all,-in their dream ,-and in others, when there was
"nothing doing, ' we generally pas ed the hour in research.
Upon one occasion, in the Eye Department, after Wood, tern and haw had
examined an eye patient, "Daldy" Beyer wa asked to diagno e th case. lIc
u d the ophthalmoscope and looked into the eye for ten minute without ucces.,
and finally complained that he could not ee the retina. "No," r pli d Dr. Le
Fevre; "you can t very w 11: it is glas." "Baldy" ha al 0 hown a go d deal f
talent in Tynccology, and it i aid he may use Opthalmology with it. At a
quiz by Dr. Darnes, the men were startled to hear "Baldy' Beyer's won I dully
graphic description of a itz bath: "On wh re thc patient sits ovcr th bath";
and no doubt it will be found in Ionte' fourth edition.
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t all time and in all places the" 'kylight T\ in ," Glenn and Ellinger, might
have been seen with vacant looks on their faces and a Ii tie air about their
person, en conced behind a pillar or perched upon the top r w th ir arm lov-
ingly entwined. One evening they were dragged down, placed in the front row
amid cheer , ~U1d held there until the quiz began, in the hop f breaking the habit;
but the next day they were in their accu tamed place.
The nly real innovation in ob tetric during th senior conference was a
new treatment for eclampsia, in tituted by our friend Greenstein. It consi ted of
the ,. il pack," a suI titute for the hot pack.
nd this example of mode ty:
Dr. \Vell .-VVe have decid I t give this patient re t in b d; would y l!
remove her ling rie?
IIolbrook.- Io; I'd ask the nur
It was during this year that the kicking SI irit r ached it height, wing t
the di ati faction of the CIa s in regard to certain matters, principally the re tora-
tion of th time app inted for final exam in special tie , as well a other matt r
requiring adjustment.
The President f the lass, I-[erff, was kept busy appointing c mmittees anel
presidin<T at me tings, which were spirited, while the la wa equally I usy
!?igning petitions. The time wa not regretted, however, for the exams wer helel
on the third and fourth of March, as originally announced.
The fir t year our number wa 1 ,and t -day of the original lass IO..j.
remain. Each year our ranks were thinned. In this we see the survival of th
fitte t, but the vacancies were filled by men from other colleges. so that our
number fluctuated but lightly. In the interval betw en ur .econel and third years
the hand of death wept over u . and we learn d with arrow that H. rile
tewart, the Pre id nt of Forbe League, and tewart F. Tarr had pa eel away,
victims of the great white plague.
The four year rolled by like pas ing cloud in a summer ky, lut s me of
the friend hip formed will last throughout thi ephemeral exi tence.
ur cour e draw to a clo e. The hadows of evening gr w deeper and
deeper. Once again the twilight holds way, and may thi be unlike th fatal
Twilight of the ad:;, which reigned supreme, and may we e the resplendent
lines of dawn following on the morrow.
But little more remains to b said. for hi tory i purely a regi ter f bct,
recall d by the mem ry of the writer: for such recollections we owe gratitud to
the odde s of Memory, who rises all supreme to make alive in fancy th day.
that are dead.
Intoxicated with the weet of memory, a scene ri es before u which makes
us forgetful of the pre ent. We see a vine-clad woodland on the un-ki ed t p of
[aunt Olympus, and in the center of this Garden of the Gael recline the
divine 1nemo yne. Light, flitting figures appear and vanish among the tree.,
and finally a band of aiads comes tripping toward the 1us. .. ach fall rever-
ently before her queen anel lay a floral tribute before her feet, a me age in the
language of the flower. The fir t bring amaranth and bridal r e, mbl m of
love that is cha te, happy and unfading: a fair iter ha for her offering elai ie
lilie and mint, typical of a pure life; a third, with a face of terner mien. exhibits
poplar an 1 swamp ma<Tnolia, for courage and per everance; and, closely fall win fT
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her, another shows the elder for zeal and dock for patience. till another bears
the red belladonna blo som, the flower of silence; and next come a maiden with
eyes turned heavenward, carrying a garland of bay ivy and locust leav ,inter-
mingled with blue bell, ja mine and honeysuckle-devotion he lays at the God-
des~· feet. 1 ow a Aower ba ket is open d, and in it are ecn the ardinal Aower
for di tinction, urrounded by hawthorne, th harbinger of hope and its si t r
columbine, which be peaks resolute purpose. But few offerin:,," are left: one of
these is a pray of chamomile and flax, for energy and industry; another is a
wreath of coronilla an I mi tl toe, for toil crowned with succc s. The murmur
of the Naiads is hushed; a la t solemn figure approaches, and with sorrow catters
forget-me-nots for comrades fallen.
The picture fades; the present moment as erts itself. In fancy the hi torian,
too, strews flowers: rosemary for remembrance; aye, remembrance of the happy
days he ha brought to mind, days of the CIa s of 1905, and of all the scencs f
which you and I have been a part.
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marr}] .mUes Ste\"art
Born April [2lh, 1878 Died January 25th, 1903
Stewart Jr. \rarr
Born Jovember Illh, ) 880 Died fay 27th, 1904

'!Iass ~ropbec~
.------. I midnight. The student, weary from the labor f thc day,'U pushe "Monte" aside and fill his faithful old "corncob:' \ ith
chair tilted back and fe t on th table, hi occiput re ting comfort-
ably in hi clasped hand, he wanders for a while into the land of
fancy. At first the scencs of the day repeat them elves, the
maimed and sore afflicted pa before him. These, h wcver, arc
soon dispelled, and others take their place. He e hims If,
illI~i th ugh worn and exhausted by the want of nee Ie I rest, everready to minister unto those in sickness an I di trc s. It may bein the home of the lowly, where the child hovers bctween life andthe o-reat beyond, where only by the most dilio-ent carc is hc ableto tide it over the danger and o-uide it to health and tr ngth. 11 is
thoughts may drift to a time when he tand at th head of hi'
profe sion, honored and e teemed I y all-succe ,aftcr long year
of work tud." and close application to his v cation. He rouse him elf, and,
glancing about from the mere force of habit to be a ured that no one is ob erving,
opens his watch. Little he cares what the hour may be' hi gaze i dir cted not
to the face that belong to the watch, but to the one, tran cendent and pas ing fair
-the face that has be n hi gui ling star, hi in pirati n and hi h P .through 1.lt
his colleo-e career. h! a smile brightens hi countenance. The tlmcplccc I
replaced an I h is off again into the land of make-believe, Ireaming of the tim
When they shall live together in a c zy little cot,
Hid in a nest of roses, with a fairy gardcn pot,
vVherc the vin s are ever fruit d and the weather eYer fine.
And the birds are ever singing for that old sweetheart of mine.
The foregoing i a picture familiar to all, and had I but access to all such
dreams my task would be comparatively ea y. ince this is an utter imp ssibility,
I have been compell d to gather my data from whatever source I could. 1\1."
reque t that each one should furnish me with a short account of hi (life to com"
brought but few repli ,which I now present to you.
"First a.lld forclI/ost," Evans, Horace Elmer, lIec Bessie after being gradu-
ated, will go at once to a mall place called Delaware, which he told me wa some-
where off the coa t of Maryland. He will at once acquire a large country practice.
but. sad to relate, will never marry, giving a his rea on that he doe not care to
ubmit to "petticoat government." which would be inevitable were he to form
such an union. Before the life of a great city was spread before him hi confi-
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dence in womankind knew no bounds, but now this is shattered, and he will trust
none of them. Do not memories of Howard suffice him?
John Wilson called me asi Ie one day, and in a little "heart-to-heart talk" gave
me hi career as he would have it. John has long recognized th demoralizing
effect of the liquor habit on humanity, and realized that the greate t ervice he
could render mankind would be directed against this vice. He will prepare an
anti-alcoholic serum, and, in addition, intends to build a larg sanitarium, high
up among the Alleghenies, where his treatment will I e carried out. From the top-
most pinnacle a banner will float, emblazoned with "\!\filson's Serum-That'
11." Standin a beneath it. ever ready for its defense, will be none other than
"Artie," the man who saved the flag.
c. C. Cooner says: "I am thoroughly tired of boarding-hous lif and am
anxiou Iy lookin o' forward to the time when I hall b proprietor of a little 'grub
hou e' of my own. I have the promi e of one of the finest little cook in Pennsyl-
vania, who has also promised to set up my offic and pay my rent. vVhat m re
can mortal man desi re ?"
A note from "Cy" Young ran as follow: "I know that you have quite an
arduous task on hand, so. fearing that in the excitement of it all you might not get
mine exactly correct, I herewith send you a copy of my life as I have pictured it.
After graduation I shall go directly to Punxsutawney, the garden spot of the
world, and hang out my shingle. We hall be married the next day and imme-
diately go to housekeeping. I do not aspire to greatness. but imply wish to
spend a happy, useful life in Punxsutawney. After practicing for forty years
I shall build a fine home in the suburbs of Punxsutawney, where we shall spend
the remainder of our days in ease."
"Sid" Cooney, a very modest young man, would drop a few hints as to his
prospective plans only after much coaxing. Hc will return to his native tate,
among the Rockies. and will go into partnership with his preceptor, who has quite
a large practice. They will have access to the al111 house, vvhere all sorts of experi-
ments can be performed with immunity. They will erect a private h spital, where
much of their time will be dev ted to surgery. If everythin a g es well, he will
possibly con ider another partnership, that would bind them yet closer.
Beyer and Ro invited me to their room on ev ning, and, aft r all formali··
ties were over, they handed me a tablet an I pencil and asked me to take down
the information they were about to give me. "Vle shall both serve f r one year
a resident in the \!\fe t Penn' H spital, in Pittsburg, and then open an office in
East End. Vie shall each clear $5000 the first year and will double the amount
each succeeding year. After ten years we will be elected to the chai rs of Practice
and Surg ry, respectively, in the We t Penn Medical College, which positions
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we shall fill with great credit and honor. As to marriage, we have both decided
to live in "single bles edness." On leaving, they asked me to be so kind as t
neither ad(! to nor take from what they had given me, so you have it just as they
desired.
Howard came to me with tears in his eyes, pleading that I would not insert
anything that would make public his life while here in the city, as he expected
a number of his friends to be present. I cheerfully acquiesce to his wishes.
Herff said that, after serving a year in the hospital. he will go abroad for two
years to complete his medical education. After that he will return to an Antonio,
where he will take up his father's practice. Later he inten Is givino- up his practice
and will repre ent the Lone Star State at Washington. If the free silver que tion
can be resuscitated, he may take it up, with the \iVhite House in view. He ha
our best wishes.
One night in December, while sitting in my room, pondering how I was to
complete my undertaking, there came a gentle rap at the door. My visitor was
none other than Edgar I . Fought. In the course of our conver ation he explained
to me a new invention that he had just completed. It was in the fOl;m of a large
cabinet fitted up with all kinds of lenses, shutters and electrical appliances. He
---:f'~VTVR.O~C 0 PLo
told me that, with the observer in position and the machine in motion, it would
bring him face to face with the future. The lapse of year was regulated by a
dial. The mystery was solved, and here was the answer to the problem which ha I
been foremost in my mind for many days. We went at once to his room, where
the "Futuroscope" was fitted up. The dial was set for twenty-five years, and 1
took my place within. Outside I could hear that ever-familiar voice as it sl wly
repeated, olle-two-th1'ee-foll1'-fi~'e-six-se·ven-eight. uddenly lights began
to glow, strange noi es filled the air, and I was transported into a new era. I was
.on an electric train speeding eastward over old Pennsylvania at th rate of two
hundred miles an hour. with G. A. Knight in charge of the motor. Upon inve ti-
gating my outfit, I found that I was a traveling salesman representing the drng
firm of Berry, Weed. nderwood & Co., the large t dnw concern in the nited
, tates, with main office in ew York City and branches in Philadelphia, Chicago,
Denver and San Francisco.
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n stopping at Reading I was quite urpri ed to ee the gr at change that
had occurred, for in place of the bu tling town that I had known in my school day
there wa now mcrely a little village. Thi con isted of a black mith shop, a f w
hou s and a dnw storc. In one end of this wa the po t-office. In place of the
well-paved streets, nothing could now be cen but "Dusty" Rhoads, who was
postmaster. druggi t and physician. lIe said that hc could now g t cightccn hour
of slC'ep every day, and that,-without missing hi I reakfast. I fe practiccd very
littlc now, and when he did he charged about ten dollar a visit.
Gearhart. after having lived a vcry strenuou profe sional Ii fc for twcnty
year. wa livin cr in retirement on hi farm, om mile out from th village.
ome di tance from Rcading, while the train was topped to make licrht
repairs, I aw a littl old man ploughing in a field nearby. s he lrew hi mules
up to the fencc, notwith tanding the scanty crrowth of whiskcr that omcwhat
obscurcd hi features, I at once recognize I him a l\Iaurice Jac b r en tein.
Hi tory was a ad one. Hi fir t patient wa a young lady, who camc to him
complaining of heart trouble, and in place of offering hi own. ,yhich wa the
rem dy indicated in this in tance, he gave his famou pr scription:
~. Acidi arsenosi, gr. C.
Strychnin<e sulpha tis, gr. XX.
M. et ft. pilul<e o. V.
Sig.- ne pill evcry tcn minutcs until relicved.
nfortunately. the patient had an idio yncrasy for the combinati n. and he is
no more. Remor wa 0 great that he at oncc aband ned the profes ion, and
ha been f llowing the plough ever since.
I continued my journey to Philadelphia and had the good fortun to meet
F. 1. Davcnport on the train. TIe was on hi way to thc city to S\ end a f w day
with Frcderick, Jr., who was a Senior at Jeffers n. Dr. Davenport was th most
prominent physician in Wilkes-Barre. Hi head .wa now entirely bald, except
for a fringe of grey around Reid's ba e line.
As we were nearing the city a large fifteen-story buildincr loomed up in the
di tance. surmounted by a flag pole, from which floated a larcre 1ann r inscrib d:
FRIEDENBERG' I \ ::.\IA\
GU.\R.\NTEED T CURE LL ILL
t the windows we got a glimp e of ammy' smiling face. quite in contrast to
the expression he wore twenty-eight years hefore, when he made hi famous fifty-
yard dash across Wa hington Square.
ot havin cr been in the city for ome year, I was anxiou to see "Old Jeff."
o strolled down to the familiar spot after lunch. The entire bl ck wa now wned
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by the College.• The Post-Graduate chool, a large structure of twenty tories,
occupied the corner of Eleventh and v alnut treets, while back of it was a
complete modern gymnasium, presented to the College by Dr. Stephen E. os-
burgh, now a prominent phy ician of Bo ton.
While I was standing on the corner taking in the view, a plea ant-looking
old gentleman came down the street, wending his way toward the Hospital. I
wa ju t about to hail him as Professor Montgomery, but on closer in pection I
recognized him as my fonner classmate, Robert G. Jackson. After serving ten
year a sura-eon to a mining company in Briti h Columbia, he was called back to
Jeffer on and given a position in the Gyncecological Department. Profe sor Mont-
gomery retired in 1925 and Jackson was elected to the chair, which he has filled
creditably ever since. Except that he had taken on quite a little adipose tis ue,
he was the same old boy I had known during my col1ege days.
On entering the College, the first person to greet me was none other than
the "other gentleman," James W. Wood, Dean. I scarcely knew him, with a long,
flowing beard, the product of a unique paste which Dr. Henry Joseph Eugene
Newnam was placing on the market under the name "Whiskerine." Woody told
me that the most annoying feature of his position was the many petitions that the
various classes kept continual1y handing in. The latest was one from the Senior
Class, asking that they be al10wed to graduate without taking any examinations,
threatening, if this were not granted, to leave and go to "Chi." The 'Rules of the
College" now required that the College year consist of ten months. '
e t J wondered into the old amphitheatre, where Professor James N. Stanton
was lecturing on Myxedema, speaking in part as follows: "Definitioll. It i a
disea e characterized by a general adiposity, great thirst and tendency to inactivity
and sleep.
"Etiology. In addition to a perverted action of the thyroid gland, overeating
is one of the mo t important causes.
"Diagnosis. By fluctuation, oftness of the skin and general las itu Ie.
"Prognosis. Good, if treatment is beg-un early.
"Treotmc Ilt. Restrict diet to one loaf of bread, a roast of beef and four eggs,
three times a day; four ounces of 'Trimble' after each meal and plenty of exerci e
in the open air."
The straight-backed old benches that once supported us throua-h many a
weary hour were replaced by individual reclining chairs, wel1 cushioned, with
head and foot rests, and a cuspidor fastened to the arm of each chair. This was
the ingenious device of the "gentleman from Jersey," Walter F. Wood. He is
devoting his life to Orthopcedics, and, due largely to his efforts, rotary lateral
curvature is known only in history. He had to give up chewing the "weed"
shortly after leaving Col1ege, on account of the massive hypertrophy of his
masseter muscles from overwork.
One of the greatest benefactors of medical students is Dr. Rumph. The
little room on the second floor which we knew as the lantern room was fittcd up
as a tobacco repository. This Rumph kept well filled from hi large plantation in
Texas, the stock being supplied to the tudent free of chara-e. Everyone took
advantage of this liberality.
On visiting the Bacteriological Laboratory, I found Professor Tcllo J. d AI cry
demonstrating the bacillus amori , which had been recently isolated by a numb r
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of investigators independently. •
Synonyms. Bacillus Harrisonii, Borland's bacillus and Fluke' organi 111.
Occurrence. Pandemic, endemic epidemic, with a few sporadic cases in
Camden. It is transmitted by actre ses, heire ses (?), moonbeams and osculations.
Morphology. Small, two microns in length, with many flagella. tain by
Gram's.
Prodncts. Happy homes, divorce ca es, lawyer's fee, suicides, insanity, and
works wonders in bashHll young lads and lassies.
At the surrrical amphitheatre of the Hospital I took in Professor J. R. Simp-
son's clinic, one of extreme interest. The patient was . R., aged 54, male, white,
unmarried, family history negative, etc. The trouble was a ruptured mitral
leaflet, which Simpson had cleverly diagnosed. The heart was expo ed, 01 ened
and the leaflet sutured, and the patient ready for the ward in just five minutes
by the clock. This was the thirty-third of his series of operations on the heart,
with a mortality of but three per cent. He was ably assisted in this operation by
Dr. Jones, H. 0., ahas "Breakfast Food."
The realm of surgery has been completely revolutionized by the introduction
of a new anesthetic known as hot air. Its advantages are cheapness, easy mode
of application and stimulating effect, while, as a usual thing, there are no bad
after effects, except when it gets too hot there is danger of reaction. Dr. Oliver
J. Miiler was official anesthetist, and was usually to be found at his post, unle s
he had an interesting game of pool on hand.
At the hotel that evening my attention wa directed to a gentleman of small
stature who was studying the back of an old envelope very intently. This took
me back to my school days, when I was accustomed to see Clancy jottino' down
"facts worth knowing," later carefully storing them safely away in hi cranium
On closer inspection, this proved to be the ame person at the ame old trick.
He had been located at Charlestown, W. Va., for the last fifteen years, where, in
addition to his practice, he was heavily interested in the coal mines in that section.
He had come up to Philadelphia for a few days to attend the annual convention
of the American Medical Association, which was to meet the \lext day in the
amphitheatre of the Post-Graduate chool.
That evening I took in Keith's Theatre, as I noticed one of the leading
features was the great comedian, Thomas Shea, who was to recite from his own
poetical works. Tommy's career has been quite varied since the day he entered
Jeff, fresh from the Emerald Isle. At first the Presidency appealed to him very
temptingly, but Fate had other fields for him. She knew the talents that lay slum-
bering within his manly bosom, ready to burst forth in poetical flame. 0 on that
October night the die was cast, and Tommy was created Poet Laureate. His
masterpiece is "The Philosophy of Life," the first stanza running as follows:
A smile, a joke and a laugh to spare,
That's right living and casts away care;
For what's the u e when heaven' so nigh,
To grouch and snarl when all must die.
A kindly lift till the journey's done,
And all's at an end with the setting sun.
On glancing over the Evening Bulletin I noticed the following:
"Oil City, Pa.. June I, 1930.- harles C. Moyar, M. D., the wealthiest oil
magnate in this section, has his millions doubled by striking a flowing well. It
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produces one thou and barrels a day and promises to be the best that ha over
been truck in thi country."
'Ocean Grove, . J., lay 31.- pretty little wedding wa celebrated la t
night at the home of 11r. and Mr . William R. Graham, when their daughter,
Bessie E., was united in the holy bonds of wedlock to Dr. \i illiam . Robin on.
The bride is one of the leading ociety belles of the town and has the be t wishes
of her many friends in her new venture. Thi make the eventh time the Doctor
ha O"one through the ordea1."
t breakfast the next morning I met two of my cia mate. ernatz wa
engaged at the Academy of l1usic for the week a mandolin virtuoso. He had
practiced medicine for a few years, but music had the stronger hold on him, and,
consequently, the mandolin claimed him as one of its disciples.
The other was Herbert . Scheetz, alias "Shoots," who had been down in
Jersey visiting his mother-in-law and had stopped over night to hear Shea. He
was located at "Purgatory," Bucks County, and enjoyed a lucrative practice.
Just as I was starting to the medical convention Lieutenant General Charles
D. Gamble came into the hotel, with sword clanking at his side and bo om be-
decked with many medals. His martial Sl irit had been awakened during the
famous "Coxy Raid," in which he served as lieutenant, and even the trenuous
career of a medical life could not dispel it. He, therefore, had given up hi pro-
fession and had entered the service of ncle am as a fighting man. He had
just returned from Australia, which country he had recently conquered and planted
the "Stars and Stripes" there.
The convention was called to order by the President, James J. Stanton M.D.,
formerly of the West, but more recently of Philadelphia. After a short address
of welcome, appointment of committees and various other business the programme
was taken up. The first paper was read by Major Jesse L. Rains, on" nkylos-
tomia is in £rica." J es e had been stationed in frica for the la t five year with
the United States army. He had di covered ome fifty new parasite both animal
and vegetable, and what was best of all, had found a new dnJO",-Dracoc I halum
Ruy chianum Zanzibariensis,-which is a pecific for all di ea es caused by th m.
Just as Jesse was concludinO" hi paper, two ostentatiou dooking gentlemen, carry-
ing silk hats and cane, entered. Their faces seemed quite familiar, but I wa
uncertain as to their identity until they proceeded to the top row and settl d them-
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selves comfortably, with arms lovinrrly entwined about each other. There could
be no doubt then but that they were icholas T. Glenn and Jacob E. Ellinger.
On glancing about the room to see others whom I had known during my
school days, my eyes fell on a picture that is familiar to all. A few eats from the
top, stretched out at full length, with head and shoulders supported on the elbow,
were Smathers and Brandberg. Their spinal muscles were now so atrophied from
disuse that they were unable to assume an erect posture. Totwithstanding this
affliction, they had an extensive practice in the western part of Pennsylvania.
On the front seat, with note-book and pencil in hand, sat a portly little man
with smooth, shining head. This was Cooper, who had come down from Doston
for a few days to attend the convention, and incidentally pick up a few tray
pointers that had escaped him during his college days.
A number of papers were read, and then one on "Rheumatism," by a Dr.
Caldwell. As soon as I heard "Heah" in response to his name I recognized him
as Morris Caldwell, of the Class of 1905. He had a rheumatism sanitarium down
in the mountains of North Carolina, where he guaranteed to cure all cases, no
matter how obstinate, in three weeks. Womack was associated with him. Just
in the midst of Dr. Caldwell's paper an amusing incident occurred. All was quiet
and attention directed toward the speaker, when of a sudden a mighty sonorous
rale, followed by a volley, filled the air. President Stanton jumped to his feet
and yelled for order. Sammy Stern, sitting on the second row, rubbed his eyes.
glanced about the room, and went again into the land of slumber, but more quietly
this time.
The next was "The Northern Light as a Curative Arrent in Cancer," by
Dr. S. A. Munford. He had made a number of trips to the Far North and had
finally reached the orth Pole. Noticing the peculiar effect the aurora borealis
had on the exposed parts of the body, he decided that it might be brought to some
practical use in the treatment of the various skin diseases, especially the superficial
forms of cancer. After having carried out a large number of experiments, and
finding the magical way that it acted on all neoplasms, he was ready to give to
the world his discovery.
At the close of the session, as I was leaving the room, I met Vaughan. He
was no longer the "curly-haired youth' that Lorenz had patted, but now a full-
grown man. Having been inspired by the magnetic touch of that hand, he went
to Vienna after graduating and spent five years with the famous bloodless surgeon.
After coming back to America he erected an orthopcedic hospital in Camden, where
cripples from all over the world sought his strong hands.
On the corner of Broad and Chestnut Streets a novel sign at the entrance of
a large graystone building attracted my attention. It read as follows: "Dr. A. J.
Brewe guarantees a cure to all patients, no matter what the complaint may be.
They will be treated as they desire, either by Allopathy, Homceopathy, Osteopathy,
Neuropathy, Massage or the Rest Cure." The final touch being the Shock
Method, when he presented his bill.
I dined that evening at Sixteenth and Walnut treets, the home of Dr. L. 1<.
Milliken, who was now superintendent of the Municipal Ho pital. After years
of untiring effort he had worked out a method by which smallpox coull be aborted
at any stage and the patient cured without pitting.
On going to the hotel that evening I found a note from myoId friend, H. M.
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tewart, aying that he would be in about midnight to pend the night with me.
He oon arrived and we smok d an hour or so and reminisced. Barr had never
b en married, there being so many from whom to choos that he fou;id it impo -
sible to decide on anyone. He still had a preference for nurse, how ver, and
had that evening been callin rr on three different one. He was located at ltoona,
Pa., where he wa chief surgeon to the arnegie Hospital.
On the foll wing morning, while glancing over the Press, I noticed this
heading: "Dr. Thomas \V. Penro e resigns his position as uperintendent of the
Health Department of Philadelphia and accepts the nomination for nited tates
. enator." Tom ha become one of the most prominent men in the city through
hi many reforms in the sanitary regulations. The streets were prinkled in the
daytime and wept every night. Each house was supplied with pure mountain
water, a well as good fre h air, pumped in from up the State. The streets were
perfectly quiet after 10 o'clock.
\Vhile on my way to the depot I saw this sign at Twelfth and Market,
" chwartz & Levitt, cientific Pool and Billiards." Havin rr a few minute to
spare, I dropped in to see them. They had practiced for a few year but a it took
to much time from their favorite employment, they decided to give it up and
devote their entire energy to the latter.
1y route took me to ew York City next. I was arrreeably surpri ed to find
in the seat next to me on the train Dr. T. L. Williams, ometimes calle I ncle
Sam or Wogglebug. He was Pre ident of the United hewing Gum A sociation
of America. I-Ie was always noted for his peculiar ideas, but none c uld surpa s
hi pre ent tunt. He informed me that he was on his "honeymoon," but hi wife,
on account of a badly sprained ankle, was unable to accompany him. However,
he seemed perfectly happy. They would be "at home" in hicarro after. ugu tIt.
ne of the most intere tin rr place I visited in ew York was the office of
Riker &. Bramble, Hair peciali ts. 312 Broadway. As they were nece sarilyabsent
from the office a great deal, they had a series of slot machine arranged along
one side of the ro m. By dropping a dime into the slot one could get a bottle of
a preparation that would grow a mustache, beard or wig in one ni ht; the desired
colors were obtained by pres ing different levers. In te timony wher of w rt
two life-size portraits of each member of the firm, one repre enting Bramble a.
he was in the old day of 1905, with a scanty coverin rr of flaxen locks; the other
a he is now, with a luxuriant growth of raven-black curls. Of Riker, one rep-
re ented him with the dainty, downy growth on hi upper lip, a of yore, while the
second was his present likene ,with a thick Cossack beard.
On the shelf of a book store I noticed a volume entitled "A Simple Life or
Life as 1 I ave Lived It," by Edward Rufus ibley. The preface read a follows:
"Realizing that the artificial life which people lead i ne of the detrimental
factors in the welfare of our country, I have alway abstained from the friv litie
and trivialities which t nd to draw a per on from the real path. I have traveled
in many countrie and have gathered my precepts from many tonrru s, and I feel
that my greatest work can be accomplished by giving to the public thi little
volume.-The Author."
I dropp d in for a few minutes to see Dr. A. J. Orenstein, who was editor of
the New Y orll Dait'jI 1\;/edicat W orid. He bad conducted it so succe fully that
it wa~ recognized a the foremost medical journal in the world. Whil I was
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there, who should walk in 1ut Lieutenant Ralph 'Walker McDow 11 f the Unit d
tates _ avy. He had just returned from a two years' crui e in Eastcrn wat )! ,
and had come in to have a notice to that effect published: Ralph n w wore a
an Dvke. thanks to Riker & Bramble. lIe said that he wa in linc f r urerc n
General of the avy.
The next place that I visited wa the 1ayor's office. Dr. 1. R. J hne)' had
located in ew York City, and, getting within the clutches of Tammany, wa
elevated to the highest office the metropolis had to offer. He had long ince given
up his practice and wa devoting his entir time to politics. He t Id me that if
he were a It.! ky as "Teddy" he would reach V\ ashington in a sh rt whilc. The
hardest barrier that he had to fight was the tate machine, of whi h Thomssen
was the chief corner tone.
Continuing my journey, I arrived at Providence R. 1., and was met at the
depot by Dr. Blanchard, who entertained l11e at hi home that night. Mrs.
Blanchard beinO' hospitality personified, l11y visit was one long to b remcmbered.
"Blanch," if you recollect, was married the day after ommencement, and went at
once to hi home and 01 ened up an office. In the morning he showed me over th
city in his ldsmobile. We stopped at the Providence eneral Hospital and
were shown around by the uperintendent, a most affable little gentleman, Dr.
Cregg.
My next stop was at Bri tol, where I m t several old acquaintanc s. On going
down the avenue I saw Dr. E. W. Mitchell' ign, on which wa inscrihed,' reen
Trading tamps iven Here." I dropped in and had a little chat with "Heavy."
He told 111 that he had always been impressed with Lits trading stamp sch me
while living in Philadelphia, and had adopted it very successfully in hi practice,
His office reminded one more of a jewelry store than a phy ician's headquarters.
Mrs. Mitchell and her daughter Iary attended to the premiums. \Vhile I was
in Dr. Mitchell's office Dr. Fred O. Elder, Professor of Therapeulic at Harvard
Medical School, and J:)r. harle B. H Ibrook one of the leading surge ns of
Boston, came in. Holbrook had been devoting much time to lunO' ur ery, and
had but recently removed the entire right upper lobe and tran plant d a healthy
one in its place. The patient wa up and at hi work in three weeks after the
operation. auerbruch's pneumatic cabinet wa 1I e I in all these op rati n .
W11ile in Boston I received a letter from frica. I had not een that hand-
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natives to greater things by telling them about Massachusetts and the ways of th
Yankee. 11 their physical ailments were treated with inchonidia. He had
e tabli hed a colony at Iedway, to which place he ent one hundred native each
year to complete their education. Dr. Thoma J. Tartan was in charrre.
t a little town in the outhern part of ermont I found Dr. Bo worth
plodding away, r lieving his patients of money a well as pain. He was alway
a staunch follower of Roosevelt, and in addition to his reputation as a skillful
phy ician, was a local politician of some note. I thought, a I aw ome twelve or
fifteen children of variou size and a<Tes filing into hi hou e that he was also
running a boarding school, but in answer to my inquiry he aid they all belonge I
there.
I had just arrived in M ntreal, where I intended visitin rr Dr. . Lloyd
McC:.trthy, of McGill University. I was leaving the d pot when I saw coming
toward me a little <Troup, the nucleus of which on closer inspection, proved to be
Mc allum and Winter, each being surrounded by no Ie than ix young ladies.
Jut as I was getting within sp aking distance and wa planning that they should
hare up with me, there wa a har h, rumbling murmur and the light began t
grow dim. I called to them, but they did not respond, and in tea I I heard without
that same voice that started me on my journey, but this time the numbers were
reversed. \iVith 'one" the machine came to a udden stop and the door was
thrown open. In place of being in the Canadian city, \ ith beauty and valor
bearing- down upon me, I was in Fought' room, and lho c awful final not very
far di tanto Fought apolo<Tized for interrupting me b fore the entire lass had
been review d, but he had promised to take ome flashlights for Ryan and Elli
and must go at once. The girls had to be in early and he c uld not k ep them
waiting. This being merely a test of Fought's wonderful inventi n h wished
me to tell you all if you are not perfectly sati fied with the re ults, to call at hi
office any morning before 8 o'd ck and he will cheerfully refund your money.
1 hus, in the pirit of fun, we have attempted to f retell th future of ome of
writing for years, but there was only one person I had ever known who e scribble
wa a eries of up-and-down strokes, and that was lbert E. ustin. fter
practicing for a few years in his home village, near Boston, and verifying the
great healing properties of Cinchonidia, he looked for larger fields. In 1910 he
wa ent out as a medical mi ionary to the interior of frica. He inspir d the
~~'>:~.' .";iij\~7...... \ 'I/~ 1.\"1
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the members of the Class of 1905. How near the truth we are, time only can tell.
For all, however, we can with certainty prophesy response to the call of our
profession observance of its ethics, and devotion to the duties which spring from
the po ition in life we are about to as ume. For the realization of this latter
prophecy we do not need to wait, for such trait are characteristic of Jefferson
men wherever they may be found.
The following lines, by Dr. S. ",reir I[itch II reveal the future your prophet
see for the men of 1905:
This, this shall last though all our lore's forgot,
To give what none can mea ure, nor can weigh;
Simply to go where duty points the way;
To face unque tioning the fever's breath,
The hundred shadows of the vale of death;
To bear Chri 1's message through the battle's rage,
The yellow plague, the leper's island cage,
And with our noblest "well to understand
The poor man's call as only God's command."
Ay, under every century's changing ky
Shall the Greek master's triple ignal fly,-
Faith, Honor, Duty-Duty calmly done,
That shouts no self-praise o'er a victory won;
One bugle note our only battle call,
One single watchword, Duty.-That is all.
2]6
g:,resentatfon Bbbress
Mr. Presidellt, H ollored FacilIty, Illy Class "Pas," (JivIas,"
Wi1.'es, 51- leethearts alld all others 7c 'IIOIIL J hG'l'C failed to IIIClltioll:
I,
WO DER' notice the careful
dainty, soft, snow-white hand.
his laundry to be taken to any
E\
D
I
HE time ha come; the judgment hour i at han I; there are pr cnt
T here to-day father, mothers, brothers and i-ter wh have forfour long years, and some even lona-er, I ked forward to theII exerci es of to-day, and especially to those of to-morrow, and 1trust that my remarks will not in any way cau e you t think
"~ that I wish to humiliate your beloved one or ca t any reflection
upon hi character. Do not think, by what you may s e r hear
at our little eance this afternoon, that your darling ha misc n-
ducted himself while at college, for, belicve me, they have all bcen
good boys while here.
Owing to lack of time, it will be impos ible f r m to call
up each member of the Class. Only a few f the rare t and mo t
di tingui hed creatures will be called upon. F r me to attcmpt
to describe th animals about to be put on xhibition would
require more time than we could spare, so I will call them up where .vall can e
them, and let you judge for yourselves.
Fir t of all, let us have the official sample of the la s- E\
MIT HELL and "ROLLO" E AN .
To-morrow, gentlemen, you leave old Jefferson to entcr upon the nobl t of
profe sions. That ucces and good f rtune will attend you I have n doubt,
but .vou mllst be preparcd to meet any emergency. You may be called upon to
examine the throat of a patient, and that you may experience no difficulty I give
to YOl!, N EWN 1, this little L DDER, which will enable you to put your elf n
a level with the average patient.
\-\ ing to your enormous antero-posterior diameter, MIT HELL. we realize
that it will be alma t impossible for you to get within eeing di tanc of y ur
patients, so we trust that thi TELE COPE will aid you in making your exam-
ination. .
We al a have somethina- which we believe will b of a istance to v u,
~. in bringing your patient within eeing eli tance. Tak this. T 'OL
TOR, stand your patient upon it, and proceed.
\Ve will turn our attention now to the 1 1 1A L TE I N, R. W LI ER
M DOWELl. Come forth, Ralph Walker; don't be afraid; therc are no la lie
upon the platform.
Ladies and go ntlemen, behold the P TLE
arrangement of his hair, the potless linen, and th
Hi room-mate ay that Ralph would not allow
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place where th y u e chuylkill water, but in i ted up n having hi hirt an I
collars washed in Great Bear prillg water.
He spend everal hours each day arranging his hair and manicuring his nails:
alway carries a hand mirr r in hi pocket and invariably con ult it bcf re me t-
ing anyon . e, pecially the ladie .
ick Glenn ays he believe Mack wa born in a dre s suit Picadilly collar,
cuffs and patent leather hoes.
In the di ecting room, Mack alway wore rubber glove, rubber bo ts and a
waterproof prophylactic coat. He wa always careful to wrap pal r around the
handles of hi eli ecting knive and forceps and would wa h his hand very five
minutes in ro c.-water.
ow, Walker, may these articles be of use to you in the future. Here i an
up-to-date 1 and BR H, MIRROR and N IL PILE.
(CURRY MB BRU H, TI MIRR Rand LD FILE.)
ow let us have a look at the famous "Twins of Graft," JOIIN R BIN ~
EO KI="l and JA lES P. lcFARL JE.
tep forward, Twins; there i something doing.
otice the happy smiles upon their face -they know they are g ing to get
somethinO" for nothing.
Now, to look at them, you would hardly take them to be twin. but to know
them would satisfy you that two better grafters never exi ted. The are in a
class by thems Ives. and are known a the c'TWI GR PTER ."
They are noted for their daily visits to Trainer' about noon-time, pecially
when the ham is out, and a a reminder of Train r' famous Rusin . ~len s
Lunche.. I give to Y.9U, J HN, tliis loaf of BRE D, and to you, hi twin broth r,
THI H M.
Now go to your corner and get busy.
Next we would like to se the crew of the JEFJ7ERS N Y liT L B.
\iVill they kindly oblie-e us bv r portine- n the ouarter deck at once?
raptain PENROSE, late EMIL II EIDER. Boatswain IIEETZ.
Third fficer HEA.
alnte the audience, crew! Thank you.
\iVell, a hetter,looking lot of young tars would b hard to find. They are all
splendid sailors, especially when about three sheets to the 1,il/d.
vVhile College was in e ion, they were noted for their cruises to th northern
ports (above ifarket treet), ab arcl the "Good-T'ellow" hip. They w re always
abl to get a good cargo from Port Wine, Port Er and many other port, to
numerous to mention.
In the summer, strange to say, their crui es were dir ct d to an is lat d sp t
on the island of 1110 quitoes and swamps. known a cean ity, ew Jer ey. V\ hy
they chose such a dry town i till a my tery. It i rumored. h wever. that it
rain there frequently, and that the crew have been soa/led more than once.
In behalf of the Class, allow me to pre ent to each of you 1\ II 1. TUR E
Y HT, as a reminder of the many happy cruise, after which I would like you
to si ng for u :
Ye ho, for the bounding Ocean
Ye ho, for the rolling Sea,-
We scorn it. heaving motion,
And walk the decks with case.
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Ye ho, for the jib and panker,
We're afc in port once more;
So drop the two ton anchor,
nd pull away, pull away,
Pull away to shore.
(TOY . lL B _ T FOR E H.)
EARL LYDE RH RT, THE OB 'TETRI IN!
It is unfortunate for us, and very unfortunate for ther, that \V cannot
become specialists in certain branche of Me licine and Surgery dming om first
ten years of practice.
v\ e have here to-day, however, one who i 0 fortunate as to have be n able
to p cialize during his enior year at Col1eo-e. He decid d to make b tetrics
hi specialty,
Clyde always said appearance counted for a great deal so, durino- our Junior
year, he proceeded to make him elf look like a real d ctor by raising a mou tache
and a Van Dyke.
He greatly improved upon this in the enior year. Fir t he di carded his
little cap for a high ilk hat; then hi quare-cut coat for a frock. f cour e, he
didn't dar. to wear this new uniform about ol1ege. but on uch occasion as
calling ulon the ladies, or doing chore for the out-patient d partment of the
Maternity, he alway arrayed him elf in these "glad rags."
Ivde. as a reward for your heroic effort to look the part of a l' al doctor,
and in order that you may be prepared to show your ability a an obstetrician, we
I eg to present you with this high silk hat and case of obstetric in trument .
(OLD HIGH H TAD OLD TCHEL.)
Next we would like to hear from the A VIL HOR TERN, F. J.
M LL GH, J. W. WOOD and JIM M GEE.
Behold the VIL CHOR S, K KER'S CL Band KI KER'
I TIO. ,
This quartet wa much in evidence at every lass meeting. First, [c ul-
lough would make a motion, Magee would quickly amend it, tern would jump to
his feet with another motion; then Wood would ri e and add res the Pr _id nt,
and tell him that tern is out of order, since there is a motion b fore the hou e n t.
yet acted upon.
ow take these little hammers and knock each other a much a YOU like.
I 0, 111 give each one of you a book containing rule for conducting'bu ine
meetings.
(H M fER and B OK FOR E H.)
"RH V.A WI KLE" FLUKE!!!-
I am now about to perform a difficult task-that i , to awaken Gorge Fluke
from hi lumber.
Dr. Davis, while lecturing on Ob tetric \ as forced to top hi lecture and
r qu t the ~wo gentlemen who happened to be itting near George to pIca e
arou e him. Dr. Davis then gently informed Georo-e that hi I cture room was
not a lying-in charity.
ow, will the two gentlemen itting be ide Georrre oblige us by tapping him
with their fist over the floating rib until they have him thorouo-hly awake?
Thank you.
ow, George, come forward and receive this dainty little pil1ow. Tak it to
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your seat and rest your weary head upon it. I promi e not to di turb you any more
this afternoon.
(PILLO\i\ .)
We will now call upon the LITTLE IE EN ER F LO E, W. E.
EV NS, or, a' he is generally called," PID."
Why we hould call uch an animal" upid" may s em strange, but it is quite
easily explained. If we ju t recollect one of Dr. Elli ' quizzes in the Juni r year,
we shall soon under tand how Evans r ceived hi surname.
Dr. Ellis asked Evan to give the principal cau e of chlor is, and Evan'
an wer was, "Love-sickne s, di appointment in love." Immediately w he towed
upon him the cute little name of Cupid.
That you may practice your art, we give you this little bow an I tock of darts,
and this little heart to practice on.
(BOW ND ARROW ,A JD HEART.)
Now for the Y. L C. . bunch: lULU ,D VENP RT, R. R. J K-
N ND McC LLUM.
Here we have a quartet that neither moke, chew, swear nor drink. They are
wonders in a class by themselves.
They have developed an acute melancholia with sy tematized anti-alchoholic
delusions. They boast of never having ta ted, prescribed, tested the phy iological
action of, or even used alcohol in dehydrating their section illl the laboratory.
Look at this modest, innocent face and the lambs'-wool hair! I' REDDY
KILLI' boasts of being a leader at the church where Prof. 1Iontgomery at-
t nds. Boyd can prove this. He says Freddy is an excellent I/sher.
D ENPORT comes to u from a little suburb of crant n, a farm not yet
marked n the map. He says the trains stop there a often a twice a week.
Ellinger ay the only way you could get a train to stop there is either kn \ the
conductor or drive a cow upon the track.
R. R. J. CK 0 J is an ideal pecimen of purity. IIe was cho en resident
of the Keen urgical ociety by Divine right and al/e vote.
M C LL M is 0 dignified and so upright that he actually refused to it
upon a stool in the front row while the Alpha mega Alpha fraternity wa I eing
photographed. When asked to give the reason for his action, he said: "1 do not
care to lower my elf, and, b ides, I would strain myself if I tried to sit down on
. uch a little too1."
Iv dear White Ribbon friends: Here is a motto for each; al a f ur h ttles
of quae chuylkilliensis. Go 1ack to 322, hang these m tto in the Hall f Fame,
an I drink a toa t t the Class f 1905.
Beforr. au leave us, we should like to see McCallum strain himself. ITere is
a TOOL :VIack.
BOTTLE OF W TER for each, 'I L for 11 - ALL ~1, 11 'IT for
each. Iottoe reading as follows:
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~~~~~ 1Rum is tbe spirit of I
~ tbe t)e"il. ~
~ -~tllian ~
~~~~'8:!l~HII,~m,~~
I will now call upon LO IS SCHWARTZ, the Hungry Man of the Class,
commonly called "PRETZELS."
Louis is especially noted for his enormous appetite. This is the first time, I
believe, that 1 have ever looked upon his hungry countenance when he was not
pu. hing pretzels and apples into the immense cave beneath his nose.
He was a favorite at Jack Hart's Cafe, and they loved him so well that Jack
has chanO"ed the name of his famous \ ienna roast. and now call it "Roast a la
Loltis Schwar!::." in honor of the one who alway ordered it.
" e could always locate Louis at the Clinics and Lecture. It wa onIv nece -
sary to look along the rows until our eye rested upon an apple or a pretzel and
Loui would be there.
Loui , that you may not get hungry before I am through this afternoon. 1
will give you something which, I trust, will appease your mo t w nderful appetite.
perhaps. for another hour. Here is a "L DI HWARTZ," a PRETZEL ai1d
a TRING OF PPLE.
(A VIE J A ROAST, a PRETZEL and TRI G OF APPLES.)
Next we would like to see IVIILLIKE " T. E. VI ILLI M , LEVITT and
IX.
Ah, girls, don't get anxious,-they are all married.
This quartet represents only a small portion of the married element of our
Class.
They are a brave lot, and deserve great credit for coming forward this after-
noon, and we admire and thank them for it.
You have all worked hard during the past four year at College, and. while
developing your min I , you have been compelled to give up phy ical exercise.
ow, in order that you may be able to take up some form of xerci e again I will
pre ent each of you with one of these physical culture machine. . ft r a thorough
c ur e on these machine you will be prepared to me t any emergency. I also
give to each of you a homely motto. .
(Each a BABY CARRI GE and MOTTO reading as follow:)
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~.~~~~~I'Wlbat ta bome Witb.. 1
~ out a wife 1 ~
~ -'Wltlltama I
t~~
r:::::::":::,
~ bome-\\?ben bro~e. ~
I~~~~I
~~~~~~~~~
Illome ia j uat wba t
~ 1]OU make it.
~ -1Rtx
~~~~~fM:~
The next animal I wish to bring before you is a rare old bird. Strange to
say, the Class of 1905 has a Freshman in it on the eve of graduati n.
Come forward, BL OMFIELD. Don't be afraid. The las i eate I and
the Professor ha begun his lecture.
Ladies and gentlemen, here before you tancl an example of th iII/pIc Life.
o simple at time that we have often wondered if it really e'l/er 'was human.
better tale of hard luck than the one he tell of himself wa n ver invented.
He is a direct d cendant of a class of people known as ( Bores/' and a worse
bore never existed.
wiser student (that i , in his own e timation) never before came t Jeffer-
son, and, it is hoped by many, never will again.
That you may not always remain a Freshll/an, we give to you thi ack of
odium Chloride. Begin with a teaspoonful every hour and increa e th clo e
until tl1e freshness disappear.
(BA:r F ALT.) .
ow for the Class Genius, Orgallist, Politician and Photographer.
He is especially noted for hi work with the camera. His work of art, I
dare say, have furni hed three-quarters of the decorations of our rooms since the
Freshman year. To find a more competent artist would be difficult. Whenever
anything special was about to happen, FOUGHT was always on hand with hi
picture-taking devices. He has taken some rare pictures, chief among which I
may mention the Clinic held in our Hospital by Dr. Lorenz and Prof. Hoffa, and
also one which, he says, is a prize winner and can never be duplicated. It was
taken in the upper amphitheatre during our Junior year. It i quite a goocl
picture of our Class, but its great value does not depend upon this fact. n
examining the picture closely one can see two little clots away up on the t prow,
which upon clo e examination prove to be I K LE J and J KE EL-
LJ GER, the" 1?,)llight TwillS.' 'Tis hard to believe that these two wer ever
caught in the act of attending a lecture, but FOLwht ay he has the negative.
. Ed~ar, come forward. I have omethino- for you.
"Quiet., rz:elltlell/ell. Steady. Olle, t7 10, three, fOltr, fi7 1e, six, seven, eight,
llille, tell. That 7. ill be all, thallk you."
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Here, Edgar take thi C MERA and ke p up the good work of thc pa t.
ow we would like to ee "Stolle- 'all Jacksoll" BRE\ E, Presidellt of The
H at Air S ociely, whose chief function is to impart useful knowledge to medical
students.
His lectures on nervous eli ea e , which h held every Fri lay in the 111 king
rool11 of the ollege, have made him famou .
Ladies and O"entlem n, behold the noted neurologist, Pr f. Pr wc.
\;Yith yom permis ion I will read a few note given to mc by on of Dr.
Brewe's pupils. Dr. Brewe ays: "The Brain is the top-floor apart11lent ill the
Human Block, Iwo1. n as the Cranium, and kept by the Sarah Sisters,- arah
Brown and Sarah Bell,-assisted by M edl£lla Oblongata. All three are nervous.
but are always confined to their cells.
"The Brain is done in gray and white, and fUr1lished 1. 'ith light, heat, and'
hot or cold water, if desired, with regular connections to the outside world, by 'l Jay
of the Spillal Ci·rwit. It is usually occupied by the Intellect Bros., ThOtbghls and
Ideas, as an [ntelliO'ence Office, but is sometimes sub-let to Jag, Hangover & Co."
Here is one that will interest the ladies. It is Dt:. Brewe's definition of a
blu h: "A blush is a temporary erythema and calorific effulgence of the ph'ysiog-
nomy, eteologi::ed by the perceptiveness of the sensorium, in a predicalllent of
inequilibrity from a sellse of shame, allO'er or other calise, e'l'elilliatillg in a paresis
of the vasa-malarial lIIuscnlar fila III ell Is of the facial capillaries, 'll'hereb'y, beillg
divesled of Iheir elasticity, they become suffused 'l ith a radiallce elllalLatill 0' from
an illtimidated praecordia.'
ow Professor, we wish to give you omething which will be of u e to y u
in the future. Here is a little apparatu known as a H T AIR G 'KER TOR.
All that i neces ary to tart thi apparatu workinO" i , place a pint of rdinary
Ga oline in the lower chamber and then carefully apply a lighted match.
I have O"iven out my last present. I have tried to ive to each man a Qift that
seemed mo t appropriate a a reminder of hi ColleO"e day at dear old J ffer on.
That there i not one recipient whose feelings or dignity have been injured, I
feel sure, for every member of our Class has by thi time been rendered immune
against arcasm and "rouO'h-house." r-.lost of us attained immunity by the end of
our ophomore year, after having been passed up everal times by certain members
of the Class from the first to the top row of the lecture rooms, and the others have
had a "natural immunit)/.JJ
And now it remains for me but to bid you, my friends and clas mate, far -
well. May Life present to you its choicest gifts. yea, even that greatest gift of all,
a clear conscience and the knowledge that you have done well.
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Y askin CT each member of the Class to fill out a blank containing
a number of question, the Committee obtained the information
which expurgated, amended, corrected and otherwi "doctored,"
is as follows:
The average age is 24.
The old man is "Mo TV."
The babv i "HEINIE."
The averocre weight is 142 PO ND .
The heav)lweight i "HEAVY" MITCHELL.
The featherdJeight is "HEINIE."
The average size of shoes is 7.
The average size of hats is also 7, from which you may draw
your own conclusions as to the wisdom, veracity, etc., of '05.
The statistic as to th rising and retiring hours are 0 vaCTuc
and unreliable that we have forwarded them to the manufacturers of Win low's
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oothing yrup.
The most popular man in the la s is HERFF, with' TOMMY" IlEA a close
econd.
1\10 t of the fellow think that·· AM~IY' FRIEUENHERG uffer from the de-
lu ion that he i the mo t popular man in the las, but O. J. MILLER, the Otologist,
.is not many vote behind" .\~IMY.·'
There are 199 best-lookillg mell in the Cia s, and 197% (the 0 i oll/ebody)
think they are the particular "11'."
I)' PERY an I BEYER Jl1U t have been out 011 the tump for 'Best-dressed 1IIaIL
ill the Class," the vote are 0 clo e.
l\lcDowELL and ULAN IIARD are aiel to think that they ought to tand in
cl 'Apery's anel Beyer's hoe (clothe?).
The best-loO/lillg 111011 in the lass is PEYER,
BLOOMFIELD tltiH/lS he is.
The brightest 1IIal! in the Cia i Mu FORD,
BLOOMFIELD want that, too,
The one II/ost Ii/leI)' to succeed ill life i believ d to be \USTJN, and BLOOM-
FIELD is in it again as to the thillking part of it.
The Cia ha no e pecially favorite bOO/l, thouo-h 1\IONTG01I1I::RY'S ,\'NE-
OLOGY is quite popular.
The fm'orite play is "TEN NIGHTS IN .\ BAR ROM,"
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The C1as spent 5049.63 on boob and il/stmmel/ts. Thc P.\I'.\ and Lul.\
think that the publishers and instrument maker. havc I een enriched to the extcnt
of 21,049-46.
.. PLEE T' \\ .\LL.\CE and O. J. ~1JLLER hare the honors for 11/ost typical
Fresh lila 1/.
ARTHUR J.\ KSON BREWE i TIlE H at Air Gel/erator.
CLi\ C"y i voted the 'Worst grind. rU FORD de erve honorable mcnti n.
:'h EE is the 1 'orst leg-pl/ller-the la remembers the Rag of "Maga,
Gorlllall, L1·lIIited."
PROF. J. . WTL 0 i the most popular professor.
DR. RANDLE . ROSE HER .ER is the most papillar dell/ol/strator.
PROF. J. C. D.\ 05TA i voted the best lectl/rer.
PROF. Ol'LDI inspired the la s with the IIIOSt fear. and PROF. D.WIS does it
11011.
To the question 'Are 3'on a F1lssert" almost all plead guilty. and thosc who
clo not are --
Imost c1'erybod)' slllokes. and to the que tion "Why?" th most trllthful
an wer was: "To make me feel Ii l?e a 1\1 A ."
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There are 124 tobacco and gltm chewers in the CIa . May their number
never increase.
E~Jer'Ybody drinks I E WATER, some "WITH."
The fallacy of statIstics is shown in the fact that only nine men confe to
having used a paz 111 tidel.
Judging from the answers given, the lass of 1905 is suffering from an
epidemic disease due to Cupicl"s darts. ome confe to quite a urpri ing number
of attacks. with rapid and complete recovery. MILLIKE) O·APERY, '"Mowry"
JACK 0_ , SAMMY FRIEDENBERG, DAVISON and several others claim to have uf-
fered but one attack. from which they will never, NEVER, EVER recover.
TRONG ha ;t, too, and sees pilll?
MTLLIKEN became inspired on the subject of marriage, and write that he
married becau e:
"I am a Benedict,-' tis true.
Right gladly do I t II you,
That were you all as I am now,
The be·t that e'er befell you
Would seem be ide it like a sty,
Beside the Stratford-Bellevue."
The other married men are married "becaltse."
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LIMITED number are <Toing to remain bachelors and take chances with the
'Bachelor Tax." BERNATZ is <Toin<T to remain a bachelor becau e The 'WOlllelL
refuse to 1001: up to me,"
The men refu e to tell us '[ ,hether they are glad that they callie to Jeff 1/11til
after exams.
They are 1I1lal/imOllS in their deci ion not to ac1vi the Littl Drother to come
to Jeffer 'on, One can make more money in politics, ay some, ther reasons
given are unprintable.
The majority are member of the G. O. P .. with a goodly .prinkling of
Delllocrats. a few Prohibitiol/ists, a few Socialists and one II/archist.
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'tto (!ommencetnent lDa~
...., OSY tinted, long herald d,
II\. H pe be-freighted ommen ement Morn,
.reeping nimbly, softly, silent,
With neither hout nor wind of horn ;
With what joy we'll greet thy presen e,
Let our Auttering heart beats tell;
When we'll bid our tender Mother,
AIma Mater, fare thee well.
Tell us morning, is it Freedom
We shall on thy advent gain?
Or i. 't Thraldom's spectre lurketh
Dimly, within thy shadowed train?
hall we bless th e day, or curse thee?
Dare thou, wilt thou, cans't thou tell,-
\Vhen we've bade our tender lather,
Alma later, fare thee well ?
'hall the pictures that we' ye painted,
On blissful dream hour's gilded walls,
In a fancy fa hioned future,
Studded with airy castle hall,
Be fulfilled, or be forgotten;
Tell liS morning, cans't thou tell?
\\Then we've bade our tender Mother,
Alma Mater, fare thee well ?
Shall we enter I)n our life work
Har hly spoken, with heart grown old;
Loving only our profession
As it b gets us yellow gold?
hall we' er be thus unworthy,
Whi per morning, cans't thou tell ?
\Vhen we've bade our tender Mother,
Alma Mater, fare thee well ?
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Shall winter's chill be in our voice,
Or the crisp glan e of December
Glinting from adamantine eye,
Like steel unmellowed by ember,
Be all, upon the world's wide scroll,
The Cosmic Scribe may find to tell;
'<Vhen long we've bade our tender Mother,
Alma Mater, fare thee well ?
Or, shall we be the nobler kind,
Submerging sordid thought of self;
Our chief reward the good we do ;
Subduing dwarfing dreams of pelf ;
Thus passing on an unmatched fame,
The well-earned glory of our art;
Choosing the path the best have ta'en,
Playing the true physician's part?
Till oft-hued Hope shall steal to us
Acros the wreck-strewn fields of Time,
Throbbing our breasts with pulsing hearts,
Filling our minds with faith sublime,
And gazing wistful, down the slopes,
And up the teeps of coming years,
Fancy di cerns arl1id the mists
A crown, begemmed with joyful tears,
Of widow, Orphall, humble poor,
And they on whom unkind Fate frowned,
Who through our impulse generous,
Succor and balm, ,had ever found;
And HOI e, en han tress of the mind,
Unfold the hidden plall in strife:
.. Effort 11/ust lift lite sheathing dr(Jss,
Tilat veils tlu wondrous wortll oj' Life."
And hark'lling nature hear a hail
Echoed from deep Reality,
Lighting within Time's misty vale
A gleam of Immortality,
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When aye, when time and sense have passed
Again, into Immensity,
We'll feel the lead of Love's own hand
On, onward through Eternity.
And bask the while in His own smile,
Thus rewarded for duty done,
And start again, with str ngth renewed,-
For our journey has but begun.
hall this be, or shall it not be?
An. wer morning! cans't thou tell,
When we've bade our tender Mother,
Alma Mater, fare thee well ?
R. G. l, '05.
Ube jffnaI Uoucb
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B~"erttsemen ts

~ooD tools are at the bottom of
all good work. In cooking, there is
no tool so important as a good fire,
and no fire so good as the GAS
RAN G E fire. Gas Range cooking
has come to be regarded as the com-
monsense way.
Ga.s Ra1Zg-~!..-.a1Zd Water Heaters
are sold by dealers and by
The United Gas Improvement Company
Philadelphia
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ANTIPHLOGISTINE
SHOWING THE METHOD OF APPLYING ANTIPHLOGISTINE TO THR THORACICWALLS-FRONT" BACK AND SIDES-FOR DOl:8LE PNEUMONIA.
PNEUMONIA
PLEURISY
BRONCHITIS
Tonsillitis-Diphtheria
Scarlet Fever
SHOWIHG ANTIPHLOGISTIH£ AND COTTON JACKET COMPLBTS
AS INDICAT!tD IN DOUBLE PNEYMONIA.
Antiphlogistine's prime object is
to keep the blood circulating in
an inflamed part.
Send for our illustrated
booklet No. 47 giving full
description of application,
therapeutic uses and scien-
tific theory.
The Denver Chemical Mf9. Go.
NEW YORK
~ ~vv~
Throug-h the united efforts uf the U. S. Geological Survey ~
and several of the most prominent owners of Mineral Spring-s of
national fame, there was displayed
At the St. Louis Universal Exposition
1,){ THE
Department of Mines and Metallurgy
under g-roup No. 116. the mo t complete and comprehen ive ex-
hibit of natural mineral water of America (nearly 1SO) ever collected
POLAND WATER. was the only American
Water to receive a Grand Prize in either
this group or Department ~
The highe t and rno t igniftcant award ever achieved by
any American Water
~ H~~~~pr~g~~o~t~~la~ M~~eNS ~1711 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA, PA.Boston New York London
J-~~..rv" 4.
GAS FIXTURES
ELECTRIC FIXTURES
INSU LATING JOI NTS
GRILLS
ALTAR WORK
TABLETS
American Gas Fixture Works
MANUFACTURERS
208 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA
TO THE GRADUATES AND ALUMNI:
If you desire to use G LYCO-TH YMOLl N E in any s"ecial line of investigation, let us
know. A liberal supply will be sent free of all cost.
fn the land 01' the sk'y
~n[,worth fnn
.9.Jiltmoro.J 91 C.
near .7fslteville
Ohe fdeal !Hesort at an'y cleason
2500 reet above sea level
Open all the 'year
Write Tor booklets and rates
You Will Soon
In Hospital, Dispensary or Laboratory
be putting into practice the knowledge
you have been to so much pains to
acquire during the past few years. : :
THEN YOU WILL WANT
White (luck or Linen Suits
And you will want them made of Stand-
ard Goods, thoroughly shrunken. and
correct and substantial in every detail.
Our nsurpassed Fa ilities and Large F\peri~ncc are
at your service.
FORMERLY WTfH
PERRY & CO.
LATE WITH
W. H. EMBICK & SONS
CHAS. P. DUBBS
TAILORING
125 South Sixteenth Street
B. S. WELLS
TO THE PHYSICIAN
who wears glasses our method of adjusting the
frame or mounting will in nre omfort and
sati faction.
i~E PHYSICIAN
who is oblige.l to furoi'h hi.- pati~ntil with
gins es we offer a Mail Service ab olutely
reliable and accurate.
Wholesale Price·List and Prescription Blanks sent on reques t
PRICE & KEENE,
Manufacturing
Opticians,
PHILADELPHIA
We Can Save You 50% on Your Drug Bills
Consult Us Before Placing Your Orders . •
HAGERTY &: CO.
..Drug Brokers..
LIPPINCOTT BUiLDING•...
12th and filbert Sts.
1211 Walnut St. Philadelphia. •••PHILADELPUlA•••
JAS. C. DALY & CO.
(aure1 1)i11
~ ~ ~ Q:emetery
Situated on Ridge Ave.. between 34th and 36th
Streets. Philadelphia.
JA~IE.S • DALY eliAS. • S ....UDARI>S
Is perfectly secure against in,'asion by streets.
Accessible from al1 parts of Philadelphia and vicinity
by trol1ey.
Desirable Burial l.ots for sale from $55.00 upwards.
Nursery aud Greenhou!les located in Central Laurel
Hill, well stocked with a varied assortment ofplanlsaud
flowers, at reasonable rates.
AI1 Gardening Work and tbe yearly care of Lots can be
arranged for with the Cemetery Company's Gardener.
Office of the Company:
Benj. W. Richards, Treasurer,
No. 115 South 17th St•• Philadelphia.
reltphont Conntclion.
Lois can bt oblaintd at 1M Ctmtltry or 01 Com-
pany's OIlier.
Tht Laurtr Hill Ctmtltry has no connulion wilh
any alh., Ctmtltry.
Bath 'Room Tiling _
.Art Mosaics
Wood and Brick Mantels
Fireplace Furnishings
Designs Furnisbed
1626 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
FORMERLY WITH
PERRY & CO.
LATE WITt{
W. H. EMBICK & SONS
CHAS. P. DUBBS
TAILORING
125 South Sixteenth Street
B. S. WELLS
TO THE PHYSICIAN
who wears glasses OUI" In thod of adju ting the
frame or mounting will in ure comfort and
sati faction.
i~E PHYSICIAN
who is oblige/. to furni h hi pati.:ntil with
gla eR we offer a Mall Service ab olutely
Y1diable and accurate.
Wholesale Price-List and Prescription Blanks sent on request
PRICE & KEENE,
Manufacturing
Opticians,
PHILADELPHIA
We Can Save You 50% on Your Drug Bills
Consult Us Before Placing Your Orders " "
HAGERTY & CO.
..Drug Brokers..
LIPPINCOTT BUiLDING....
12th and Filbert Sts.
1211 Walnut St. Philadelphia.
1860-1905
United Firemen's
Insurance Company
Philadelphia
Assets January /, /905-$/,757,74/
SANMETTO GENITO-URINARV DISEASES.
AScientific Blending of True SantaI and Saw Palmetto In aPleasant Aromatic Vehicle.
A Vitalizing Tonic to the Reproductive System.
SPECIALLY VALUABLE IN
PROSTATIC TROUBLES OF OLD MEN-IRRITABLE BLADDER-
CYSTITIS-URETHRITIS-PRE-SENILITY.
~~~~~~t••••~~~~.~ ~~
TAILORING FOR YOUNG MEN:~~¥~.~~~ ~¥""'~I
:I 7f:.7I:em/ie' I
(jt/ 9{;w ~I /628 CfJ",In"t .9'beet £
:I _.U*Uuuu_U*. ~! Ten Per Cent. Discount to Jeffersonians E
JI,~~~~u"u,~a
"PIPE SHOP"
• IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
., I
Tobacco, Cigars
...AND...
Cigarettes
Finest Line of Pipes and Smokers'
Novelties in the City
R. B. SEMON
No. 131 South Tenth Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Formerly with Opposite JefFerson Hospital
J. S. SEMON & CO., 1021 Chestnut St.
\\Tillo~ •• Grove •• Park.
....OPENS MAY 27th, 1905....
Announcement of Bands and Orchestras Engaged
.J& .J&
Sousa and His Band May 27th to June 10th
Victor Herbert's Orchestra June 11th to July 1st
Conw-ay's Famous Ithaca Band July 2nd to July 22nd
Wheelock's U. S. Indian Band July 23rd to August 4th
Damrosch's Orchestra August 5th to August 25th
Sousa and His Band . August 26th to September 4th
IT IS RARE
to find any case of nervous exhaustion,
malnutrition or anremia, that will
not respond to the use of
Immediate improvement with ultimate
restoration is the usual result.
THE PURDUE FREDERICK CO.,
298 Broadway, New York
PETECJ?. THOMS08{
Na'bal and Merchant Tailor
Boys~ Sailor Suits a Specialty
1118 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
J4 and /6 West Thirty-third Street, 8'{ecw York
THE NAME
--\VM. R. \VARNER &1 CO."
Attached to a Pharmaceutical Product
IS A GUARANTEE OF ITS EXCELLENCE
A Fact Appreciated by Medical Men Everyw-here, at All Times
A. F. BORNOT & BRO.
17th and Fairmount Ave.
1535 Chestnut St.
N. E. Cor. 12th and Walnut Sts.
1714 N. Broad St.
CLOTHING
CLEANED
McINTIRE, MAGEE & BROWN
723 SANSOM STREET
PHILADELPH lA, PA.
EASILY ADJUSTED
COMFORTABLE
ANTI SCEPTIC
Wear KACHOO Guards
ON YOUR OWN EYE GLASSES
Order Kachoo Guards on your Eye Glass orders. and
get over your Eye Glass Worries.
Wilmington, Del.Washington, D. C.
by our down· la-date proce s is the besl a sur-
ance that the garments will neither be taken
apart nor sbrunk, nor will the fit be altered.
'athing i used that will rot fabric.
\Ve clean or partially clean men's clothes and
women's co tly gowns-all kinds. Also dye
them.
Among th~ other lhing we do, are: lean
blankels, curtains, table linen, etc., and clean
by compressed air, carpels, rugs and uphol-
stered furniture.
Wrile ror illustrated booklet
U Expert Cleaning and Dyeing"
THEIOEAI OffiCE....
= ~. INSTR.UMENT TABLE
Makes the Office Complete
THOROUCiHL Y ASEPTIC
Non-breakable joints, solid as a rock, light in
construction.
Finished in lhree coals of Baked While Ena mel
Neat in Appearance
Heavy French Plale Glass Top. J 6x20. and Two
Shelves 14x 18, all edges polished. resling on rubber
liPs.
Frame Constructed of Steel Tubing
BERNSTEIN MFG. CO.
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE
Aseptic Hospital furniture
Sterilizing Apparatus
Metallic Bedsteads
THIRD and WESTMORELAND STS.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. Price, $6.00 net No Discountf. O. 8. Phlla. Height 30 Inches.
RICUARO O[VINf
Bell and Keystone
Ttlephones
Imporled and Domtstic Cigars
PUrt Wines DREKA
FINE STATIONERY
fiNE GROCERIES
California Fruit, Gallons 2 1-2 and
3 pounds. Main Corn Gallons
and 2 pounds.
...AND...
ENGRAVING HOUSE
1121 CHESTNUT STREET
.. .PHILADELPHIA...
All Leading Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Hospital and Institution Trade Solicited.
FINE CIGARS AND FINE LIQUORS A SPECIALTY.
1539 Chestnut St., Philada.
College Invitations
Dance Programmes
Fraternity Menus
Engravings for Annuals
Book Plates
Visiting Cards
Reception and
Wedding Invitations
Monogram and
Fraternity Stationery
Resolutions Engrossed
Let Us Quote You Be-fore You -Buy
WE CAN SAVE YOU 25% TO 50% r ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
Simpson Obstetric Forceps (hand forged) $3 00
Graves Vaginal Specula . . . 75
Steel Sounds, per doz. (Van Buren) 3 00
Gruber's Ear Specula, 4 in set 60
Hypodermic Needles, per doz. 50
Aspirating Syringe in Metal Case . . . . . I 75
Hypodermic Syringe in Aluminum Case, 6 Vials, 2 Needles 1 00
THE ADOLPH LEVY CO., Makers of High Grade Surgical Instruments
Bell Phone. Filbert 4464 A 1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELP IA
For Over 60 Vearsi Mrs. Winslow'sSoothing Syrup
bas been used for over FIFTY
YEARS by MILLIONS of Mothers
for their CHILDREN while TEETH-
ING, with perfect success. IT
SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS
the GUMS, ALLAYS all pain,
CURES WIND COLIC, and is the
best remedy for DIARRHCEA. Sold
~rPcLV~s~~;::~dr;'s~ario~fJ~
Winslow's Sootbing Syrup and take
no other kind. 2S centa a Bottl=e'_-=t
An Old and Well-tried Remedy
Both Phones.
There Is Nothing so Soothing as a Mother's Kiss
EXCEPT
HRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP
MilliollS of Mothers wiU tell you
It oothe the child.
It often the gums.
It allay all pain.
It cures Wind Colic.
It i the best remedy for Diarrhrea.
It i ab olulely hannle. and for Sixty years has
proved the be t remedy for Children Teething.
DE SURE YOU ASK FOR
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP
AND TAKE NO OTHER
A. 6ustaf 6efvert & Sons
MANUfAGTURERS Of
Orthopedic Apparatus
v s II nti-Trust supplies both
wholesale and retail. \Ne also
make a specialty of furnishing
X-Ray Plates and finishino- X-Rays
for physicians.
ALEXANDER BROS.,
47 N. Eleventh St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Trusses Artificial Limbs
Crutches Elastic Hosiery
Supporters, Etc.
250 North fifteenth Street. Philadelphia
Mechanicians 10 Ihe Jefferson, Medico- Chirurgical,
Polyclinic. and Philadelphia Hospitals
TELEPHONE..•.•
INTERCOLLEGIA TE c!MAKERS OF
COcrRELL B LEONARD
Caps and Go~ns
472 to 478 BROADWAY ALBANY~ 8{. Y.
iQI.~~:
I
WM. C. ROBINSON &. SON CO.
122-124 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Let Us Quote You Before You -Buy
WE CAN SAVE YOU 25% TO 50% r ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
Simpson Obstetric Forceps (hand forged) $3 00
Graves Vaginal Specula . . 75
Steel Sounds, per doz. (Van Buren) 3 00
Gruber's Ear Specula, 4 in set 60
Hypodermic Needles, per doz. 50
Aspirating Syringe in Metal Case . . . . . I 75
Hypodermic Syringe in Aluminum Case, 6 Vials, 2 Needles 1 00
THE ADOLPH LEVY CO., Makers of High Grade Surgical Instruments
Bell Phone. Filbert 4464 A 1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELP IA
For Over 60 Yearsi Mrs.Winslow'sSoothing Syrup
bas been used for over FIFTY
YEARS by M1LLlONS of Mothers
for their CHILDREN whileTEETH-
lNG, with perfect success. IT
SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS
the GUM!?t_ALLAYS al1 pain,
CURES Wl.NU COLIC, and is the
best remedy for DIARRHCEA. Sold
by Druggists in every part of the _
world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. =
Winslow's Soothing Syrup and take
no other kind. 2S cents a BottI=e'_;;;;;;;;;jj
An Old andWell-tried Remedy
80th Phones.
There Is Nothing so Soothing as a Mother's Kiss
EXCEPT
HRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP
Milliolls of Mothers wiII tell you
It soothe the child.
It often the gums.
It allay all pain.
It cures Wind Colic.
It is the best remedy for Diarrhrea .
It is absolutely harmlc s and for Sixty years has
proved the be t remedy for Children Teething.
DE SURE YOU ASK FOR
~IRS. \VI~SLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP
AND TAKE NO OTHER
A. 6ustaf 6efvert & Sons
MAMJfACTURERS Of
PUOTO SUPPU[S. Orthopedic -• Apparatus
Mechanicians 10 Ihe Jefterson, Medico- Chirurgical,
Polyclinic, and Phil.delphia Hospitals
250 North fifteenth Street, Philadelphia
Crutches Elastic Hosiery
Supporters, Etc.
V e sell Anti-Trust supplies both
wholesale and retail. We also
mak a specialty of furnishing
X-Ray Plates and finishing X-Rays
for physicians.
ALEXANDER BROS.,
47 N. Eleventh St..
Philadelphia, Pat
Trusses Artificial Limbs
TfLfPHONE.. ...
PHYSICIANS' SUPPLY CO, OF PHILA.
1118-1120 Chestnut Street
Rooms 50-51·52-53 Estey Building
Dou'l forgel the location-one door west ot "Keith's"
A Stationery
Department
-w-ith an aim to producing
highest grade "Work, only.
Commencement Invitations
Dance Invitations
Dance Programmes
Banquet Invitations
Banquet Menus
Class and Social Stationery
Visiting Cards--special rates
to clubs of ten.
Bailey"
Banks &; Biddle Co.
1218-1220-1222 Chestnut St.
Why we are
busy while
others
complain
c
Where 1
at the
These four children were all rai ed on E kay's Food.
physician of prominencc-<:ontinues his enthusillstic fajth in
the most nourishing and satisfactory of foods.
Thousands of doctors prescribe it in preference to anything else.
We print a few excerpts from physicians' letters-selected from thousands
of similar ones on our files, omitting the names for ethical reasons.
One says: "I am using Eskay's Food in my own family and have found
its effects wonderful, also in general practice, where infants have thrived on
nothing else except Eskay's ·Food. I cannot sp ak too highly of it."
Another says: "Within an hour the boy had his first taste of Eskay's Food.
From the first he digested it better than allY other we had tried, and he cried
less from pain. He is to have Eskay's Food and nothing else till his second
birthday."
Another says: "I must confess that in this case of my own child I could
not by the most painstaking efforts make or pr cribe a food that agreed with
her as well as the E kay's Food."
This is important testimony and worth your earnest con ideration. The
actual experience of phy icians with Eskay's Food in their own families is
the strongest proof of its un xcelled value.
FREE-Our splendid book, "How to Care for the Bab)'."
and a generous sample of U E3.k..1.Y's Food." "'rile to-d..'1y.
SMITH. KLINE t& FRENCH COMPANY
436 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1837 ~OBE~T SHOEMAKER & CO
N. E. CORNER FOURTH AND ~ACE ST~EETS. PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURERS of Strictly Pure Powdered Drugs an I Spices
1905
The best crude goods only arc used. and each article. prepared in our own mills. with the most scrupulous care.
Crushed. ground and finely pOwdered drugs to meet the reQuirements of the best educatcct. conscientious Pha,·maoisl.
IMPORTERS of Fine Drugs, Essential Oils, Aromatic Distilled Waters.
NORWEGIAN COD·LIVER OIL.
OLIVE OIL, Finest Quality.
Sole United States Agents for JOHNSTON'S FLUID BEEF.
J. SPATOLA...
Jefferson College
SHOES for Crippled and
Deformed Feet a Specialty
Anatomical Shoemaker
256 South Tenth Street. Philadelphia
25 Years· Experience-Correspondence Solicited
Try Us
Both Phones
J~STAHL]SBED IH8~
on the next order you may need
for the office-Prescription
Blanks, Bills, Note Heads, En-
velopes or any special form you
may use. We make a specialty
of high-class printing for Physi-
cians-Medical Publications,
Booklets, Pamphlets, Reprints,
Etc.
PHILADELPHIA
PRINTING and
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
628 CHESTNUT STREET
J. LEWIS GOOD
& 0
Fu E AL
DIRE TO S
9~1 SPRUCE STREET
PHILADELPHIA
TELEPHONE
FILBERT PAVING AND
R. Y. FILBERT. President
J. S. B. NAGLE, Secretary
H. N. DAY, Treasurer
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY ~
NEUCHATEL, SEYSSEL
BRUNSWICK, TRINIDAD
VENEZUELA and CALIFORNIA
ASPHALTUMS
VULCANIZED ASPHALTS and
ARTIFICIAL STONE
In any Design or Color
OFFICE ~
819 PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA
COntraclors ror Laying STUART'S PATENT
GRANOLITHIC PAVEMENT
Sole Agents ror the P. & B. Patent Ideal
Roofing, P. & B. Paints and Sheathing
Paper, and all olher kinds or Rooring.....
Paving or Roadways, Garden
Walks. Stables, Cellars, etc., or
wherever 8 solid, durable and chtap
floor or pavement is desired.
IRON SLAG BLOCKS
v _ Ph {Race 45-70 D~ystone onu Race 54-96 D
All Work Guaranteed
WM R. CHAPMAN B SONS
Mason Builders
1215
Branch Offices
Philad'a Brick Co.
Both Phones
Kerbaugh Lime Co.
Both Phones
South 'Broad Street
PHILAD'A BRICK CO.
Wm. R. Chapman, Prop.
25th and Passayunk Avenue
estate 0/
~aV{d JfoFFer
Wholesale 'J)ealers in
91hi/adelphia 9Jressed 9lleats
.Holol, fnslilulion ancl Vtusol Supp/los a Spoolall.!!
Soulhwest Corner owenty-ninlh and 9l/ar/ret Streets
!7.loll1 uolopllonos !7'lIlladolpllla
]. B. VA VISON
PURE MILK and CREAM
1409 North Franklin Street
PHILADELPHIA
w. A. MOlTZ
Dealer in
Choice Meats and Provisions
FallCY Squabs. Butter, Eggs and Poultry
I mported Cheese
229 South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia
Both Phones
BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Broad
and Narrow
Guage LOCOMOTIVES Sin~leExpansionand COffillound
Mine, Furnace and Industrial Locomotives. Electric Locomotives with West-
inghouse Motors and Electric Trucks
Burnham, Williams & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Cable Address-" Baldwin," Philadelphia
r------ ----- --..-.aSPE:,~~.~~,~,~~ an~ ~c"c~e~,~c~1 NG f
has plac.d u. a' .h. h.ad 0' 0", p,o""'on and t
EHh~~.;:~n SLAG ROOFING t
APPLIED ONLY BY
being the accepted standard of
first-class COOl position Roofing
WARREN=EHRET COMPANY
Land Title Building, PUlLAOELPUIA 1
Jefferson
Medical } Is protected. from fire and vvater by our
Colleae Slag ....nd Actinolite Tile Roofings
• ~~....,.,.......,... ~~W' ....."rJ4'Q:'4"' .........-.-G...........---. "
t
E. H. PETERSON & COMPANY
TAILORS
AND IMPORTERS
S. \1\1. COR. ELEVENTH AND SANSOM STREETS
ONE_HAl-F BL.OCK
FROM THE ,JEFFERSON COLLEGE
MAKERS OF
FINE CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN
SACK SUITS FROM $215.00 TO $150.00
DANIEL SUTCH
CONTRACTOR AN D PLASTERER
1515 NORTH T\NELFTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA
John f. Fitzgerald
Successor 10 R. M. HOLBROOK
TERMINAL MARKET, PH/LAD'A
Dealer in
Fish, Lobsters, Crabs, &c.
Special Discount to Hotels and Institutions
BOTH PHONES
BONBONS AND CHOCOLATES
Fancy Baskets and Boxes Suitable for Presenfs
Candies sen I everywhere by Mail or Express
Mail Orders receive our Prompl and Carefu' Atlenlion
1320 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
PLUMBING
GAS FITTING
STEAM HEATING
Telephone Connection
HOBEN & DOYLE
Southeast Corner 21 st and Pine Streets
Philadelphia
E. A. WRIGHT'S ENGRAVING HOUSE
1108 CHESTNUT STREET : : : : : : : PHILADELPHIA
We do Engraving and Printing in all the known arts. Fashion-
able Stationery for Fraternity and Soc i a I Correspondence
Leading House for Wedding Invitations, Visiting and Profes-
sional Cards, Commencement and Class-Day Invitations and
Programs, Dance Programs, Menus, College Annuals, Class
and Fraternity Plates, Catalogues, Embossing, Seal Press Work
Half Tones, Line Cuts and Photo Engraving in all its Branches
General Commercial Work
Before ordering elsewhere com par e sam pIe s and prices
Makers of this COLLEGE ANNUAL and engravers to the
Class of 1905 of Jefferson Medical College
THE HASTINGS & MciNTOSH TRUSS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF
Hard Rubber, Elastic and Leather-Covered TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
912 WALNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
OB 0
EsTABLTSHED 1872
L~ BE ETT
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Fo EIG ~ D DOMESTIC FR IT
121 DooK STUEET. PHILADELPBI..t\
P. S. DEWALD Poultry and Game
344 NORTH FRONT STREET. PHILADELPHIA
TELEPHONES: Keyslone, M.in 42·08; Bell, M....ket 29-78 E
Roofs Repaired and Painted Jobbing Promptly Attended To
J. B. MEARNS, HEATERS, RANCiES and TIN ROOFINCi
Phone: Bell, Walnut 16-91 D 267 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia
Bell Pbone-M.rket 1332 A : : : ESlablished 1851
KENSINGTON SOAP WORKS
OLIVER PARKER ESTATE PUR E SO A P S
Manufacturer of
Second Street and Germantown Avenue . . Philadelphia
CARL F.
Merchant T ailor'l
BUNTH
1033 'W"alnut Street
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
uccessor to
BROWN COMPANYJOS. W. POLE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN SEA FOOD
Telephone Connection
Fresh Fish, Oyslers, CI.ms, Lobslers, Cr.bs, Cr.b Meal
All V.rielies S.1t .nd Smoked Fish, M.ckerel, Etc.
Inside of 40th Street Market 40th and Market Streets
JO EPH RIFT & SO
Kift's Plants Cirow FLORISTS Kift's Flowers Keep
Everything the Best in 1725 CHESTNUT STREET
Plants and Flowers
". J. TIBBALS, SON & GO., MANUfACTURING CHEMISTS
Patent Cream Indigo, Flavoring Extracts and Celebrated Specialties
Surpassing Tonic Extract Beef, Wine aM Iron, Tasteless Cod Uver Oil Emulsion, "eadache Liniment
2130 R~CE STREET PHILADELPHIA
CHAS. E. MONDAY & CO.
Engineers •• and •• Contractors
HEATING
PLUMBING
VENTILATING
1318-24 Olive Street Philadelphia
CHAS. ROESCH & SONS CO.
Slaughterers and Packers BeeL~:~r\t~lutton
Manufacturers of PURE FOOD PRODUCTS
Abattoir PHILADELPHIA, PA. Sales Refrigerators
West Phila. Stock Yards 834-836-838 North Second Street
Packing House: 837-839-841 N. American St. S. W. Cor. 9th and Poplar
Branch: Atlantic City, N. J.
KOLB'S BREAD BAKERIES
1403-1427 South Tenth Street
PHILADELPHIA
Branch Bakery, 3709-3739 North Broad St.
All Our Bread Made with Pure Milk
Fifty Varieties ot Bread and Rolls
Ttlephone Conntetion
n ..:: ..... L TIt:LEL'1I0N-1i}
'VAJ.N '1' 805
.T. I-I. G EMRIG & SON
(\VU,LIAM H. 1:h HTER)
8UCCEsson
ROI AL, VETERL.'<AH AND
ORTHOPAEDIOAL :D<STH IENTS
THus ES, BANDAGBS. E'1: •
(LAn~ 1... .. A'rr&..""'UASCI::)
109 . EI HTH TR"EET, UI::LOW U~T.s-UT
PHILADEL'PllTA
IMPORTANT MEDICAL
BY MEMBERS OF THE
BOOKS
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE FACULTY
DUNGLISON'S DICTIONARY. TWENTY-THIRD EDITION
A Dictionary of the Medical Sciences. By Robley Dunglison, M. D., LL.D , late Professor
of Institutes of Medicine in the Jefferson Medical College. Philadelphia. Revised and re-edited
by Thomas L. Stedman, A. M , M. D. Imperial octavo, 1212 pages, 577 illustrations, including
84 full-page plates, mostly in colors, with thumb-letter index. Cloth $8.00, net; leather $9.00,
net; half· morocco $9.50, nllt.
HARE'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE
A Text-book of the Practice of Medicine. By H. A. Hare, M D., Professor of Therapeu-
tics and Materia Medica in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Octavo, 1119 pages, with
129 engravings and 10 full-page plates in colors and monochrome. Cloth $5.00, net; leather
$6.00, net; half-morocco, $6.50, net.
HARE'S PRACTICAL THERAPEUTICS. TENTH EDITION
A Text-book of Practical Therapeutics. By H. A Hare, M.D. With EspecIal Reference to
the Application of Remedial Measures to Disease and their Employment upon a Rational Basis.
With special chapters by Drs. G. E DeSchweinilz, Edward Martin and Barton C. Hirst. New
(10th) edition, much enlarged, thoroughly revised and la'~~ly re-written. Octavo, 90 pages,
with 113 engravings and 4 full-page colored plates. Cloth .00, net .. leather $5.00, net,' half-
morocco $5.liO, net.
HARE'S DIAGNOSIS. FIFTH EDITION
A Text-book of Practical DiagnosIs. By H. A. Hare, M. D. The Use of Symptoms in the
Diagnosis of Disease. Fifth revised edition. Octavo. 69' pages, with 240 eneravings and 25
full-page colored plates. Cloth, $5.00, net; leather, $6.00, net; half-morocco, $6.50, net.
DAVIS' OBSTETRICS. SECOND EDITION
A treatise on Obstetrics for Students and Practitioners. By Edward P. Davis, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Obstetrics in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Octavo, 09 page, with
2i4 engravings and 3!) full-page plates in colors and monochrome. Cloth, $5.00, net; leather,
6.00, net; half morocco, (LilO, net.
CHP.PMAN'S PHYSIOLOGY. SECOND EDITION •
A Treatise on Human Physiology. By Henry C. Chapman, M. D., Professor of Institutes of
Medicine in tbe Jefferson Medical COllege, Philadelpbia. Octavo, 924 pages with 595 engrav-
ings Cloth, ·10.2:;, net; leatber, $:;.2:;, net.
VEASEY'S OPHTHALMOLOGY
A M~nual of Diseases of the Eye. B, Clarence A. Veasey, M. D, Demonstrator of
Opbtbalmology in tbe Jefferson Medical ~olle?e, Pbiladelpbia. 12 mo., ·1012 pages, 194 engrav
ings, and 10 full· page colored plates. PrIce 2.00, net.
THORNTON'S POCKET FORMULARY. SIXTH EDITION
Tbe Medical News Pocket Formulary By E. Quin Thornton. M. D., Assistant Professor of
Materia Medica in the Je!ferson Medica! College, ?htladelpbia.. Thorougbly revised. Containing
more than 2000 prescriptions, representmg the lalest and most Improved methods of administering
remedial agents. In one wallet sbaped volume, strongly bound in leatber, witb pocket and pencil.
Price $1.50, net.
LEA BROTHERS & CO.
706-8-10 SANSOM ST.
PHILADELPHIA
111 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YOIIK



